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0 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Suppose X is a smooth and projective scheme over a perfect field k with 
Witt ring W. Mazur's fundamental theorem [23] establishes a striking link 
between the action of Frobenius and the Hodge filtration on the crystalline 
cohomology of X/W and suggests a close connection and analogy between 
F-crystals and Hodge structures. Applications of Mazur's theorem and its 
concomitant philosophy include Katz's conjecture on Newton polygons [op. 
cit], a crystalline Torelli theorem for certain K3 surfaces [26], and a simple 
proof of the degeneration of the Hodge spectral sequence [7]. The theorem 
also underlies the deeper manifestations of the theory of p-adic periods, de
veloped by Fontaine-Messing [12], Faltings [9], and Wintenberger [29]. 

Our main goal in this monograph is to formulate and prove a version 
of Mazur's theorem with coefficients in an F-crystal. In order to do this 
it is necessary to define and describe a "Hodge filtration" on an F-crystal 
and on its cohomology. This suggests our second goal, the development of a 
crystalline version of the notion of a complex variation of Hodge structure, 
which we call a "T-crystal" (the "T" is for transverse). These objects make 
sense on any formal scheme of finite type over W, especially for schemes 
smooth over W or over Wfl =: W/jfW for /x G Z +. Putting together the 
"F" and the "T," we obtain the notion of "F-T-crystal," which we hope is a 
reasonable analog of a variation of Hodge structure, on any smooth complete 
scheme over W^. In particular, F-T-crystals of level one should correspond 
to p-divisible groups. 1 We show how to attach to a T-crystal (#', A) to 

1This seems to follow easily from a recent result of Kato, which is essentially the case 
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a suitable F-crystal (F, $), and our formulation of Mazur's theorem relates 
the action of Probenius on the cohomology of the F-crystal (F, $) to the 
corresponding Hodge filtration on the cohomology of (E\A). 

This paper can be seen as a continuation of our previous study [24, 25] 
of Griffiths transversality and crystalline cohomology, here with emphasis on 
global, rather than local, results. An important feature of our approach is 
that we work systematically with the Hodge filtration on crystalline coho
mology over W, not just its image in the De Rham cohomology over k. 

Before describing the plan of our paper, it is helpful to begin by briefly 
reviewing the statement of Mazur's theorem. Let k be a perfect field of 
characteristic p and let W be its Witt ring, with F denoting the Frobenius 
automorphisms of k and of W. Then a nondegenerate F-crystal on k/W is a 
finitely generated free W-module F, together with an F-semi-linear injective 
endomorphism <fr. Even if k is algebraically closed, the classification of such 
objects is quite complicated, as is the case for Hodge structures. Now a Hodge 
structure can be greatly simplified by forgetting its integral lattice—one then 
just obtains a filtered vector space (i/, Fil) determined up to isomorphism 
by the Hodge numbers hl =: dimGr^i/. Mazur's crystalline analog of 
this simplification is the passage from an F-crystal <I> to the associated F-
span E' —• F, in which one simply forgets that the source and target 
of $ are one and the same VT-module. It is easy to classify F-spans up 
to isomorphism. Namely, still following Mazur, we define a filtration on E 
by taking MXE' =: $_1(p*F); it is then easy to to see that our span is 
determined up to isomorphism by the Hodge numbers of the filtered vector 
space (F' <g> fc, M). Actually it turns out to be more convenient to work with 
a slightly different filtration A, given by AiE' =: X^p^M^'F', which in fact 
induces the same filtration as does M on E' <S> k. This construction defines 
a functor ctk/w from the category of F-crystals on k/W to the category of 
filtered VF-modules. We can now state Mazur's fundamental result [4, 8.41] 
in the following way: if we apply cxk/w to the canonical F-crystal structure 
on the crystalline cohomology of a suitable X/k, the resulting filtration A is 
just the Hodge filtration: 

AiE = H»(X/W,J®/w). 

Now suppose that we have a family of F-crystals (F,(I>) on a smooth 
X/k, i.e., an injective map of locally free crystals <I>: Fx/WE —> E. Such 
an object is usually just called an "F-crystal on X/W" and we view it 

/x = l. 
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as an analog of a variation of Hodge structure. Similarly, one can view 
an F-span <J>: F^^E1 —» E as an analog of a complex variation of Hodge 
structure. For each point x of X, one can perform Mazur's construction, 
and obtain a filtered W(k(x)y module (E'(x),A(x)). It turns out that these 
filtrations vary nicely in a family: they fit together to form a filtration A of 
the crystal E'. As in the complex case, A is not a filtration by subcrystals, but 
rather by sheaves in the crystalline topos, satisfying a crystalline version of 
Griffiths transversality. For example the filtration associated to the constant 
F-crystal is the filtration by the divided powers of the ideal Jx/w- We call 
the data (E\ A) a "T-crystal," and thus we obtain a functor ax/w from the 
category of F-spans on X/W to the category of T-crystals. It turns out that 
this functor is even an equivalence for crystals of level less than p. Now 
our generalization (c./. (7.4.3) and (7.5.3)) of Mazur's theorem says that 
the functor a commutes with the formation of higher direct images, under 
suitable conditions. 

The use of logarithmic structures in crystalline cohomology greatly in
creases its range of applicability, so we begin in Section 1 by reviewing and 
extending the theory of logarithmic crystals, due originally to Faltings [10], 
Fontaine and Illusie, Hyodo, and Kato [15], [20]. The main new features 
of our presentation are the systematic study of logarithmic differential op
erators and the theory of p-curvature and Carrier descent in a logarithmic 
context. This section may be of some foundational interest independent of 
the rest of the article. On the other hand, those readers who want to avoid 
the technical difficulties of logarithmic structures can omit it and just work 
with the trivial logarithmic structures throughout the rest of the paper. 

The first real task in our program is the systematic study of Griffiths 
transversality in the crystalline setting. The advantage of this viewpoint, 
aside from its aesthetic appeal, is that it allows us to work in arithmetic 
and geometric directions simultaneously. The basic idea is the following: If 
(£?, 4̂) is a filtered 0-module over a ring O and J is an CMdeal, we say that 
(E, A) is "G-transversal to J" if JE D A*E = JA^E for every i. If (J, 7 ) is 
a divided power ideal ("PD-ideal"), this notion must be modified to read: 

JE n AlE = JA{-lE + J[2]A{-2E + • • •; 

we then say that (E, A) is "G-transversal to (J, 7 )" or just "PD-transversal to 
J." Section 2 discusses this notion in detail, investigates its behavior under 
pullback, and establishes the technical and geometric underpinnings of our 
work. 

We begin the study of crystals and Griffiths transversality per se in Sec-
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tion 3. Recall that if Y/W is smooth, there is an equivalence between the 
category of crystals of CV/w-modules and the category MIC(Y/W) of pairs 
(Ey, V) consisting of a quasi-coherent sheaf Ey of CV-modules endowed with 
an integrable and p-adically nilpotent connection V. Consider the category 
of triples (EY, V, Ay), where (Ey, V) is an object of MIC(Y/W) and Ay is 
a filtration on Ey which is Griffiths transversal to V. We shall see that this 
category is equivalent to the category of pairs (£7, A), where E is as before 
a crystal of CV/̂ -modules and A is a filtration of E by subsheaves in the 
crystalline site which is PD-transversal to the PD-ideal Jy/w of Oy/w It 
is then easy to give a natural generalization of this condition for arbitrary 
schemes X/W (for example, for smooth schemes over fc); we thus construct 
the category of T-crystals on X/W. 

Section 4 develops the language and techniques that we shall use to inter
polate the various nitrations that arise in our work on Mazur's theorem. For 
example, if (if, A, B) is a bifiltered object then for any subset a of Z x Z, we 
obtain a subobject Ka = : £{J4* D Bj : (ij) G a}. This defines a filtration of 
K indexed by the lattice of subsets of Z x Z, and the correspondence o Ka 

is compatible with the lattice structure—a fact which plays a key technical 
role in our proofs. There is also a close connection between this lattice and 
the lattice of gauges ("1-gauges" in our terminology) considered by Mazur in 
[23]. After slightly modifying his notion of a "tame gauge structure," we dis
cover a close connection between such structures and G-transversality. The 
section ends with a discussion of the cohomology of tame gauge structures, 
generalizing and simplifying the results of §2 and §3 of [23] and §8 of [4]. 

Section 5 prepares the way for our formulation of the generalization of 
Mazur's theorem. Suppose for simplicity that X is smooth over a perfect field 
k (and we are working with trivial log structures.) Instead of studying F-
crystals, it is more natural and general to work with F-spans, i.e. p-isogenies 
$:F££" E in the category of crystals on X/W {c.f. (5.2.1)). We find 
a close connection between F-spans and T-crystals. Namely, we construct 
a functor ax/w from the category of F-spans to the category of T-crystals, 
interpolating Mazur's construction of the filtration M on E1 when X is a 
point. For spans of small level (or "width," c.f. (5.1.1)), this functor even 
turns out to be an equivalence of categories. We then introduce the notion 
of an "F-T-crystal" on a smooth lifting Y of X to Wfl\ this is an F-crystal on 
X/W together with a lifting of its associated T-crystal to Y/W. The section 
ends with a discussion of the relationship between such F-T-crystals and the 
category MFV of Fontaine-modules, including a simple proof of Faltings' 
structure theorem for Fontaine-modules. 
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Section 6 discusses the cohomology of T-crystals. It includes a filtered 
Poincaré lemma for T-crystals and some technical preparations that allow us 
to study bifiltered complexes and the associated hypercohomology spectral 
sequences. In particular, we show that T-crystals can often be "pushed 
forward." Thus if /: X —> Y is a smooth proper morphism of smooth W^-
schemes and if (E', A) is a T-crystal on X/W, the crystalline cohomology 
sheaves Rqf*E' inherit a T-crystal structure, under suitable hypotheses, c./. 
(6.3.2). We take care to describe as carefully as possible the behavior of the 
Hodge filtration even when the dimension is large compared to p. 

Section 7 is devoted to the formulation and proof of our analog of Mazur's 
theorem. The main formulation (7.3.1) of this theorem takes place on the 
level of complexes. We prove it by an unscrewing procedure based on the 
interpolation techniques of Section 4 until we are essentially reduced to a 
filtered version of the Cartier isomorphism. On the level of cohomology, 
our theorem asserts (7.4.3) that, with suitable hypotheses, the functor ax/w 
commutes with higher direct images. This result allows us to show in (7.5.3) 
that (with suitable hypothesis), the higher direct images of F-T-crystals again 
form F-T-crystals. As this manuscript was nearing completion, I learned with 
great interest that Kazuya Kato [18] is working on a theory (cohomology of 
F-gauges), which is closely related to our treatment of Mazur's theorem, but 
uses a different point of view. (The original definition of F-gauges is due to 
Ekedahl, [8], and is inspired by work of Fontaine, Lafaille, Nygaard, and of 
course Mazur.) 

Section 8 contains examples and applications of our theory. It begins 
with a very cursory discussion of liftings of T-crystals in mixed character
istic, leading to generalizations of the decomposition theorems of Deligne 
and Illusie [7] as well as vanishing theorems of Kodaira-type, all with coef
ficients in the Hodge complexes associated to an F-T-crystal. We also give 
a slight refinement (8.2.2) of a result of Faltings [9, IVb], which shows that 
the Hodge spectral sequence and torsion in crystalline cohomology are well-
behaved, provided that the prime p is large compared to the dimension of 
the space and the width of the crystal. Next we discuss Hodge and Newton 
polygons associated to F-spans and F-crystals, and in particular establish a 
form of Katz's conjecture with coefficients in an F-crystal (fulfilling, at least 
partially, a hope expressed in [1]). One application of our use of logarithmic 
structures is the link we find between the mixed Hodge structure of a smooth 
variety in characteristic zero and the Newton polygon of its reduction modulo 
a suitable prime p (8.3.7). Finally we work out what our theory says about 
the cohomology of symmetric powers of F-T crystals on curves, with an eye 
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toward the theory of modular forms (compare work of Ulmer [28]). 
I wish at this point to express my gratitude to Luc Illusie for sending me 

an early version of his manuscript [17], and to Pierre Deligne for a letter [5] 
about the degeneration of the Hodge spectral sequence (with constant coef
ficients) and its application to the lifted form of Katz's conjecture. I also 
want to thank the N.S.A., the C.N.R.S., and the Universities of Rennes and 
Orsay for their support and hospitality. My conversations with the equipes 
of both universities were a source of many ideas and great pleasure. Finally, 
special thanks are due to the referee, who did a truly heroic job on both the 
local and global levels. 
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1 L o g a r i t h m i c s t r u c t u r e s a n d c r y s t a l s 

In this section we discuss some of the foundational aspects of logarithmic 
crystals and crystalline cohomology. Although we cannot give a complete 
treatment of the foundations here, we shall review the basic notions for the 
convenience of the reader. If (X, Ox) is a scheme, a "prelogarithmic struc
ture" on X is a pair (Mx, otx), where Mx is a sheaf of commutative monoids 
on X and ax is a morphism from Mx into the multiplicative monoid of 
Ox- If t is a local section of Ox, then a~x(t) can be thought of as the 
set (possibly empty) of local logarithms of t defined by the prelogarithmic 
structure. Therefore we shall write the monoid law of Mx additively. Prom 
now on, "monoid" will mean "commutative monoid." We write M —> M9P 

for the universal map from a monoid M into a group, and recall that M is 
called "integral" if this map is injective. We often write M* for the group of 
invertible elements of M. 

If (Mx,&x) is a prelogarithmic structure on a scheme (X, Ox), we say 
that (X, Ox,Mx,otx) is a "prelogarithmic scheme," and sometimes write 
Xx, or even just X, for this entire set of data. A morphism of prelogarithmic 
schemes fx:Xx —>YX is a morphism / of the underlying schemes, together 
with a morphism f~lMy —> Mx such that the obvious square commutes. 
We will usually just write /* instead of 

Kato has observed that it is desirable to declare that each unit should 
have a unique logarithm. Thus, he defines a logarithmic structure as a prel
ogarithmic structure for which the map 

<*X\a-HO*x)' ot'l(0*x) -* Ox 
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is an isomorphism. Kato shows that any prelogarithmic structure a maps 
to a corresponding universal logarithmic structure, called the logarithmic 
structure associated to a. For example, if A is a ring and a: M —* A is a 
map from M to the multiplicative monoid of A, then there is an associated 
logarithmic scheme Spec(̂ 4, M, a). If in addition M is finitely generated 
and integral, Spec(j4, M, a) is called "fine and affine," and a fine logarith
mic scheme is a scheme with an open cover (etale or Zariski, depending on 
one's taste) each member of which is isomorphic to a fine and affine loga
rithmic scheme. Without explicit mention to the contrary, all logarithmic 
schemes considered here will be fine. Fiber products exist in the category 
of (fine) logarithmic schemes (but the constructions may be different in the 
different categories). For a fundamental example, view the polynomial al
gebra Z[ti,... tn] as the monoid algebra associated to the monoid N n. The 
natural map N n —• Z[ti,... tn] sending (¿1,... in) to t%i • • • t% is a preloga
rithmic structure on Z[ti,...£„], and the associated logarithmic scheme is 
called "logarithmic affine n-space A n x ." 

If (X, Mx) is a logarithmic scheme, the natural map Mx —> 0*x is an iso
morphism, and hence there is an injective morphism of monoids A: Ox —> Mx. 
Let Mx be the sheaf of orbits of the action of Ox on Mx, together with its 
induced monoid structure. Then we have a canonical "exact sequence": 

0—>o*x-±>Mx—>MX—>0 (1.0.0.1) 

If a: M —> Ox is a logarithmic structure and m is a section of M, then 
one sees immediately that m is invertible if and only if a(m) is. Furthermore, 
i f / x : X x — • S M s a morphism of logarithmic schemes sending a point x of 
X to s G 5, then a section m of Ms,s is invertible if and only if f*(m) is 
invertible in Mx,x- (This follows from the preceding statement and the fact 
the the map /*: OsyS —> Ox,x is a local homomorphism.) We have to refer 
to Kato's paper [20] for discussions of the more subtle notions of exact and 
integral morphisms. 

If there is more than one prelogarithmic structure we want to consider, we 
may write X* for another prelogarithmic scheme with the same underlying 
scheme, and then we may find it necessary to write M*x or Mx*. We hope 
the context will make our notational abuses acceptably clear. 

1.1 Logarithmic crystals and differential operators 

We shall begin by reviewing and expanding on Kato's discussion of logarith
mic calculus. In this section we work with schemes annihilated by a power of 
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p. Alternatively one could use p-adic formal schemes; in this case all tensor 
products are taken to be completed tensor products. 

A morphism of logarithmic schemes ix:Xx —* Tx is said to be a "closed 
immersion" if the underlying morphisms of schemes is a closed immersion and 
the map i*\ i~lMT —> Mx is surjective, and a closed immersion is "exact" if 
the induced map i~lMT —> Mx is an isomorphism. If this is the case and if 
J is the kernel of i*: Or —• uOx, then we have an exact sequence of sheaves 
of monoids: 

0 — + J)^ClMT—>Mx—+0 (1.1.0.1) 

where 1 + J is the kernel of the map Or* —> Ox*-
Now suppose that ix:Xx —• Tx is an exact closed immersion over Sx 

and suppose we are given two Sx-morphisms gx and g$ :TX —> Yx such 
that gx o ix = g£ o ix = fx. Then for each section a of 0y, we let D(a) =: 
^-1#2a ~~ i~ly\a € J , and we have the familiar equations: 

D(a6) = ri(a)D(6) + flI(6)D(a) + D(a)D(b). 

Thus, projecting to J/J2 we obtain a derivation D: Oy —• g*J/J2. Similarly, 
for each section m of My, we can consider the two sections g*(m) of M .̂ 
As these have the same image in Mx, we see from the exactness of (1.1.0.1) 
that there is a unique section /x(ra) of z - 1(l + J) such that 

i~l92im) = ^ f f i N + M/*M)-

We shall sometimes write ^ ( m ) ~~ <7i(m) f° r /^(/x(m))- Note that /x is a 
homomorphism of monoids My —• / + i _ 1 ( l + J) . Let 6(m) =: fi(m) — 1, a 
section of J . If m! is another section of My, we have the equation 

<5(ra 4- m!) = <5(ra) + <5(ra') + 6(m)6(m'), 

and projecting to J/J2 we find an additive map 6: My —> g*J/J2. One sees 
immediately that 

D(a(m)) = pj ,( a(m))^(m)? hence Z>(a(m)) = a(m)6(m), 

which is compatible with our view of m as a logarithm of a(m). For future 
reference, we summarize these definitions and formulas as follows: 

1.1.1 Formulas: If gi and 52 are two log morphisms Tx —• Yx which agree 
modulo the ideal J of an exact closed immersion i: Xx —> Yx, then there are 
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monoid morphisms 

D:f-lOY —> i~lJ 
H:f-lMY —• l + i^J CrxO*T 

If we let 6(m) =: //(m) — 1 G i~l J , then for a G Oy and m G My, 

i~l92a = ^-^Ja + Z)(a) 
D(aa') = gl(a)D(a')+gl(a')D(a) + D(a)D(a') 
52 M = ffIN + A(/i(m)) 
6(m) = /i(m) — 1 

<5(m + m') = <5(m) + <5(m') + 6(m)6{rri) 
D(a(m)) = g\(a(m))8(m) 

These formulas justify the following definition: 

1.1.2 Definition: Suppose (X, MX)otx) is a prelogarithmic scheme and E 
is a sheaf of Ox-modules. Then a "logarithmic derivation of (Ox, Mx) with 
values in E" is a pair d =: (Z?, <5), where D: Ox —* E is a derivation and 
6:Mx —> E is a monoid homomorphism, such that D(a(m)) = a(m)6(m) 
for each m G M*. If (X, Mx,ax) —» (5, Ms, &s) is a morphism, then d is a 
"derivation relative to (5, Ms, as)" if Df*(b) = 0 = 6f*(n) for every section 
b of Os and n of Ms. 

If d = (£>, 6) is a logarithmic derivation, we usually just write da and dm 
for Da and <5m, respectively. It is clear that there is a universal logarithmic 
derivation d: (Ox, Mx) —> ̂ x*/s* relative to 5 X ; fi^x/sx is sheaf of 
"relative logarithmic Kahler differentials". If u is a local section of 0\, then 
it follows from our definitions that d\(u) = u~ldu i.e. dlogu. A logarithmic 
derivation (D, 6) on a logarithmic scheme is determined uniquely by <5, but 
not by D in general. 

Logarithmic smoothness and etaleness are defined using Grothendieck's 
infinitesimal lifting properties for nilpotent exact closed immersions. We 
warn the reader that such morphisms can be quite complicated, and refer 
to Kato's paper for some important results about them. In particular, if 
Xx/Sx is smooth fixx/5* l s locally free. We say that a sequence (mi,... mn) 
of sections of Mx is a "system of logarithmic coordinates" if and only if 
(dm\,...dmn) form a basis for ^xx/s*- Since f^x/s* l s l°caUy generated 
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by the image of M, it is clear that such systems always exist locally on X, 
if Xx/Sx is smooth. A sequence (mi,.. .mn) of sections of Mx determines 
an S x-morphism from Xx to logarithmic affine n-space A£x over 5 X , and it 
follows from [20, 3.12] that this morphism is logarithmically étale if and only 
if (mi,... mn) is a system of logarithmic coordinates. 

If ix:Xx —* Tx is a locally closed immersion of schemes with fine log 
structure, Kato has shown in [20, 4.10] that, locally on X, there is a factor
ization ix = ux o ifx

) where ux is log étale and i'x\Xx —» Tfx is an exact 
closed immersion. This process usually involves some blowing up in T. The 
formal completion of Xx in along i'x is independent of the choices and ex
ists globally, and is called the "exact formal completion" of Tx along Xx. 
The divided power envelope of the ideal of i'x in T / x along i,x also exists 
globally, and is just called the divided power envelope of Xx in T x [20, 5.4]. 
In particular, if J is the ideal of the exact formal diagonal, then one has a 
canonical isomorphism J/J2 = ^x x /s x -

Let fîx x/s x be the ith exterior power of £l^x/sx- Then there is a unique 
way to define operators 

a . /sx >*t>xx/sx 

such that d2 = 0 (in particular d(dm) = 0 if m G M) and d(a A /3) = 
(da) ft + (—l)degaa(d0) for all a and /3. The resulting complex is called the 
(logarithmic) De Rham complex of Xx/Sx. There is a also the notion of 
a logarithmic connection V: E —> E <g) fî^x/^x, which is defined just as in 
the classical case. However, in order to really understand the relationship 
of connections to crystals, it is best to study differential operators of higher 
order. We give only a sketch, following the methods of [4]. 

Suppose that g:Yx —• Sx is a morphism of logarithmic schemes, with 
i:Xx —• Yx a closed immersion. Let Dy/S(n) be the logarithmic divided 
power envelope of Xx embedded in ( y x ) n + 1 via the diagonal map. Let 
Dx =: £>y/5(0), and for any quasi-coherent sheaf E on Y, we write Dx (1)®E 
for pup*2E. 

1.1.3 Definition: If E and F are quasi-coherent sheaves of Op-modules, an 
liHPD~differential operator from E to F" is an OD*-linear map 

0:L> X(1)®£-»F; 

(f> has order less than or equal to n if it annihilates j l n + 1 ' , where J is the di
vided power ideal of X in Dy/S(n). For any such operator 0, </>b: My x E —> F 
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is the map defined by 

(ff(m,e) =: 0(/x(m)(p£(e)), and 
J*\e) =: 4>b(0,e) = <t>(p*2e), 

where fi(m) is given as in (1.1.1). 
If ip is an HPD differential operator Ox —* Ox, we shall write ^(m) 

for ij)(m,l). Since the map (j) «—> $ is not injective, composition of HPD 
differential operators has to be defined "formally," i.e. geometrically, as 
described in [4, 4.6]. We have a natural isomorphism: 

DX(2)^DX(1) xDx D x(l), 

and we let A* be the composition: 

A*: C?Dx(i)-̂ 0£)x(2) = <8>£>Dx 

Then if -0 is an HPD-differential operator from F to G, we define 

I/J o cj) =: i\) o (id£)x(1) (8) 0) o (A* <8> id#). 

1.1.4 Lemma: If 0 and ̂  are HPD differential operators and if m is a local 
section of My and e is a local section of E, 

0b(ra', a(m)e) = a(m)0b(ra -h m!, e), and 

C#)b(ra, e) = ^b(m, 0b(ra, e)). 

Proof: For the first formula, we just calculate: 

a(ra)0b(ra + ra', e) = a(m)0[/x(m + ra^p^e)] 
= a(m)^[/x(m)/i(m,)P2(^)] 
= ^[pt[^(m)]/i(m)/x(m,)P2(e)] 
= (t)[p2Hm)]fi{mf)p*2{e)\ 
= </>[/z(m>£(a(m)e)] 
= </>b(ra',a(m)e) 

To compute the formula for ifi o </>b, we first need to check that for any 
section m of My, 

A*(/x(m)) = (/x(m) (8) 1)(1 (8) /x(m)) = /x(m) (8) /x(m) (1.1.4.2) 

14 
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To prove this cocycle condition, observe that the three projection maps 
Pi\Dx(2) —> Dx all agree on the strict diagonal, which is an exact closed 
subscheme of Dx(2). Thus for each m € My and each pair (г, j ) , there is a 
unique Hij(m) G C*DX{2) such that \{^{т)) + p*m = p)m. Consequently 

А(ду-(т)) + \{iijk(rn)) = \(jHk(m)) and 

lkj{rn)iijk{m) = fJLik(m) 
Furthermore, р£/х(га) = since 

А(^/х(т))К(т) =р^(Л(МтМ(т)) =р^(й(т)) =pj(m). 

It follows that Pi3(/x(m)) = р12(МН)Р2з(Мт))> a n d (1.1.4.2) follows imme
diately. 

Let us write фь

т{е) for </>b(ra, e), /х т for /х(т), and P2,m(e) for fimP^ie). 
Then there is a diagram: 

E PM Dx(l)®E -±> F 

D*(1)9E

 A » D*(l)e>D*(l)<8>£ D X (1)®F -±> G 

The square on the left commutes because of (1.1.4.2). The counterclockwise 
circuit from E to G is {гфф)т, and the clockwise circuit is ф т ф т . • 

When Yx/Sx is (logarithmically) smooth we can calculate explicitly us
ing Kato's local description [20, 6.5] of Dx(n), which we now recall. Locally 
on Y we can choose a set of logarithmic coordinates (mi,... mn) for gx. Let 
U =: a(mi), щ =: fi(mi), and rji =: — 1. Then щ belongs to the the ideal 
of the diagonal and in fact (r/i,... r]n) forms a set of PD-generators for this 
ideal. We have the equation 

rift) = иФ\{и) = pIMfa + 1). (1.1.4.3) 

Now using p\ as structure morphism, one finds an isomorphism of PD-
algebras over Op* 

0D*(i) = 0Dx(riu... Tjn). 
Thus the set of PD-monomials 7/'7l is a topological basis for OD$/S(I) ^ ®D*-

module (via pj). Let di be the O^x-linear map such that di(r]^) = <5/j, 
a PD-differential operator of order \I\. We shall see that dj acts like the 
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differential operator tjdr/dtr. If N = (ni,...nn) and J = ( j i , . . . j n ) are 
multi-indices, we write J! for IliO*!) and for [L where as usual 

friA = ni(ni- l)---(ni- j j + l) 

U / - 1) • • • 1 

We also say J < N if and only if < n» for all i 

1.1.5 Lemma: With the notations above, we have the following formulas: 

(E j njmj 1) = J! (N J) 

Gb J (tN) = J! (N J) t N\ J 

OJ = n to-® 
0<J'<J 

Proof: We calculate 

Gb J(Ei n imi, 1) = GJ (Eµ (ni mi)) 

= GJ(U ui ni ) 

= ^(11(1 + * r ) 

= G(UE ri ! (ni ri) ni [ri] 

0<R<N \N/ 

The first formula follows immediately, and the second is a consequence: apply 
(1.1.4.1) with m = J2i rtirrii, e = 1, and m! = 0. 

For the composition formula, recall that we can identify D(2)X with the 
divided power envelope of^ r iny( l )xyl / r ( l ) . We write 1 for the identity 
element of 0D(i)x- Since Ui = /¿(771;), it follows from (1.1.4.2) that A*(iii) = 
Ui <8> Ui. Since rji = Ui — 1, we find 

A*(rji) = A*(ui) - 1 = Ui®Ui-l 
= (ifc + 1) <8> (rfc + 1) - 1 
= *?* <8> 7?» + r\i <8> 1 + 1 ® rji 
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Now we can compute the divided powers: 

A*(*?jnl) = E fo®»*)Ie,fa®i)w(i®»h)M 

a-f 6+c=n 

E M W o M M 

a+6+c=n 

E /a + c\ (b + c\ [ a + c ] ^ [M-c] 

The same equation holds with multi-indices. Let e» be the multi-index with 
a 1 in the i t h place and zeroes elsewhere, so that de. = d*. Then we find 

(id <g> Ô J A* fa") = r/^-^i + n ^ M 

It follows from this that 

djd€i = dJ+ei + jidj 

for any multi-index J . Then (1.1.5.3) follows easily by induction. I 
Here is the relationship between logarithmic derivations and differential 

operators. 

1.1.6 Lemma: To each logarithmic derivation d: Ox —* E there is a unique 
logarithmic differential operator of order < 1 such that d^(m) = d(m) for 
all m G Mx> Furthermore, 

1. For any sections m of Mx and a of Ox we have 

= d(d) + ad(m). 

2. IfipiF—* Ox is an HPD differential operator and d is a logarithmic 
derivation, then for x G F and m G Mx, 

(Sfy)b(m,a;) = d(V>b(ra, x)) + <9(ra)V>b(ra, x). 

Proof: Let i: X —•> Dx(l) be the inclusion (via the diagonal) and let J be the 
corresponding ideal of Dx(l). For any a G Dx(l), let 0(a) = : a —p\i*(a). 
Then 0 :D X (1) —* J is an HPD differential operator, and its composition 
0 with the projection to J / J ' 2 ' has order less than or equal to 1. It is 
immediate that 0b(6) = Db and 0 b(m, 1) = 6(m) for b e Ox and m G M*, 
in the notation of (1.1.1). Thus 0 b is a logarithmic derivation Ox —> J/№\ 
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and it is clear that it is the universal one. This gives us the identification 
J/j! 2l ^ fi^x/5x and allows us to identify d with Now any logarithmic 
derivation d =: (D, 6) is the composition of d with a linear map d: fi>xx/Sx ~~• 
i?. Then =: doc/) is evidently the unique differential operator of order 
less than or equal to 1 such that <9ttb(ra, 1) = d(m); furthermore d(a) = d^(a) 
for a G Ox,rn G M*. Moreover, because <9tt has order less than or equal to 
1 it annihilates J ' 2 ' , and hence d^6(m)p2(a) = d^8(m)p\(a). It follows that 

d*\m,a) = d\p*2a + 6{m)p*2a) 
= dtb(a)+dt(6{m)pla) 
= dt\a) + ad*\6(m),l) 
= 9(a) + ad(m) 

I 
This proves the first of the formulas above; the second follows by substi

tuting a = ̂ (m, x) and using (1.1.4). I 

1.1.7 Proposition: The sheaf Tx*/s* of logarithmic derivations with val
ues in Ox relative to Sx becomes a Lie algebra over f~lOs with bracket 
operation defined by 

[(Du6i),(D2,62)] = : ( [ A , ^ ] , Afc-£2*1). (1.1.7.4) 
If #i and d2 are two logarithmic derivations and if d\ and d2 are the cor
responding differential operators (1.1.6), then [<9i,<92p = [<9},<92], where the 
latter is computed in the associative algebra of HPD differential operators. 

Proof: It is not difficult to check directly that (1.1.7.4) defines a logarithmic 
derivation. Furthermore, if we let di = (A,^) , then we can compute from 
(1.1.6.2) that for any m G Mx 

(d\d\ - d\d\)\m) = DM™) ~ DMm), 

and for any section a of Ox, 

(dl4 - d\d\)\a) = DiD2(a) - D2Di(a). 

This proves that the formula for the Lie bracket is compatible with the form
ing commutators in the algebra of HPD differential operators. I 

If u G ^x x /5 x a n d di,d2 are logarithmic derivations, it is easy to verify 
that 

(du>,d1Ad2)=d1(u>,d2)-d2(u>,dl) - (uj,[dud2}). (1.1.7.5) 
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The proof is the same as in the classical case: although neither the right 
nor the left side of the purported equality is a linear function of a;, one 
computes easily that the difference between them is. As íí^ x /5x is generated 
by elements of the form dm with m G Mx, it therefore suffices to check that 
the formula is true when u = dm. The left side is zero for such dm, and the 
right side is 

di(dm, d2) - d2(dm, d\) - (dm, [d\,d2\) = 
D^m)) - D2(«i(m)) - [6u62](m), 

which vanishes by (1.1.7.4). 
A logarithmic connection V: E —> E<8)QYX/SX prolongs uniquely to maps 

V¿: E <8> SVyX/sx -> E <8> fiyx/Sx 

such that V¿(e ® ui) = V(e) A u + e <g> dw, the connection is said to be 
"integrable" if V 2 o V 1 = 0. Using (1.1.7.5) one sees easily that a connection 
V is integrable if and only if V is compatible with bracket, i.e. if and only 
if V[dud-2\ — [^d1^d2] f° r a n Y t w o logarithmic derivations d\ and d2. 

An integrable connection on a p-adic formal scheme is said to be "locally 
quasi-nilpotent" if for every local system of logarithmic coordinates and every 
local section e of E, V(<9j)e tends to zero as \J\ tends to infinity. (Later we 
shall see that this condition is in fact independent of the coordinate system.) 
One can define the notion of a PD-stratification and an HPD stratification 
just as in the classical case [4, 4.3,4.3H] 

Theorem 1.1.8 (Kato) If E is a quasi-coherent sheaf on Dx(Y/S) the 
following sets of data are equivalent: 

1. An integrable (resp. integrable and quasi-nilpotent) logarithmic con
nection 

V:E^QlyX/sx ®E 

such that that V(/e) = df <g> e + /Ve for local sections fofOo and e 
ofE. 

2. A PD stratiñcation (resp. HPD stratiñcation) e:p2E —» p\E. 

If (mi,... mn) is a logarithmic system of coordinates and rji =: <5(m¿) (1.1.1), 
then e is given explicitly by the formula 

c(p5c) = Y,<tMWdj)e) =: Y,<llM{ IT - JÍ))c). (1.1.8.6) 
j j j'<j 
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Proof: The method is basically the same as in [4, 4.8,4.12]. One has to 
show that V prolongs uniquely to a homomorphism p from the ring of PD-
differential operators Dx —• Dx to the ring of PD-differential operators E —• 
E. This can be checked locally, with the aid of the explicit formulas (1.1.5): 
{dj} is a basis for the algebra of of operators Dx —* Dx as a left Dx-module, 
and the only possibility is 

P(dj)=: II (V(ft)-Ji). 
0<J'<J 

One then must show that p extends to a homomorphism of operator algebras. 
There is one tricky point, which is to show that the differential operators p(<9¿) 
commute. The fact that V is integrable just tells us that the corresponding 
endomorphisms p(d¿)b of E commute, and to conclude that the same is true in 
the ring of differential operators one must show that a priori the commutator 
[p(3¿), p(dj] has order less than or equal to one. This is the logarithmic version 
of [4, 4.9], and can be proved in much the same way. We know that the ideal 
J is generated as a PD ideal by the set of elements of the form ¿(ra), where 
m ranges over local sections of My. Then it is easy to prove from (1.1.4.2) 
that the image of J ' 2 ' under the map 

Dx{l)/jW-^Dx{l)/jM®Dx(l)/jW 

induced by A* is generated by the set of elements of the form S(m) <S> 6(m). 
Then one can check just as in op. cit. that for any connection V o n B and 
any two differential operators (j) and TJJ: Oy —* Oy of order less than or equal 
to one, [V(0), V(V>)] is again a differential operator of order less than or equal 
to one. I 

If Sx is a fine logarithmic scheme endowed with a PD -ideal ( / , 7 ) and if 
Xx is a fine logarithmic scheme over Sx to which 7 extends, Kato explains in 
[20, 5.2], how to define the logarithmic crystalline site: one considers all exact 
closed PD-immersions (Í/ X ,T X ,¿) of open subsets of Xx over ( 5 X , 7 ) ; the 
nilpotent crystalline site is defined similarly. Then quasi-coherent logarithmic 
crystals on the nilpotent site can be interpreted in terms of modules with 
logarithmic connection on logarithmic PD-envelopes as above, and crystals on 
the full site correspond to modules with nilpotent connection. Cohomology 
in this topos can be calculated with the aid of a filtered Poincaré lemma, just 
as in the classical case. 
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1.2 p-Curvature and the Cartier operator 
Our first task is to show that the module of tangent vector fields on a loga
rithmic scheme in characteristic p has a natural structure of a restricted Lie 
algebra. I am grateful to H. Lenstra, G. Hochschild, and G. Bergman for 
some enlightening discussions concerning the identities necessary to prove 
this fact. 

1.2.1 Proposition: Suppose that f:Xx/Sx is a morphism of logarithmic 
schemes in characteristic p. Then the sheaf Tx* /5* of logarithmic derivations 
with values in Ox relative to Sx becomes a restricted Lie algebra over f~lOs, 
with a p-linear mapping d »—• defined by the formula 

(A 8){p) = (Dp, F*x o 6 + Dp'1 o 6) (1.2.1.1) 

Furthermore, if a G Ox and d G Tx* js*, we have the formula 2 

(ad)(p) = apd{p) - adp-l{aP-l)d (1.2.1.2) 

Proof: It is well-known that the pth iterate Dp of D is an (ordinary) deriva
tion; we must show that there is a corresponding monoid morphism 

6{p):Mx-^Ox such that Dp(a{m)) = a{m)6{p)(m) 

for m G Mx> To do this, consider the corresponding differential operator 
(f) =: d$. If m G Mx, we have, by the first of the formulas in (1.1.4), 
Dp(a(m)) = a(m)<^b(m). Let <S(p)(ra) =: <^(ra). If we can prove that 6^ is 
a monoid morphism, it will follow that =: (£)p, 6^) is again a logarithmic 
derivation. Furthermore, the axioms for a restricted lie algebra, as well as 
(1.2.1.2), will hold, by the general formula of Hochschild [14, Lemma 1]. 

The additivity of <5(p), as well as (1.2.1.1)), will follow from the explicit 
formula 

(c/ff = F*x0s^. Dp~l o6, 
of which there are several proofs. The most elementary is due to H. Lenstra; 
this is the one we choose to present-

Let Sn denote the set of partitions of the set { 1 . . . n}. Then I claim that 
for each positive integer n we have 

(il>n)\m)= E I l ^ ^ H - (1-2.1.3) 
eesn cee 

2This formula is attributed to Deligne in [21, 5.2.3], where it appears with an incorrect 
sign; I believe it is originally due to Hochschild [14, p. 481]. 
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This formula is clear for n = 1, and we proceed by induction on n. First 
let us observe that if 6 G £n+i> then there is a unique member 6* of 6 which 
contains the element n + 1. Let d =: 6*\{n + 1} and 6' =: 6\{d}. Then 
define 

y = f<5', if#«* = l; 
' 1 <5' U {c/} otherwise. 

Thus 6^6 defines a surjection £n+i —• £ n; the fiber of an element e of £ n 

becomes identified with the set of elements of e, together with one additional 
element e*. 

We can now proceed with the induction step in the proof of (1.2.1.3). Let 
us write 6 for (f)b(m) = d(m). From (1.1.6) and the induction hypothesis, we 
obtain 

(<£ n + 1)V) = D(<f>n)\m) + b(<l>n?(m) 
= D E UD#c~lb+bYl UD*c~lb 

= E E D # C f t II D*c'-xb+bY,\[D*c-lb 
eeSn c£e c'ee\{c} ee£n c€e 

= E EUD^-'b 

= E n ^ f r 
6e£n+i ces 

Now if e € £ n has r elements {c\... c r }, with #c*i > #C2..let 1(e) =: 
(#Ci — 1, #C2 — 1,...). For each multi-index /, we let c(I) =: #{e G £n : 
7(e) = / } . Then the formula above can be rewritten 

(0n)b(m) = E ^ ) n ^ -
/ j 

The symmetric group .Sn operators on { 1 , . . . n} and hence on £n\ the orbits 
of this action are precisely the fibers of the function c. Let the cyclic group 
Z/nZ act by sending its generator to the cycle (1,.. .n); it is clear that the 
only elements of £ n fixed under this action are the two trivial partitions, 
with n elements and with 1 element, respectively. In particular, if n = p is 
prime, all the other orbits have cardinality divisible by p. Thus modulo p 
our formula reduces to 

$W(m) = : (<^) b(m) = If + Dp~l(b) = 6(m)p + Dp-l8(m), 

as desired. 
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1.2.2 Remark: HXX/SX is smooth and (m b .. .mn) is asystemof k^arith-
mic coordinates, let (<9b.. . <9n) denote the corresponding basis for Tx*/s*-
Then I claim that that d\v) = for all i. Let dei also denote the differential 
operator â£, as in (1.1.6). (Here e» is the multi-index with 1 in the ith place 
and zeroes elsewhere, consistent with the notation we used in (1.1.5).) Since 
the ring of HPD differential operators is killed by p, д^.-д^ = П?=о(^ - j ) . 
By (1.1.5), this is dp€i. It is clear from (1.1.5.2) that'й^, M = 0 for all t, 
and it follows that д\?\т^) - di(rrij) = 0 for all j ; proving the claim. 

Now we can define the p-curvature of a sheaf (E, V) with integrable loga
rithmic connection, following the usual method. Namely for each logarithmic 
derivation д of Ox into Ox, we consider 

ф(д) =: V(d) p-V(d ( p )). 
It follows from the Jacobson identity and the formula (1.2.1.2) for (fd)&) 
that ф is a p-linear map from the set of logarithmic derivations of Xх into 
the set of horizontal endomorphisms of (E, V). 

Suppose that Yx/Sx is smooth, with S a p-adic formal scheme, and let 
(E, V) be a quasi-coherent CV-module with integrable logarithmic connec
tion. It is now easy to see that (E, V) is quasi-nilpotent (1.1.8) if and only if 
the p-curvature ф of its reduction mod p is quasi-nilpotent, in the following 
sense: for every local logarithmic derivation д and every local section e of 
E/pE on a quasi-compact set, ip(d)ne = 0 for n large enough. 

1.2.3 Remark: A logarithmic scheme Xх in characteristic p has a canon
ical Probenius endomorphism: the underlying map of schemes is just the 
usual absolute Frobenius, and the morphism on the sheaf of monoids is mul
tiplication by p. Kato has given a delicate analysis of the relative Frobenius 
map of a morphism Xх/Sx of fine log schemes in characteristic p, necessary 
for understanding the Cartier isomorphism. He begins by forming the usual 
fiber product X1 of Xх with Xх over 5 X , in the category of log schemes. 
In general, this log scheme may not be integral, and the fiber product X* 
computed in the category of fine log schemes is a closed subscheme of X1. 
(If the morphism Xх Sx is integral [20, 4.3], however, then X й ̂  X1.) It 
is still true, however, that the pullback of П^Х/5х to X* is ̂ xySx- Further
more [20, 4.10], the map Xх —> X$ induced by Frobenius can be factored 
canonically Xх —> X' —> X й , where Xх —• X' is exact [20, 4.6] and weakly 
purely inseparable [20, 4.9] and X1 —> X$ is log étale; we shall call the map 

FXx/s»:Xx -+X' (1.2.3.4) 
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the "exact relative Frobenius morphism" and shall denote the map X' —> X 
by 7Txx/sx' In particular, the differentials of the complex Q'xx/s* are d e 
linear, and it is still true that ^x'/s* — 7r*^xx/5><* Notice that if Xx —• Sx 

is integral, then the map X' -> Sx is logarithmically smooth. 

If the map g\X' —• X t t is an isomorphism and if Xx/Sx is an integral 
morphism of log schemes [20, 4.3], then the map Xx —• 5 X is said to be a 
morphism of "Cartier type." We shall be primarily interested in morphisms 
which are of Cartier type and log smooth; we call such morphisms "perfectly 
smooth" for the sake of brevity. For example, suppose that / : X —> So is 
a smooth morphism of schemes with trivial log structure and Z c X is a 
relative smooth divisor with normal crossings. Then the monoid of sections 
of Ox which are invertible outside Z defines a fine logarithmic structure on 
X , and the associated logarithmic map to S is perfectly smooth. If Sq is 
locally factorial and D C So is a divisor, then the same construction for 
D C So defines a fine log structure on S0; if also X is locally factorial, we 
also get a fine log structure associated to Z U f~l(D) C X, and a perfectly 
smooth morphism of fine log schemes Xx —> Sx. In fact X/S0 need not be 
smooth: it is enough for it to have semi-stable reduction along D. 

Warning: even for perfectly smooth morphisms, the relative Frobenius 
map need not be flat. For example, if P is any integral saturated monoid, 
the spectrum of the monoid algebra fc[P], endowed with the log structure 
associated to the inclusion P —> k[P] is perfectly smooth over Specfc with 
the trivial structure. The Frobenius morphism is not flat unless k[P] is 
regular. 

Now we can copy the proof of [24, 2.11] to obtain: 

1.2.4 Proposition: Let (E, V) be a sheaf of Ox-modules with integrable 
connection on a ñne log scheme Xx /Sx in characteristic p, and let F: Xx —> X' 
be the exact relative Frobenius morphism. Then there is a unique Ox'-Hneax 
map (the Cartier operator): 

C: F*Z}(E, V)-^nl

x,/Sx ®F*E 

such that for any logarithmic derivation d on Xx and any section u of 
Z}{Ey), 

(C(u), n*d) = (w, d ( p ) ) - V | _ 1 (w , d). (1.2.4.5) 

Furthermore, if & is a logarithmic derivation on X', and if e. is any local 
section of E, we have 

Vo{C{uj),&) = -i>d>{d,uj) (1.2.4.6) 
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(C(Ve),ff) =-fob) (1-2.4.7) 
I 

If the p-curvature ip of (E, V) vanishes, then the last two equations of 
(1.2.4) imply that we have a commutative diagram 

F.Z(E,V) FtE®nx,/sx 

I _ ! 
FtHx(E,V) F*K°(E, V) <8> ftx'/s* 

In the case of the constant connection (Ox,d), Kato has defined the 
inverse Cartier isomorphism [20, 4.12]. This is a canonical isomorphism 

C-1:^XI/SX^R"{Q-XX/SX), (1.2.4.8) 

characterized by the fact that 

C"1 (d7r*rai A • • • dn*mq) = [m\ A • • • mq] (1.2.4.9) 

for any sequence of sections (mi,.. .mq) of Mx-
To justify our notation, we should verify that Kato's C"1 is indeed the 

inverse of our mapping C in the diagram above. It will suffice to check that 
CC~1(dn*m) = n*dm for every local section m of Mx, and for this it suffices 
to verify that they have the same contraction with n*d for every logarithmic 
derivation d = (D,6) on Xx/Sx. Using (1.2.4.9) and (1.2.1.1) we compute: 

F*(CC-ld7r*m,7r*d) = (Cdm,ir*d) 
= (dm,d{p)) -dp'l(dm,d) 
= (dm, F*x o 6 + Dp~x o6)~ dp~x (dm, d) 
= (8(m))p + Dp-\6(m) - Dp~l(6(m)) 
= (S(m))p 

= F*(n*dm,7r*d} 

This proves the formula. I 
We shall need a slightly more precise form of Kato's theorem. 

1.2.5 Theorem: Suppose that Xx —• Sx is a smooth morphism of loga
rithmic schemes in characteristic p, with exact relative Frobenius morphism 
F =: Fx*/s*:Xx —» X', and suppose that E1 is a quasi-coherent sheaf of 
Ox>-modules. 
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1. The sheaf E" =: F*(Ef) has a canonical integrable connection V", 
whose p-curvature vanishes. Furthermore, one has a canonical Cartier 
isomorphism 

E'®WX,/SX *Ftl£(E",V). 

2. Suppose that A is a quasi-coherent filtration on E' and let M denote the 
filtration of E" induced by A. Then we have canonical isomorphisms: 

C-1:AiE,®Qq

xt/s = F*Hq(MiE",V) 
C-1:Gii

AE,®Qq

x,/s * F.W{Gri

ME",V') 

Proof: The differentials of the complex F*Q'XX/SX are Ox'-linear, and we can 
form the complex of (9^-modules: Ef <8> F*QXX/SX. But 

E' ® FJlq

xx/sx ^ F*E" ® n q

x x / s x , 

and we can identify this complex with the De Rham complex of an integrable 
connection V" = : id E'<8>d on E". It is clear that the p-curvature V" vanishes. 
To prove the second statement, it will be enough to prove that we have 
canonical isomorphisms 

E' ® F*Hq(nxx/sx) Hq(E' ® F*CLXX/SX) 

for all E'compatibly with filtrations. Some care is required because the map 
F is not flat, and the maps F*AiE/ —» MiE" are not injective, in general. It 
is clear that we may work locally on Xx—e.g. etale locally (in the classical 
sense). 

Let @qft>xf/s [~o\ be the complex consisting of fi^'/s ^n degree q but with 
zeroes as boundary maps. In fact, Kato's proof shows that, locally in the 
classical etale topology, C~l comes from a homotopy equivalence of complexes 
of Ox'-modules 

®qflx, jS\—q] > F¥ Qx X/Sx 

This immediately implies that formation of its cohomology is compatible with 
any base change, and with filtrations in the sense of the proposition. I 

We shall also need to use Mazur's formula for the Cartier isomorphism, 
which relates C~l to local liftings of F*. We shall be using these local liftings 
extensively, so it is worthwhile to formalize the definition. 
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1.2.6 Definition: Let Sx be a formal W-scheme with the p-adic topology, 
equipped with a fine logarithmic structure. A "lifted situation over Sx" is a 
a logarithmically smooth and integral XX/SQ, together with a lifting 

Fy* /s* • Yx —• Y1 

of the exact relative Frobenius morphism of XX/SQ. The lifted situation is 
uparallelizabley) if there exist systems of logarithmic coordinates (mi,... mn) 
for Yx/Sx and (mi, ...m'n) for Y,x/Sx such that F$x/sx (mj) = prm for all 
i. 

Notice that the relative Frobenius morphisms considered above are © -̂linear, 
and in particular we do not assume that the absolute Frobenius endomor-
phism of So lifts. Furthermore, because Xx/Sx is integral, Y/S and Y'/S 
are flat [20, 4.5]. 

Let us check that such liftings exist locally. Let Y' and Yx be liftings 
of X' and XX, respectively, and let (mi,.. .mn) be a system of logarithmic 
coordinates for Yx/Sx. These induce logarithmic coordinates (mi,...mn) 
for Xx/Sx and (mi,... m!n) for X//Sx, and Fx{m'i) = prrii. Lift (mi,... m'n) 
to a system of logarithmic coordinates (mi,...m^) for Y'/Sx. We get a 
diagram. 

yx y, 

AUX 9 A n x 

where hx and h! are the étale maps defined by the coordinate systems and 
g is the map sending m̂  to prrii. Modulo p this square is filled in by the 
Frobenius map XX —• X', and by the infinitesimal lifting property for étale 
maps, we can fill in the square above as well. 

1.2.7 Lemma: Let yx =: (Yx/Sx

iF) be a lifted situation. Then 

d F* : A1Y/Sx A1 Y xS 

is divisible by p, and p xdF* when reduced modulo p defines an injective 
map 

Vx'-^x'/s* F*%xx/sx' 
The composite of this map with the natural projection is the Cartier isomor
phism (1.2.4.8). 
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Proof: It follows from the exactness of Fx*/s* that M9

x

p,/Mg

s

p

Q 9* Mf/M|0

p, 
and with this identification the Probenius map M9£/M9

sl ^ Mf/M9

s

p

0 be
comes multiplication by p. In particular, for any local section m! of My,/M9

s

p, 
F*m' can be written as pm + a, where a G Ker (^My —* Mfj . Since X —> y 
is an exact closed immersion, this kernel is just the set 01 sections of O y 
which are congruent to one modulo p, so we can write a = A(l + pb). Then 

c =: (b - pb2/2 + p2b3/3 - p3i>4/4 + •••)£ Oy, 

and in fact da = dlog(l +pb) = pdc. Hence 

dF*(dm!) = d(F*mf) = d(pm) + da = pdm + pdc 

This shows that the dF* is divisible by p and that p~ldF* takes dm' to 
dm + dc, which maps to the class of dm = C~l(dm') in cohomology, by 
(1.2.4.9). The injectivity of our map is a consequence of the fact that C - 1 is 
an isomorphism. I 

1.3 Residues and Cartier descent 
If X/S is a morphism of smooth schemes with trivial log structure in charac
teristic p, then the "classical" theory of Cartier descent gives an equivalence 
between the category of quasi-coherent sheaves of Ox'-modules and the cat
egory of quasi-coherent sheaves of Ox-modules equipped with an integrable 
and p-integrable connection [21]. However in the logarithmic case, a module 
E with integrable and p-integrable connection V does not descend, in gen
eral, to X'\ the canonical map F*H?(E, V) —> E need be neither injective 
nor surjective. (For example, let X be the logarithmic affine line. Then the 
ideal (t) C k[t] is stable under the standard logarithmic connection V and 
has zero p-curvature. However, the map F*H_°((t), V) —> (t) is not surjec
tive, and the map F*H?(k[t]/(t), V) —• k[t]/(t) is not injective.) Similar 
phenomena occur over a power series ring R in characteristic zero: the map 
R <8> H°(E, V) —> E need be neither injective nor surjective, in general. In 
order for the descent to work one needs in addition conditions on residues. 

If fx:Xx —• Sx is a morphism of logarithmic schemes, we let X* denote 
X with the logarithmic structure induced from that of S. Note that we have 
QX/S = f^x*/^" Then / factors as / x = /* o u, where u:Xx —• X* and 
f*:X* —• Sx. Thus, we have an exact sequence 

ftl

x*/sx —• ^ x x / 5 x ~~* Rx*/s* —* 0, (1.3.0.1) 
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where Rx*/s* =' ftx*/xm- The map d:Ox —> ^ x x / s x factors through 
ft>x*/s*i and hence the composite map Ox —> Rx*/s* is zero. If x is a 
point of X and m is a section of Mx,x, then dm lies in fi^x/^x^, and we can 
look at its image in the fc(#)-vector space ^ x x / s x ( x ) - Because the latter is 
a group, our map extends uniquely to Mj^x, and because it is a k(x) vector 
space, it extends further to a map 

k(x) x Mgp X,x A 1XxSx(x) 

Similarly, we find that d log induces a map 

k'x) x OX,x A 1X/ S(x) 

These maps are compatible and fit into the commutative diagram in the next 
lemma. 

1.3.1 Lemma: If x is a geometric point of X and s = f(x), there is a 
commutative diagram with surjective columns and exact rows: 

k{x)®0*x k{x)®M9

x

p

XiJMlP

Xs - k(x)®Mg^ìX/M
g

s

PxìS -* 0 

&x/s(x) fix*/sx(z) -> RXx/s*{x) -> 0. 

Furthermore, d{x) is an isomorphism. 

Proof: Only the last statement requires proof. Let 

n:M?XtX->k(x)®M%XiX 

be the map sending m to 1 (g)ra, where m is the image of m in M9^^ Then 
a(m)n(m) = 0 for all m. Hence the pair (0,7R) is a logarithmic derivation 
and so factors through d : Mjp< x —• fi^x^x x. We get an induced map 

Rx*/s*(x) -> k{x) ® M%«JM3

S

P*,S 

which is inverse to the map d(x). I 

1.3.2 Definition: A sequence (mi,...mn) of logarithmic coordinates for 
Xx/Sx is a called "strict77 at x if and only if there exists an r such that 
{dmi(x)... dmr(x)} form a basis for the image of 

^X/s(X)^^Xx/s4X)' 
We shall say that f: Xx —• Sx is "strictly residual77 at a point x if the map 
^xx/5>< ( x) "~> Rx*/5X ix) Is a n isomorphism. 
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It is clear that if Xx/Sx is smooth and x is a point of X then there 
exists, in a neighborhood of a strict system of logarithmic coordinates for 
Xx/Sx. Note that any étale map is strictly residual. We have the following 
useful lemma. 

1.3.3 Lemma: Suppose that fx: Xx —• Sx is smooth and x is a point of X. 
Then in a neighborhood of x there exists a factorization fx = gx o hx, where 
hx:Xx —> Zx is strictly residual and smooth at x, Zx —* Sx is smooth, 
and Zx has the logarithmic structure induced from Sx. If fx is perfectly 
smooth, so are gx and hx. 

Proof: If x is a point of X, we can find a strict system of logarithmic coor
dinates (mi,... mn) at x, with (mi,... mr) a basis for the image of ^ll

X/s(x) 
in n^X/ 5x(x). Let Zx be affine r-space over Sx, with the logarithmic struc
ture induced from that of 5 X , and let hx:Xx —» Zx be the map induced by 
(a(mi),... a(mr)). Then we have an exact sequence: 

h Q}Zx/$X —> i^xx/5x ~* ^x*/zx ~* ^' 

and it is clear from our construction that the first map is injective and that the 
sequence is split in a neighborhood of x. Hence by [20, 3.12], h is smooth; of 
course the projection map g: Zx —•> Sx is also smooth. Since the logarithmic 
structures on Zx and on Sx are essentially the same, the statements about 
perfect smoothness are clear. I 

Suppose that (E, V) is a sheaf of Ox-modules with integrable logarithmic 
connection. Then the map V induces a map 

p\E —• E<8>RXx/sx', 

this map is Ox-linear because d:Ox —• Rx*/s* vanishes; it is called the 
"residue map of V." 

Now we can state the logarithmic analog of Cartier descent. 

1.3.4 Theorem: Suppose that Xx/Sx is a smooth morphism of logarith
mic schemes in characteristic p, and let F:XX —> X' be the exact relative 
Frobenius morphism of Xx/Sx. If (E, V) is any coherent sheaf with inte
grable connection, then E' =: Ev is a coherent sheaf of Ox>-modules and 
there is a canonical horizontal map (F*E\V") —> (E,S7). If the residue 
p and p-curvature of V vanish, this map is surjective, and if in addition 
Torfx(E', RXx/Sx) = 0, then it is bijective. 
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Proof: We may argue locally in a neighborhood of a point x of X. Sup
pose that (mi,.. .mn) is a set of logarithmic coordinates for Xx/Sx, with 
corresponding basis (<9i,...<9n) for Tx*/s*- Let h be the HPD differential 
operator defined by 

E ( - D M 7 P 

where dj is the differential operator defined in (1.1.5), where / ranges over 
all multi-indices (Ji, . . . J n ) with each 0 < U < p, and where J! means n¿ 
Let V(/i) denote the corresponding endomorphism of E. Then it is clear that 
V(/i)e = e if Ve = 0. Moreover, if the p-curvature vanishes, then I claim 
that V o V(/i) = 0. To see this, recall from (1.1.5) that 

j'=0 
and define, for each integer k G [0,p), 

j=o J' 
An easy induction on k (valid in any characteristic) shows that 

( - l № ¿ - l ) ( ^ - 2 ) - - - ( d t i - A ; ) 
K k ~ ü ' 

and hence that 
o , H ) w - i ) - ( ^ - t ) (-i) f c%+i^ 
^ = ¿i = k\ 

Letting hi = : /iijP_i, we find (in characteristic p) that 
d 

d e i H i = (p-1)! = ~ d p e i = d e i ~ 
Recall from (1.2.2) that = d¿. Hence if V is any integrable connection, 
we find 

V(di)V(hi) = T7(duMhi) 

= V(3«A) 

= v a ) - v ( ^ ) 
= v($) - v{diY 
= v(5 l p ) ) -v(a ¿ )

p 

= -m) 
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We have 

h = EI (-1) I AI I 

/ J- i=l J>-

i=lj I=0
 I»-

= Un i=1 hi 

Thus we see that, if the p-curvature vanishes, h is a projection operator 
onto the horizontal subsheaf Ev of E. Note also for further reference the 
simple formula 

i=l ¿ = 1 V ^/ 
(1.3.4.2) 

As h = Yli hi and hi commutes with ĉ -, our claim follows. 
Suppose now that (E, V) has vanishing residue map and p-curvature. 

Consider first the case in which / x is strictly residual at x, so that 

^X*/5x (X) - (#)• 

Since the residue map is zero at x, it follows that each V(<9¿) maps E into the 
maximal ideal mx times i?. This implies that h is congruent to the identity 
map modulo rax, and hence that E v —> E{x) is surjective. It follows from 
Nakayama's lemma that the map F*EV —• E is surjective in a neighborhood 
of x. 

Let if denote the kernel of F*EV —• so that we have an exact se
quence: 0 -* K F*£ v -> £ -* 0. Applying (1.2.5.1), we see that the 
map (F*EV)V —> E v is an isomorphism, and hence Kv = 0. It is clear 
that K inherits an integrable connection from that of F*EV, and its in
curvature must vanish because the p-curvature of F*EV does. If in addition 
Tori(£", Rx*/sx) = 0, then it also follows that the residue map of K vanishes. 
But the result of the previous paragraph now applies to K, telling us that 
the map F*KV —• K is surjective. Then K = 0 and the proof is complete in 
this case. 

To deduce the general case, we use a factorization fx=gxo hx as in 
Lemma (1.3.3). The exact relative Frobenius map F:X* —> X' for Xx/Sx 
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factors as F = F' o FXxjZx > where FXx/z*'>Xx —» Xzx is the exact relative 
Frobenius map for Xx/Zx and F' is the exact relative Frobenius map for 
Zx/Sx pulled back to Xgx. We have an exact sequence 

0 —• h*Q}Zx/s* —* ^ x x / 5 x ~̂  ^x*/zx ~~* 0> 

and we let Vx/z- E -> E <g> ClXx/Zx be the composite of V with the map 
E ® &.Xx/Sx E <g> ttXx/Zx • Let denote the kernel of Vx/z» which we 
view as a sheaf on Xzx. It is clear that the p-curvature and residues of Vx/z 
vanish if those of V do. Then by the strictly residual case discussed above, 
the map FXx/ZxE" —• E is surjective, and bijective if the Tor vanishes. We 
may assume that X/Z is affine, and then we view E" as a quasi-coherent 
sheaf on Z. It is clear that V induces a map Vz/s' E" —> <g) Q^ 5, and 
this V-z/s is an integrable connection whose p-curvature vanishes if that of V 
does. Furthermore the kernel oiVz/s is precisely the kernel of V. Hence by 
the standard version of Cartier descent, c.f. [21, 5.1], we find an isomorphism 
F'*EV ^ E", and hence F^X/ZXF'*EV ^ F*xxjzxE". Our result is now clear. 

I 

1.3.5 Corollary: Suppose that E =: 0 —> Ex E2 —» E3 -* 0 is an exact 
sequence of quasi-coherent sheaves with integrable connection on Xx/Sx 

and that the p-curvature, residue map, and Toi'i( , RXx/Sx) of E2 all vanish. 
Then if E is split as a sequence of Ox-modules, it is also split as a sequence 
of sheaves with connection. In particular, the sequence 

0 -> E? -> £2

V -> Ej -> 0 

is also exact. 

Proof: We begin with the last statement. Let Q denote the cokernel of the 
map E2 —> E% . Then we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 

F*E% —> F*E% —> F*Q —> 0 

l a 2 1Q 3 1 
E2 —> E3 —> 0 

The vanishing of the residue map and p-curvature of E2 imply their vanishing 
for #3 , and because E is split, Torx (Rx*/s*, £3) vanishes also. It follows that 
the arrows a2 and are both isomorphisms, and hence that F*Q = 0. But 
the morphism F is surjective, and hence Q = 0. 
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The above argument also applies to the sequence 

0—• Hom(£3, Ei)—> Hom(£3, E2)—> Hom(£3, E3)—>0, 

so that the map Homv(£ ,

3, E2) —> Hom v(S 3, £ 3 ) is surjective. Thus, there 
is a horizontal splitting E$ —* E2. • 

1.3.6 Corollary: Suppose that (E", V") is a quasi-coherent sheaf of Ox 

modules with an integrable logarithmic connection and endowed with a hori
zontal and unite nitration M by quasi-coherent subsheaves. Suppose that the 
p-curvature and residue map of V" vanish, and that Tori(GrM E", RXx / s x ) = 
0. Then ifE' =: E"v and AlE' =: E' D M¿£"', the natural map F^/sA

iE/ 

MXE" is an isomorphism for all i. In other words, (E", M) descends canoni-
cally to a quasi-coherent sheaf with quasi-coherent nitration (E1, A). 

Proof: By induction on i, ToTi(E,jc/M
iE,jc,RX/s) and Tori(M ¿££, RX/s) 

vanish for all i. Hence by (1.3.4), Ex is spanned by its sheaf of horizontal 
sections Ex, and in fact the map (x: FXEX —• Ex is an isomorphism. The 
subsheaf MkEx of Ex is stable under V" and hence its p-curvature is also 
zero. Because the map 

MkE^®Rx/s-+E^®Rx/s 

is injective, we can conclude that the residue map p: MkEx —> MkEx<g)RX/s 
also vanishes. Thus by Theorem (1.3.4), the map F*x[(MkE'^)v] MkE^ 
is also an isomorphism. By definition, AkEx, = (MkE^)v = E' n (MkE"). 

• 
The following useful corollary is of course trivial when FXx/Sx is flat. 

1.3.7 Corollary: If Q is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X' such that FXXjSXQ 
is locally free of unite rank, then Q is also locally free of unite rank. 

Proof: The statement is local, so we may and shall assume that there exists 
an exact sequence K —» E —> Q —* 0, where E is locally free on X'. Let M 
be the image of FXx/S* (^0 m ^ x * / 5 * ^ ' s o w e ^ a v e a n e x a c ^ s e Q u e n c e 

0 _> M -> F^/sx (E) -> F*Xx/Sx (Q) -> 0 

of modules with integrable connection. Because the last term is locally free, 
the sequence is locally split as a sequence of Ox-modules. It follows from 
Corollary (1.3.5) that it is also locally split as a sequence of modules with 
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connection. This implies that the map E —» Q is also locally split, and hence 
that Q is locally free. The finiteness result is easy. I 

Let us change our notation slightly, letting Sx denote a flat formal W-
scheme with ideal of definition So defined by p, endowed with a fine logarith
mic structure, and let XX/SQ be a logarithmically smooth and integral mor
phism, where XX is a fine logarithmic scheme. The exact relative Frobenius 
morphism Fx/So' X —• X' is So-linear and induces a morphism of crystalline 
topoi: 

Fx/Socris' (X/S)criS —> {X1 /S) 
cris • 

At the risk of some confusion, we shall reduce the number of subscripts by 
just writing FX/s instead of FX/s0criS' Notice that FX/s is CVlinear, and no 
lifting of the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of S0 enters. 
1.3.8 Corollary: Suppose that E' is a crystal of p-torsion free Ox'/s*~ 
modules on Xfx/S and let E" =: F^x/sxE1. Then if E' is p-torsion free, 
the natural map H°(X'/Sx,Ef) -> H°(XX/SX

)E") is an isomorphism. 

Proof: The assertion is local in the Zariski topology of X and therefore may 
be proved locally, in a lifted situation (1.2.6). Let us just write E' and E" 
for the values of E' and E" on Y' and Y, respectively, and let V7 and V" be 
the corresponding connections. It follows from (1.2.5) that the natural map 
E'x, —* FX/s*Fx/SEx i s injective, and it is easy to see that this implies that 
the map H°(X'/SX,E') H°(XX/SX,E") is also injective. 

To prove the surjectivity we shall need the following lemma. 

1.3.9 Lemma: Suppose that a G E" ® QLYX/S^
 and 0 G E' <8> fiy/x/5x are 

such that prd"ot = F*0 (mod p r + 1). Then d"a G pE" <8> fi*yX/jSx. 

Proof: We have a commutative diagram 

E' & fiy/X/£X • Ef (8) QY/X jgX 

E"®F,fl£*/sx E"®F,WYX/SX 

in which T]Y is the map induced by p~lF*. Our assumption says that there 
is a 7 € QYX/SX ® E" such that 

prd"a = p%/3 + p R + 1 7 
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If P = 0 our assertion is trivial. Otherwise we may write ¡3 = р>@', where 
/3' G fiy/x/ 5 x and p does not divide /?'. If г + j > r our assertion is again 
trivial, and otherwise we may divide by p1^ to obtain 

pr-i-Jd"a = rfY0 + p R - * - ' ' + 1 7 . 

Reducing modulo p and recalling that d" modulo p is just d <g> id^/, we see 
that C _ 1 applied to the reduction of fit modulo p is zero. This implies that 
/?' is divisible by p, which is a contradiction. I 

To prove (1.3.8), suppose that e" is a horizontal section of E", and that 
we have found e'n G Ef and ё'п G E" such that e" = г)у(еп) +Pn& T h e n 

0 = F * ( V V n ) ) + P n V / , ( O , 

and by Lemma (1.3.9), it follows that V"(e£) is divisible by p . Then by 
(1.2.5.1), we can write ё'п = ф{6'п) +p6'^+v Then 

e" = V

0

Y(e'n+pn6'n)+P^e'>+1. 

It is clear that the limit e' of the Cauchy sequence (e'n) satisfies e" = rjy(e') 
and that e' is horizontal. I 

We include the following result for the sake of completeness. 

1.3.10 Proposition: Suppose that E is a crystal of finite type locally free 
sheaves of Ox*/s*-modules on Xх/Sx. Then there is a crystal E' of locally 
free Оx'/s* -modules on the nilpotent crystalline site of X//Sx such that 
E = Fxx/S*Ef if and only if, in characteristic p, the p-curvature and residue 
map of {Ex, V) vanish. 

Proof: The necessity of our condition is clear. It follows from Corollary (1.3.8) 
(which also works for the nilpotent site) that the functor F ^ x / s l s fully faith
ful, so we may prove the sufficiency locally, in a lifted situation. We write 
E for the value of E on У, and let V be its connection. We may and shall 
assume that E is free, and choose a basis (e»). Let в be the connection ma
trix i.e., the matrix of one-forms such that V(e*) = J2j ej ® Oji- We have to 
prove that we can choose the basis such that в = F*{&) for some matrix of 
one-forms on Y'. Theorem (1.3.4) tells us that this is true modulo p, so that 
we may assume that we have chosen (e») such that 

e = F*((/))+pnou 
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with n = 1. Let us show how to modify the choice of basis so that the same 
equation holds with n + 1 in place of n. 

Because the connection is integrable, we have the matrix equation d9 = 
9 A 0, and it follows that 

pnduj = F*((j) Ac)) — d(j)) (mod p n + 1 ) . 

Then Lemma (1.3.9) tells us that u is exact modulo p. Thus the reduction of 
modulo p is homologous to an element in the image of the inverse Cartier 

isomorphism, and so we can find matrices of forms 6 on Y'/S and u and e 
on Y/S such that u = p_1F*(<5) + du + pe. Then we have 

9 = F*(0 + p"" 1 ^ + pndu + p n + 1 e . 

Now let e¿ = : e¿ — p n £ ¿ e¿i¿¿¿, which is again a basis for £7 because n > 0. 
Because 9 is divisible by p, we have 

Ve- = Y, ej ® % ~ P n e ¿ ® d w i ¿ = H e i ® % " Pne'j ® ( m o d /?n+1)-
i i 

Thus there is a matrix u" such that the new connection matrix 9' is give by 

9'= 9- pndu + p n + V = F*(<¿ + pn~l8) + p n + 1 (u/ ' + e). 

It is clear that our procedure converges to a basis with desired property. 
Let us remark that the p-curvature of the resulting connection need not be 
nilpotent, and hence the corresponding crystal lives only on the nilpotent 
site, in general. I 
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2 Transversali ty and divided power ideals 

2.1 F i r s t notions 

In this section we study various notions of "transversality" of a filtration with 
respect to an ideal. We use these in the next section during our crystalline 
interpretation of Griffiths transversality. Usually our filtrations F will be 
decreasing and indexed by Z, and we write F°° for f^F* and F~°° for UiF1; 
as usual F[i] is the filtration defined by setting F[i]j = : Fi+j. If g: V —• T is a 
morphism and (E, A) is a filtered O^-module, we let AG denote the filtration 
on g*E induced by A, i.e. A{

G = : Im(g*AIE —> g*E). If there is no danger 
of confusion we may sometimes write (q*E.A) or even (ET'IA) instead of 
(g*E,Ag] 

2.1.1 Definition: If (E, A) is a filtered sheaf of quasi-coherent Or-modules 
and g\Tf —>T is a morphism, we say that (E, A) is "normally transversal to 
g" if the maps g*AkE —> g*E are all injective. 

For example, if E is flat over OT, then (£, ,4) is normally transversal to g 
if and only if each TorfT(E/AkE', OT>) vanishes. It is easy to see in general 
that if (E, A) is normally transversal to g, then the natural map 

g* GrkAE __ GrkA g*E 

is an isomorphism. The converse is true if g*E is separated with respect 
to the Ag topology—for example if A{E — 0 for i » 0. Of course, if the 
inclusions AkE —• E are, locally on T, filtering direct limits of direct factors, 
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then (E, A) is normally transversal to every g (and conversely, by a theorem 
of Lazard). 

To justify our terminology, we recall that two T-schemes X and Y are 
sometimes said to meet transversally over T if for all i > 0, Torf T(OX, Oy) = 
0. Then if Y is a subscheme of T defined by an ideal /, the J-adic filtration 
of OT is normally transversal to X —* T if X meets the normal cone to Y in 
T transversally over T. (We have so far had no need to consider the higher 
Tor's, so we have omitted them from the definition.) 

If j : T' —> T is a closed subscheme defined by an ideal J , we shall say that 
(E, A) is normally transversal to V or to J instead of to jf. The condition 
says in this case that JE n AkE = JAkE for all k. We shall be interested 
in a weakened version of this condition. Namely, we shall say that A is "G'-
transversal" to J if JEC\AkE C JAk~xE for every k. Note for example that 
the J-adic filtration on E is G'-transversal to J , but not normally transversal 
to J . In fact, if A is the J-adic filtration, JED AkE = JAk~lE for all fc, in 
which case we say that (£, A) is uG-transversal to J." 

In fact we shall need to generalize the condition of G-transversality to 
take into account divided powers. Suppose that T is a scheme and J is 
a filtration of OT by quasi-coherent sheaves of ideals. We say that J is 
"multiplicative" if OT = J° and JlJj C for all i and j . For example 
if J C OT is a sheaf of ideals we can consider the J-adic filtration, given by 
J1 =\ J 1 , and if (J, 7 ) is a sheaf of ideals with divided power structure we 
can also consider the J — PD-adic filtration: J% =: J ^ . In any case we just 
write J for J1. 

2.1.2 Definition: Let J be a quasi-coherent and multiplicative filtration of 
OT and let (£*, A) be a filtered OT-module. We say (£*, A) is UG-transversal 
toj" if for all k 

JE n AkE C JlAk~lE + J2Ak~2E + • • •, 

is "saturated with respect to J" or UJ-saturated" if TA^E C AjE for 
all i and j , and is UG-transversal to J" if it is both G-transversal to J and 
J-saturated. 

Thus, (E, A) is G-transversal to J if and only if for all k we have 

JE n AkE = JlAk~lE + J2Ak~2E + • • •. (2.1.2.1) 

For example, it is clear that the filtered Or-module (Or, J) is G-transversal 
to (O T , J). If J is the J-adic filtration, Ji = JT~x if i > 0, so this 
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definition is consistent with the simple one given above. Note that if (E, A) 
is JT-saturated, then Gr̂  E is annihilated by J. Furthermore, if (E, A) is 
saturated with respect to J it is also saturated with respect to the J-adic 
filtration, as J* C J% for all i. 

If J is the sheaf of ideals determined by a locally closed immersion of 
schemes i: X —• T, we shall also say that (E, A) is G-transversal to i or to 
X instead of to J when convenient. 

2.1.3 Definition: Suppose that A is a filtration on E which is G-transversal 
to J, and that m and n are integers. We say that uthe J-level of (E, A) is 
within the interval [ra,n]" if An+lE C JE and AmE = E, and we say that 
(E, A) has "width less than or equal ton — m." 

When there seems to be no danger of confusion as to which ideal J we 
are using, we just say "level" or "width" instead of ",7-level." or " -̂width." 

2.1.4 Lemma: If A is G-transversal to J, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

1. A has level within (—oo,n]. 

2. For all j > 0, 

An+jE = jJAnE + j^An~lE + 

Proof: It is clear that the second condition implies the first. We check 
the reverse implication by induction on j , the case of j — 0 being trivial. 
Supposing that An+lE C JE and that the second condition holds for j , we 
note that An+j+lE C An+1E C JE, and hence 

An+j+iE Q JEnAn+H1E = J1An+jE + J2An+j-lE + '-- + Jj+1AnE+-- •. 

It now suffices to apply the induction hypothesis. I 

2.1.5 Remark: When J is an invertible ideal and E is J-torsion free, the 
data of a filtration M on E which is G-transversal to J and of finite level 
has a very simple interpretation in terms of J-isogenies, see Lemma (5.1.2). 
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2 .2 T r a n s ver sality and pullbacks 

Suppose that T' and T are schemes, endowed with quasi-coherent multiplica
tive filtrations J' and J on their respective structure sheaves. Then by a 
morphism (T", J') —> (T, J) we mean a morphism of schemes g\T' —> T such 
that 5* maps g~l(Jl) into J 7 1 for every i 

2.2.1 Lemma: Suppose that g: (T', J') —» (T, JT) is a morphism of schemes 
with multiplicative quasi-coherent filtrations. Let v. X —> T and i': X1 —» V 
be the inclusions defined by the ideals J and J', so that we have a commu
tative diagram: 

X' V 

\< i» 
X T 

Let (E,A) be a filtered sheaf of Or-modules, and suppose that (i*E,A) is 
normally transversal to f. 

1. If (E, A) is normally transversal to i, then (g*E, Ag) is normally trans
versal to %'. 

2. If (E, A) is G-transversal to J, then {g*E, Ag) is G-transversal to J'. 

Proof: Write h=:iof = goi'. Let Ker^ = : JE Pi AkE/JAkE, so that we 
have an exact sequence of Ox-modules: 

0 -> Ker^ -> i*AkE -> Aki*E -> 0. 

Define Ker^s in the same way, so as to obtain a commutative diagram with 
exact rows: 

/*Ker^ —* f*i*AkE —> f*Aki*E —> 0 

1* i> i 7 

0 —^ Ker^ —* i'*Akg*E —> Akh*E —> 0 

We have a surjection: g*AkE —• Akg*E and hence /3 is also surjective. Since 
(i*E, A) is normally transversal to / , the map 

f*Aki*E-+fi*E*Éh*E 

is injective, and hence so is the map 7 . It follows from the diagram that a is 
surjective. 
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It is now easy to prove our claims. It is clear that the normal transversality 
of (E, A) to J is equivalent to the vanishing of Ker^ for each k, and normal 
transversality of (g*E, Ag) to i' is equivalent to the vanishing of Ker^ . Since 
a is surjective, the former implies the latter. For the G-transversal version, 
let 

Q\A, J) =: AkE/(J1Ak~1E + J2Ak~2E H ) n AkE. 

As Qk(A, J) is killed by J we can regard it as as an Ox-module. Further
more, the projection AkE —> Qk(A,J) factors through a map 6k:i*AkE —• 
Qk(A, J), and it is clear that the the condition of G'-transversality amounts 
to the vanishing of the restriction 6k of 6k to Ker^ for all k. We find a 
commutative diagram: 

rek: /*Ker* - r Q K ( A J ) 

ffk: Kevk - Qk(Ag,J') 

Since a is surjective, the vanishing of f*9k(A, J) implies that of 0,k(Ag, J'). 
I 

In particular, the lemma applies when / is flat or when (i*E, A) is locally 
split. For example, if J' is coarser than J and if J' = J or (i*E, A) is locally 
split, then any filtration which is normally (resp. G'-transversal) to J is also 
normally (resp. G'-transversal) to J'. Here is another example. 

2.2.2 Corollary: Suppose (£*, A) is a filtered sheaf of Ox-modules and that 
i:X-^T admits a retraction f:T —+ X. Then (/*£", Aj) is normally trans
versal to i. 

Proof: We have a commutative diagram: 

X T 

X X 

It is trivial that (2?, A) is normally transversal to the zero ideal, and as idx 
is flat, the lemma implies that (f*E,Af) is normally transversal to i. I 

2.2.3 Lemma: Suppose that, in the situation of Lemma (2.2.1), g is faith
fully flat and J' = f*J. Then the converse statements also hold. That is, 
if (g*E,Ag) is normally (respectively, G'or G) transversal to J', the same is 
true of (E, A) with respect to J. 
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Proof: The flatness of g implies that g*AkE = Ak

gg*E and that g* commutes 
with intersections and sums. These statements make the proof straightfor
ward. I 

2 . 3 S a t u r a t i o n 

2.3.1 Lemma: Let (E, A) be a filtered sheaf of Or-modules, G-transversal 
to J, and let (E,A)j =: (E, Aj) be the "saturation of A with respect to 
J," defined by 

AjE =: AkE + JlAk~lE + J2Ak~2E + • • •. 

1. Aj is G-transversal to J and is coarser than A. It is the finest filtration 
on E which is coarser than A and which is saturated with respect to 
J. 

2. Aj induces the same filtration on E/ JE as does A. 

Suppose that also that AmE = E for m « 0. Then 

3. Aj is the coarsest filtration on E which is G-transversal to J', is coarser 
than A, and induces the same filtration on Ej JE as A. 

4. Aj is the unique filtration on E which is coarser than A, is G-trans
versal to J', and induces the same filtration on E/ JE as A. 

Proof: For any integers i and j , 

J{JjAk~jE C Ji+jAk~jE C Ak/{E. 

This implies that JlAkjE C AkjlE, and hence that Aj is saturated with 
respect to It is clearly coarser than A and is the finest ,7-saturated 
filtration with this property. To see that it is G'-transversal to suppose 
that x e JE fl AkjE, and write x = x'-f/, where x' G AkE and x" G 
JxAk-lE + J2Ak~2E + • • S i n c e x and x" belong to JE, x' belongs to 

JE fl AkE C JlAk-lE + J2Ak-2E+-
C JlAkjlE + J2Akf2E + ---. 

Since x" also belongs to this sum, so does x. 
It is clear that AkE C AjE C AkE + JE, i.e. that Aj induces the same 

filtration on E/ JE as does A. Suppose that B is another filtration with this 
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property and which is coarser than A and G'-transversal to E\ we shall check 
that BkE C AjE for all k. For k « 0 this is trivial, and we proceed by 
induction on k. Assuming the result for k — 1, suppose that b G BkE. Since 
B and A induce the same filtration on E/JE, we can write b = a + c, where 
a G ̂ 4*2? and c G Since 2? is coarser than A, a G 5*2?, and it follows 
that c G .72? fl 2?*2?. Since B is G-transversal to J, it follows that 

c G J B f l BkE C JlBk~lE + J2Bk~2E + • • •. 

By the induction hypothesis we see that 

c G JlAkjlE + J2Akj2E • • • C ^ E . 

Since a G ^ f i C ^4*7#, we conclude that indeed 6 G ^ 2 ? . It is clear that 
the last statement of the lemma follows from the others. I 

2.3.2 Corollary: Suppose A and B are two filtrations on E, both of which 
are G-transversal to J. Suppose that A and B induce the same filtration on 
E/JE and that A is coarser than B. Then in fact A = B. I 

2.3.3 Definition: Suppose that (E, A) is a filtered sheaf of Or-modules 
which is G-transversal to J, let i:X^T be the closed immersion defined 
by J, and let f\X' X be a morphism. Then we say that "(22, A) is 
compatible with /" if and only if (i*E, A) is normally transversal to f. In a 
situation as in Lemma (2.2.1), if (E, A) is compatible with f, it follows that 
the J'-saturation of (g*E, A) is G-transversal to J'; we call it the "transverse 
pullbackof(E, A)." 

If in the above situation / is the closed immersion associated to an ideal 
I, we may say that (E, A) is "compatible with F instead of with / . In partic
ular, we see from (2.2.1) and (2.3.3) that if J and J' are two multiplicative 
filtrations on OT and if J ' is coarser than J and (E, A) is G'-transversal to 
J and compatible with J ' , then (E,Aj>) is G-transversal to J'. 

2.3.4 Remark: Suppose that g'\ (T",J") -> {T',J') is another morphism, 
defining a commutative diagram: 

X T 

xf i' T 

X i T 
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Suppose {E,A) is a filtered sheaf of 0T-modules such that (z*J5, A) is nor
mally transversal to / and (f*i*E,A) is normally transversal to / ' . Then 
(i*E, A) is normally transversal to / o / ' . Furthermore, the ^"-transverse 
pull-back of (E, A) by gf is naturally isomorphic to the J"- transverse pull 
back of (f*E,Aj,) byg'. 

2.3.5 Remark: Suppose that m is an integer such that J1 = J1 for all 
i < m and that A) is G-transversal to J, of level within [a, oo). Then 
for i < m + a we have Ai~m^lE = E and hence 

JEHAlE = J1Ai-lE+'.'Jm-1Ai-m+lE + JrnAi-mE + ---
= J1Ai'lE + -- Jm-XE 

This shows that the filtration B defined by B{E =: A{E ii i < m + a and 
Bm+aE = 0 is G'-transversal to the ideal J. It follows that the J-saturation 
Bj of B is G-transversal to J , and B^E = AlE for i < m + a. In particular, 
we see that there is a simple equivalence between the data of a filtration 
which is G-transversal to J and of width less than m and that of a filtration 
which is G-transversal to J and of width less than m. 

Suppose that J and K are two multiplicative filtrations on Or and define 

Ji=: YJ{TKk:i + k = j}-

One checks immediately that J is again multiplicative; we denote this filtra
tion by X+/C and call it the "sum of X and /C." For example, if J = I+K, the 
J-adic filtration is the sum in this sense of the 7-adic and /f-adic filtrations, 
and similarly for PD-ideals. 

2.3.6 Lemma: Suppose that the J is the sum of two multiplicative filtra
tions JC and 2, and suppose that A is a filtration on an Or-module E which 
is saturated with respect to X and G-transversal to K. Then Aj = Afc. If 
A is G-transversal to JC, then Aj is G-transversal to /C. 

Proof: If A is G'-transversal to /C, A& is G-transversal to /C, and hence the 
second statement follows from the former. We note that 

Jj = Kj + .... Ki Ii + ... I j 1 

and since A is I-saturated, TCV^A^E C VA^E. Then 

JjAk~jE C lCjAk~jE + • • • K}Ak-{E + • • • AkE C Ak

KE. 
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We conclude that 

AjE =: AkE + >- JjAk~jE + '-' C Ak

KE. 

This shows that AkjE C ^ ^ E ; the reverse inclusion is trivial. I 
Note that if (E/KE, A) is locally split, it follows from (2.3.3) that (E, Aj) 

is in fact G-transversal to J also. This shows that a filtration (E, A) can be 
G-transversal to more than one multiplicative filtration J. 

The following rather technical lemma will be used in our proof of the 
Griffiths transversality theorem (3.3.3). 

2.3.7 Lemma: Suppose that (£?, B) is a filtered 0T-module with BaE = E, 
and that X and K are multiplicative hltrations on Or such that 

1. (E, B) is saturated with respect to X. 

2. (GTJC E, B) is G-transversal to X. 

3. (E, ICE) is normally transversal to I and (E, B) is normally transversal 
to each JO. 

Then (E, BJC) = (E, BT+K) is G-transversal to X. Suppose further that I' is 
an ideal containing I such that (GYJC(E/IE), B) is normally transversal to 
V. Then (E/IE, BK) is also normally transversal to I'. 

Proof: We see from Lemma (2.3.6) that (£, BX+K) = (E, BK). Thus for the 
first statement it will suffice to prove that (E, BK) is G'-transversal to X. Let 
A = : BJC and take k > a. We have by the third hypothesis 

AkE =: BkE 4- JClBk~xE H Kk~aBaE 
= BkE + K>E H Bk~lE + • • • Kk'aE n Bk'aE 

It follows that JCjEHAkE = ICjEnBk^E = K?Bk'^E and that Ak Gr^ E = 
Bk~j Gi£ E. We shall prove by descending induction on j < k — a that 

IE H JCjE H AkE C XlAk~lE + X2Ak~2E + • • •. (2.3.7.1) 

For j = k — a, we have on the left IE fl JCkE, which is the same as 
IKkE by the last hypothesis. But IKkE C IAkE by definition, so (2.3.7.1) 
is certainly true in this case. 
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For the induction step, let x be a member of the left side of (2.3.7.1) and 
let i =: k — j . Then xeIEf)lCjE = IJCjE by the third hypothesis again. 
Let x" be the image of x in Gr^ E. It is clear that x" belongs to 

I Gr£ EC)Ak Grjc E = I Grjc EHB* Gr£ E 
= I1Bi'1Gr{:E+"'IaBi'aGiJ

KEi 

by hypothesis (2). Choose 

z G XXK?W~XE + • • • ZaK?Bi~aE CIEH K?BlE CIEH AkE 
mapping to x". Then x — z lies in JCj+1EnAkEnIE, and, we can apply the 
induction hypothesis to see that 

x-ze llAk~lE + • • • Ik'aAaE. 
But z G li&Bi-lE + - • • +la&Bi-aE C IlAh-lE + T?Ah-2E+- • so the 
proof is complete. 

The second statement takes place entirely modulo / , so we may as well 
assume that 1 = 0. There is a commutative diagram with vertical isomor
phisms: 

^GricE^Or/r —^ Gr£ E/I'E 

i i 
B^G^E^OT/I' —> G^E/I'E 

As the bottom arrow is an injective by assumption, so is the top one. It now 
follows by induction that each map 

(A^/A^ n JCjE) ® 0T/I' -> E/{pE + I'E) 
is injective. Hence any element of the kernel of AiE^OT/I/ —> E/I'E is the 
image of some x G (J4*Er\ICjE) <8>Ot/'Ifurthermore this element x maps to 
zero in E/I'E. Taking j = iwe have /C*i? C and we see that x belongs 
to the kernel of the map K}E®OT/I' —• E/I'E. Because (E, /C) is normally 
transversal to /', x vanishes, and this shows that AlE <8> Or/1' —• E/I'E is 
injective—i.e. that (E, A) is normally transversal to I'. I 

2 . 4 Uni form filt r a t ions 

2.4.1 Definition: Suppose that (E, A) is a filtered sheaf of 0T-modules, G-
transversal to J. Suppose that E is separated and complete for the J-adic 
topology. We say that (E, A) is "J-uniform," or just "uniform" if there is no 
risk of confusion, if E is locally free of finite rank over OT and GrA(E/JE) 
is locally free over Ox = : OT/J-
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Note that if (E, A) is J-uniform and J1 is coarser than J, then the J'-
saturation (E,A'j) of (E,A) to J' is G-transversal to J 7 , by lemma (2.2.1). 
We shall also call (E,Aj*) the "expansion of A to J'" and we call A a 
"contraction of Aj> to J.n Note that we have an isomorphism of filtered 
objects: 

(E/J'E, Aj,) & {E/JE, A) ® Ot/J' (2.4.1.1) 
It follows from this that (E}Aj») is ̂ '-uniform. Note also that the process 
of expansion is transitive in the obvious sense. 

2.4.2 Proposition: Let (E, A) be a filtered sheaf of 0T-modules uniformly 
G-transversal to J. Let JE or JE denote the filtration on E defined by 
TEE =: TE. 

1. Locally on T, A can be contracted to any subfiltration of J. 

2. For any k and any i > 0, 

J{E n AkE = TAk-{E + Ji+lAk-l-lE + • • •. 

3. There are canonical isomorphisms: 

Gfy OT <g> {Ej JE, A[-i]) * (Gr^ E, A) 

Gv[7 OT ® GxY{E/JE) ^ Gv^ Gvk

A E 

Proof: If T is affine and if GrA{E/JE) is free, we can clearly find a filtration 
B such that Grg E is free and such that B is finer than A and induces the 
same filtration on E/JE as A. Corollary (2.3.2) shows that Bj = A. Then 
B is uniformly G-transversal to the zero ideal, and we can expand it to any 
ideal contained in J. 

The next statement is also local, and thus we may assume that there 
exists a contraction B of A to the zero ideal. I claim that for any i > 0, 

TE H AkE = TB^E + J^B^^E + • • •. (2.4.2.2) 
This clearly implies statement (2) above. We prove it by induction on i, 

the case of i = 0 being just the fact that A = Bj. If it is true for i and if 
x E Jl+lE D AkE, then by the induction hypothesis we can write x — y + z 
where y G TB^E and z G Ji+1Bk-i~lE + • • •. Then y G Ji+lEC\ Bk~lE, 
and since E/B^E is flat, y G Ji+lBk~{E C J^B^^E. The result 
follows. 
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For the last statement, note that the image of the multiplication map 
J-*<8>i4fe"*£ —• E is contained in AiEC\JiE, and hence we find a commutative 
diagram of filtered objects 

(J*®{EtAl-i]) —* (J<E,A) 

I i 
(jyj^^iE/JE^i-i})) —> (Gv^A) 

The bottom arrow is an isomorphism because E is locally free; to prove that 
it is strictly compatible with the filtrations we may work locally, choosing 
a contraction B of A to the zero ideal. The strictness is then clear from 
(2.4.2.2) I 

2.4.3 Corollary: A filtered sheaf of Or-modules (E,A) is uniformly G-
transversal to J if and only if, locally on T, (E, A) is isomorphic to a finite 
direct sum of copies of filtered objects of the form (OT, J[d\), for various d. 

Proof: If (E, A) is uniformly G-transversal to J, Proposition (2.4.2.1) shows 
that, locally on T, we may choose a contraction B of A to the zero ideal. We 
may also choose a splitting C of the filtration B of E\ then for all i 

Bi = Cl® Ci+l 0 • • •. 

If dj is the rank of Cj we find 
oo 

A{E * 0 T-iC* = 0 ( 0 T , JH])di-

This proves the nontrivial direction of the corollary. I 

2.4.4 Corollary: Suppose that (E, A) and (£', A!) are two filtered OT-
modules, both uniformly G-transversal to J. Then (E®E') and Horn(£7, E'), 
endowed with the usual filtrations, are also uniformly G-transversal to J. 

Proof: Thanks to the previous corollary, the first statement follows from the 
fact that 

(0T,J[a]) <S (OT, J[b]) = ( 0 T , J[a + 6]), 
and the second from 

Hom((Or> J[a]), (0TJ[b})) = (O r > J[b - a]) 

when each Jx is invertible. • 
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Suppose that Y/S is a smooth scheme and (E, V) is a sheaf of Oy-
modules with integrable connection. Recall that a filtration A of E by sub-
Oy-modules is said to satisfy Griffiths transversality if and only if VAk C 
Ak~l <g> fiy/s- We shall also say that A is "Griffiths transversal" or just 
"G-transversal" to V. Our goal in this section is to give a crystalline inter
pretation of this condition. 

Throughout this section and most of the rest of this article we shall work 
with the following notation. Let S be a formal scheme for the p-adic topology, 
and suppose that (/, 7 ) is a divided power ideal of Os, compatible with the 
divided power structure of {p) C Zp and defining a closed formal subscheme 
S" of S. We suppose that S is flat over Zp and for each integer v > 0 we denote 
by Su the reduction of S modulo pv\ we also let So =• Si and =: S. We 
shall allow S to carry a fine logarithmic structure, e.g. the trivial one, and 
just use the notation S to stand for the corresponding logarithmic formal 
scheme. Let us fix ¡1 G [0, 00] such that S' C SM and let X/S^ be a fine 
log scheme of finite type to which the divided powers (/, 7 ) extend. Then 
Chs(X/S) is by definition the site whose objects are exact PD-thickenings T 
of open subsets of X such that pnOT = 0 for some n > 0, and with the usual 
morphisms and covering families. (This site is denoted by Cris(X/S) in [4].) 
Let (X/S)cris be the corresponding topos with sheaf of rings and PD-ideals 
(Ox/s, Jx/s, 7)- (Since the PD-structures on I and on Jx/s are by definition 
compatible, we will not run into any serious difficulties by using the same 
letter 7 for both of them.) 
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If U C X can be embedded as a closed subscheme of a log smooth Y/S> 
then for each n > p, we can form the divided power envelope Dx{Yn) of X 
in Yn, and (for n' > n) the reduction of Dx(Yn') modulo pn is Dx{Yn). We 
denote by Du{Y) the inverse limit of the system {Du(Yn) : n > /x}, a formal 
scheme for the p-adic topology. Such an object is called a "fundamental 
thickening of U relative to £." Although Du(Y) itself is not an object of 
Cris(X/S) as we have defined it, each Du{Yn) is, and by passing to the limit 
we see that a sheaf E of C?x/s-modules on Cx\s(X/S) in fact defines a sheaf 
ED of Otf-modules on Du(Y). 

The site formed in the obvious way by considering fundamental thicken
ings of open sets of X is called the "restricted crystalline site" and is denoted 
by Rcns(X/S). In practice, it will suffice (e.g. for cohomology calculations) 
to consider the value of sheaves on the fundamental thickenings. In particu
lar, giving a crystal of C?x/s-niodules on Rcris is the same as giving a crystal 
of Ox/5-modules on Cris(X/S). In fact, if D is a fundamental thickening of 
X/S, then to give a crystal of Ox/s-modules on Cris(X/S) is the same as to 
give a compatible collection of crystals on each Cris(X/5n), and is again the 
same as to give a sheaf of C -̂modules with connection V which is integrable, 
p-adically nilpotent, and compatible with the divided powers. 

3.0.5 Remark: A sheaf E such that ED = 0 for each fundamental thicken
ing D is called "parasitic." For example, if X/S^ is log smooth (or a local 
complete intersection in a log smooth scheme), then the kernel of multipli
cation by p on Ox/s is parasitic. For a thorough discussion of the restricted 
site and parasitic sheaves over bases on which p is nilpotent, we refer to [3, 
IV,2]. 

3.0.6 Remark: The category of crystal of Ox/s-modules is abelian, with 
the evident construction of kernels and cokernels. However, the inclusion 
functor from the category of crystals of Ox/s-modules to the category of 
all sheaves of of Ox/s-modules is not left exact—for example, if X/S^ is 
log smooth, then multiplication by p on Ox/s is injective in the category 
of crystals, but not in the category of sheaves. We will be dealing with 
crystals endowed with filtrations which consist sometimes but not always 
of subcrystals. For the sake of clarity, we should therefore explain how we 
associate to a filtered object (E, N) in the category of crystals a filtered 
object (£*, TV) in the category of sheaves of Ox/s-moc^es- For each object T 
of Cris(X/5), we let NLE denote the sheaf-theoretic image of NLE —> E in 
the category of sheaves. For each fundamental thickening D of X relative to 
5, the natural map N1ED —> N1ED is an isomorphism, and the kernel of the 
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natural surjection NlE —» N*E is parasitic. Because of this the distinction 
between N and N is not very important, and we shall eventually drop the 
tildes from the notation. 

3 .1 Griffiths transversa l i ty and G-transversa l i ty 

If (E, A) is a filtered sheaf of (9x/s-modules in (X/S)cris such that (ET, AT) 
is G-transversal to JT for each object T of Oris (X/S), then we shall say that 
(E, A) is "G-transversal to (Jx/s,7)-" For any morphism f\(T ,JT',l) —• 
(T, J T , 7 ) in Oris (X/S), Lemma (2.2.1) tells us that the filtration Af on f*ET 

induced by AT is G'-transversal to ( J T ' , 7 ) , and hence by Lemma (2.3.1), its 
saturation AfjThl is G-transversal to (JT '>7)-

3.1.1 Lemma: Let E be a crystal of Ox/s-modules on Oris ((X/S)), en
dowed with a filtration A which is G-transversal to (Jx/s,l)- The following 
conditions are equivalent: 

1. For any morphism / : T' -> T in Oris (X/S), 

AkET> = A)ET, + JT,A)-lET, + • • • J^A^ET, + • • • 

2. For any object (£/, T, 7 ) of Cris (X/S), the filtration induced by AT on 
Ev is Au 

These conditions are automatically satisfied if X/S is log smooth. 

Proof: Clearly (2) is a special case of (1), with / the inclusion morphism: 
(U,U,0) —• ([/, T, 7 ) . For the converse, note that since AkE is a sheaf on 
Cris (X/S), we have a commutative diagram 

f*AkET —> AkET, 

1 1 
f* Ej1 —> Ej1' • 

It follows that the filtration ATI of ET> is coarser than the filtration Af 
induced by the filtration AT of ET, and (2) implies that AT>, AT, and (hence) 
Af all induce the same filtration on (E(j'). Lemma (2.2.1) implies that Af is 
G'-transversal to JT>, and it follows that ^4/,j T,, 7 is G-transversal to (JT>,i), 
finer than AT», and induces the same filtration on Ev as does AT>. By 
Corollary (2.3.2), the two filtrations coincide. Finally, we verify that (2) is 
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automatic if X/S is log smooth. This is local on T, so we may assume that T 
is affine and that there exists a retraction f:T —> X. Then as we have seen, 
the filtration Af on ET induced by the filtration Ax on Ex is finer than the 
the filtration AT on ET, and the filtration on Ex induced by AT is finer than 
Ax- Pulling back the containment Af < AT, we obtain that Ax C I*AT- As 
also i* AT C AX, the filtrations are equal. I 

3.1.2 Theorem: Suppose that Y/S is log smooth and E is a crystal of Oy/s-
modules on Cris (Y/S), corresponding to a module with integrable connection 
(Ey, V) on Y/S. Let A be a nitration of E by subsheaves of Oy/s-modules 
and let Ay be the corresponding nitration of Ey. Then if A is G-transversal 
to (Jy /5,7), the nitration Ay is Griffiths transversal to V. Conversely given 
a nitration Ay on Ey which is Griffiths transversal to V, there is a unique 
nitration A on the crystal E which is G-transversal to (Jy/s,l) and whose 
value on Y is the given nitration Ay. 

Proof: Given (E,A), consider the first infinitesimal neighborhood Py/S of 
the diagonal of Y xs Y. The ideal of Y in PYjS is ííyy5, and since it is a 
square zero ideal, we may endow it with the trivial divided power structure. 
Then (Pyy5,7,0) becomes an object T of the crystalline site of Y/S, and 
(ET, AT) is a filtered sheaf on PY/S. We have maps Pi'.T —> Y for i = 1,2, 
and hence canonical isomorphisms: pi'.p\EY —> ET, reducing to the identity 
on Y. If e is a section of Ey, then 

Ve = p2p2(e) ~ PiPl(e) G ^Y/SEY. 

Now if the filtration AT is G-transversal to Qy/S and e G AkEy, then p2p2(e) 
and PiPÍ(e) lie in AkET and 

Ve G ^ly/sET H AkET = nl

Y/sAk-lET = Ak~lEY (8) nl

Y/s. 

This shows that (Ey,Ay) is Griffiths transversal to V. 
Conversely suppose that (Ey, V, Ay) is a module with integrable con

nection and Griffiths transversal filtration. Let (D(l), J, 7 ) denote the di
vided power envelope of the diagonal of Y xs Y, and let c.p2EY —> p\EY be 
the isomorphism induced by V. By Lemma (2.2.1.2), the filtrations APi on 
p\EY are G'-transversal to (J, 7 ) , and hence by Lemma (2.3.1) the filtrations 
Ai =: APhjY are G-transversal to (J, 7 ) . 

3.1.3 Lemma: The isomorphism e:p2EY —> p\EY induces an isomorphism: 

A\p\EY -> A\p\EY. 
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Proof: This is a local statement, and we may work with a system of log
arithmic coordinates (mi,...m n) for Y/S. Let rji = : 6(rrii) G J and let 
{di} denote the corresponding basis for the ring of PD-differential operators 
(1.1.5). Recall from (1.1.8.6) that if e is a local section of EY, ep^e) = 

EiVlI]P*№(di)e). Now if e G AkEY, the fact that A is G-transversal to V 
implies that V(d7)e G Ak~W, and hence rj^pld^e) G A\p\EY. It follows 
immediately that e maps A^Ey to ylfpJEy. Since the formula for the in
verse of e is the same, with only the indices interchanged (a consequence of 
the cocycle condition), the same argument shows that the inverse of e maps 
Akp\Ey to A^p*2Ey. This proves the lemma. • 

It follows immediately from the lemma that if r\ and r<i are two retractions 
(T, J T , 7 ) —> ([/, 0,0) in Cris (Y/S), then the two filtrations ArijjT are equal. 
Since Y/S is log smooth, such retractions always exist locally, and we can 
use any retraction to define a filtration AT on ET which is G-transversal 
to ( J T , 7 ) . It is now straightforward to verify that AkE forms a sheaf of 
0x/s-m°dules, and that the filtration (E, A) satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem. Finally, we observe that Corollary (2.3.2) implies that the filtration 
thus constructed is unique. I 

3 .2 T-crys ta l s 

I hope that the previous theorem provides justification for the following def
inition. 

3.2.1 Definition: A "proto-T-crystal" on X/S is a pair (E, A), where E is 
a crystal of Ox/s-modules and A is a filtration on E which is G-transversal 
to (Jx/s,l), and satisfies the equivalent conditions of the Lemma (3.1.1). 
We say (E, A) is "uniform" if E is locally free of finite type over Ox/s &nd 
GTA EX is locally free on X. A proto-T-crystal (E, A) is a called a "T-crystal" 
if (E, A) is compatible (2.3.3) with the closed subscheme of X defined by pl 

for every i > 0. 

Note that the the condition that (E, A) be compatible with p% just says 
that (Ex, A) is normally transversal to the ideal plOx', this is of course 
automatic if plOx — 0 or if (E, A) is uniform. 

Now suppose that i: X —> Y is a closed immersion, with Y/S log smooth. 
Temporarily we will denote by 6 the PD-structure of Jy/s- Recall that 
Dx(Y) =: icris*Ox/s is a crystal of CV/s-algebras, endowed with a sheaf 
of PD-ideals (iCris*Jx/s,l) [4, 6.2]. The next result can be thought of as 
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a crystalline version of the Griffiths transversality theorem for the closed 
immersion i. 

3.2.2 Lemma: Suppose that (E, .4) is a proto-T-crystal on Cris (X/S), and 
let icris*(E, A) denote the filtered crystal of Oy/s-modules defined by 

A icris*E :='. icris*A E. 

Then icris+(E,A) is G-transversal to (Jy/s,<5) &nd to (icris*Jx/s,l)-

Proof: Suppose that T =: (U,T,6) is an object of Cris(y/5), and JT is 
the ideal of U in T. To simplify the notation, we may and shall assume 
that U = Y. Recall that i^T is represented in Cris(X/S) by DX(T) =: 
Dx,s(T), the divided power envelope of X in T compatible with the divided 
power structure <5 on the ideal JT of Y in T (and of course with 7 and the 
canonical divided power structure on (p).) Thus, icris*AkET is X^AkEo(T)^ 
where A: Dx,s(T) —• T is the canonical projection. The fact that (ET, A) is G-
transversal to the ideal (JD{T), 7) of X in DX(T) comes from the definitions, 
but to prove that it is G-transversal to the ideal ( J T , 6) of Y in T takes more 
work. Dropping the A's from the notation, we can write what we have to 
prove as: 

AkED{T) H JTED{T) = JTAk-lED{T) + • • • + J^A^Eom + • • • (3.2.2.1) 

This assertion is local on Y, so we may and shall assume that Y is affine. 
Since Y/S is log smooth, there exist a retraction r:T —> Y, which by func-
toriality induces a map /: DX(T) —• DX(Y) of divided power envelopes. We 
find a commutative diagram: 

X —> DX{Y) — Y 

XT — DX{T) —> T 

X DX(Y) — Y 
Here XT is the inverse image of X in DX(T), so that the bottom square on 
the left is Cartesian. Recall that the very fact that iCRIS*Ox/s is a crystal 
asserts that the bottom square on the right is also Cartesian; this is one of 
the key technicalities of the foundations of crystalline cohomology [4, 6.2]. 
It follows trivially that the squares on the top are Cartesian. Since the ideal 
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JD(Y) ofX in DX(Y) is a PD-ideal and the map (DX(T),X) -> (DX(Y),X) 
is a PD-morphism, it follows that the ideal K = JD(Y)OD{T) of XT in Dx(T) 
is a sub PD-ideal of the ideal JD(T) of X in DX(T). Similarly, the ideal 
I of DX{Y) in DX(T) is a sub PD-ideal of JD(T)- In fact, it is clear from 
the fact that the top squares in the diagram are Cartesian that this ideal 
is just JTOD(T) and that JD(T) = I + K. Thus J^AEdip) = J&U'tfDíT), 
are reduced to proving equation (3.2.2.1) with I in place of JT> Write J for 
JD(T)-

Let Ak

fEr>x(T) denote the image of the natural map f*AkEj)(Y) —> ED(T), 
so that AkED(T) = A^J^E^T)- Since (ED(Y),A) is saturated with respect 
to (JD(Y),i), (ED(T),Af) is saturated with respect to (K,j). By Lemma 
(2.2.1.1), (ED(Y), Af) is normally transversal to I and hence G'-transversal 
to (I,S). Lemma (2.3.6) now tells us that (ED(T),A) is G-transversal to 
(/,*). • 

Recall that the crystal icris*E is also a sheaf of Dx(y)-modules. As we 
have seen -(¿eró*i£, A) gives rise to a module with connection (EY, V), with a 
filtration A which is G-transversal to V. This sheaf has a structure of Dx(Y)-
module; we refer to [4] for the various compatibilities these data satisfy. It 
is clear that we have proved: 

3.2.3 Theorem: The construction [E,A) 1—> (icris*E, A) described above 
deñnes an equivalence between the category of proto-T-crystals of Ox/s~ 
modules on X/S and the category of triples (£"y, V,^4r), where EY is a 
sheaf of Dx{Y)-modules on Y endowed with an integrable connection V and 
AY is a nitration of EY which is G-transversal to V and to the sheaf of PD-
ideals (Jx,l) of X in Dx(Y). Under this equivalence, (E,A) is a T-crystal 
if and only if (Ex, A) is normally transversal to each plOx- • 

In particular, we see that if X/S' is log smooth and if Y/S is any lifting 
of X/S', the data of a T-crystal on X/S amounts to the data of a triple 
(EY, AY, V), where (EY, V) is a module with integrable connection and AY 
is a filtration on EY which is Griffiths transversal to V and G-transversal to 
the ideal ( / , 7 ) of S' in S (compatibly with each p{). 

3.2.4 Remark: If X/S is a formal scheme, (and p = 00) we define a T-
crystal on X/S to be a compatible collection of T-crystals on each Xn. If 
X/S is formally log smooth, a p-torsion free and coherent T-crystal on X 
amounts to a p-torsion free coherent sheaf of C?x-niodules Ex, together with 
an integrable connection V relative to S and a filtration A which is Griffiths 
transversal to V such that Gr¿ Ex is p-torsion free. To see this, suppose that 
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(E,A) is a T-crystal on X; then for any n the underlying crystal on Xn/S 
gives us a module with connection (Ex, V) on X/S which is independent 
of n, as well as a filtration An which is Griffiths transversal to V and to 
the PD-ideal (pn, 7 ) . Furthermore, for n' > n the filtration An> is compatible 
with the ideal pn and its saturation (2.3.1) with respect to (pn, 7 ) is An. This 
implies that the image of An> in En is the same as the image of An, and we let 
A*E =: UmA^En. It is clear that (E, A) is Griffiths transversal to V and it 
remains only to prove that Gr̂  Ex is p-torsion free. The hypothesis that the 
filtration (E, An) be compatible with p says precisely that (En, A) is normally 
transversal to the ideal (p), and hence that ToTi(En/Al

nEn,Ox/pOx) van
ishes. Then XmiTox^En/Al

nEn, Ox/pOx) also vanishes, and it follows easily 
that each E/A%E and hence also Gr̂  Ex is p-torsion free. As an exercise, 
the reader can also prove that in fact AlEx = C\nAl

nEx. 
For example, take X = S =: Spf W. Then a proto-T-crystal on W/W 

is just a W-module E endowed with a filtration A, since any such A is 
automatically G-transversal to the zero ideal. For (E, A) to be a T-crystal, 
we require (E, A) to be normally transversal to each p%\ it is clear that if 
E is finitely generated, this is equivalent to saying that the filtration A is a 
filtration by direct factors. If X = Spec Wn, a coherent T-crystal on X/W 
is a finitely generated filtered VK-module (E, A), where A is G-transversal to 
pn and (E <8> Wn, A) is a filtration by direct factors. 

3.2.5 Remark: Suppose that, in the situation of Theorem (3.2.3) the filtra
tion Ay is stable by V. Then in fact we can regard A as defining a filtration 
of E by subcrystals, and following the procedure described in (3.0.6), we ob
tain a filtration A of the the sheaf E by sheaves of Ox/s-modules. If (E, 4̂) 
is the corresponding T-crystal on X/S, it is clear that the filtration AT of 
ET can be computed by taking the ( JT, 7)-expansion of the filtration AT. 
We shall call T-crystals arising in this way "horizontal." The failure of a 
T-crystal to be horizontal is measured by the mapping 

iY\ Gi\4 EY—> GrA EY (g) Ql

Y/s 

induced by V; this mapping has degree —1 and is in fact a linear map of 
sheaves of C?x-modules. If X/S^ is log smooth and Y/S is a lifting of X/S^, 
then Gr̂  E <S> ^y/s — GfA Ey <g> and it is easy to check that £y is 
independent of the choice of Y/S. Note that the map £y is compatible with 
the filtration (p, 7 ) of Gr̂  Ey; it is useful to think of £y as a filtered complex. 
For more on these Kodaira-Spencer maps, c.f. §6.2. 
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3.3 Functoriality 
3.3.1 Remark: Suppose /: X' —> X is a morphism of logarithmic S-schemes 
and (2?, A) is a proto-T-crystal on X/S. If (Ex, A) is normally transversal to 
/ then there is a natural way to define a proto-T-crystal f*(E, A) on X'/S. 
Namely, if T is an object of Cris(X/5) and T an object of Cris(-Y,/S) 
and if g: T —• T is a PD-morphism covering the restriction of / to X' n T, 
it follows from (2.2.1) and (2.3.3) that the (JT',7)-saturation of (g*ET,Ag) 
is G-transversal to (JT',I)> Moreover, this saturation is, up to canonical 
isomorphism, independent of the choice of g. To see this, suppose that g\ 
and g2 are two such choices, and let h: T —• T(l) be the corresponding map 
to the fiber product of T with itself in the category Cns(X/S). Let (E^ A) 
be the transverse pullback of (ET, A) to T(l) via the canonical projection 7̂ ; 
since (E, A) is a proto-T-crystal, we have canonical isomorphisms (E^ A) = 
(ET(\),A). On the other hand, it follows from (2.3.4) that the transverse 
pullback of (Ei,A) via h can be identified with the transverse pullback of 
(ET,A) via and hence these coincide. If (E, A) is a T-crystal, one has 
to check that (f*Ex,A) is still compatible with each px\ this is of course 
automatic if pOxf = 0 or if (E, A) is uniform. 

3.3.2 Remark: In keeping with the usual notation for Hodge structures, we 
let 0X/s(™) denote the T-crystal obtained by endowing Ox/s with filtration 
A* =: Jxf£. If (E, A) and (E\ A) are two uniform T-crystals on X/S, we can 
use (2.4.4) to construct a T-crystal structure on E<& E' and on Hom(E, E'). 
Suppose that (E, A) is uniform. Then by a "principal polarization on (E, A) 
of weight m" we mean an isomorphism of T-crystals 

(E,A) -+Kom[(E,A),Ox/s(-m)]; 

the associated bilinear map 

(, ):ExE^OX/s(-m) 

is supposed to be alternating if m is odd and symmetric if m is even. The 
form ( ,) identifies A{EX with the annihilator of Am+l~lEx, and it follows 
that the width of (E, A) is less than or equal to m. 

The following result can perhaps be thought of as a version of the Grif
fiths transversality theorem for a log smooth morphism, on the level of the 
crystalline topos. 
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3.3.3 Proposition: Suppose that Sf C S is defined by a PD-ideal ( / , 7 ) , 

that X/S' is log smooth and that (E, ^4) is a proto-T-crystal on X/S. Then 
ifD =: DX(Y) is the PD-envelope of X in a log smooth Y/S, (ED, A) is G-
transversal to the PD-ideal (I,J)OD> Furthermore, if (E,A) is a T-crystal, 
(ED/I ED, A) is normally transversal to each pl. 

Proof: Since (ED, A) is G-transversal to (J, 7 ) and I C J , it follows that it is 
also saturated with respect to ( / , 7 ) . The G'-transversality will require more 
work. Suppose that the lower level of (E, A) is at least a. 

The assertion is local on Y, so we may and shall assume that Y is affine 
and that X admits a smooth lifting Z/S embedded in Y. Since X C Z is 
defined by the PD-ideal (1,7), Z is in fact contained in DX(Y). The ideal K 
of Z in Dx(Y) is a sub PD-ideal of the ideal J of X in Dx(Y), and in fact 
J = K + I. Furthermore, since ZjS is log smooth, there exists a retraction 
g:Dx(Y) -> Z. Recall from (3.1.1) that 

AKED = Ak

gg*EZ + JAk'lg*EZ + JWAk'2g*EZ + • • • + Jlk'a]g*AA

GEZ. 

Since (EZ,A) is saturated with respect to ( / , 7 ) and since J = K + I, it 
follows that: 

AKED = Akg*EZ + KAk~lg*EZ + K^Ak

g-2g*EZ + • • • + K^Aa

gg*EZ. 

Thus, (i?£),j4) is the saturation of of (ED,A9) with respect to ( # , 7 ) . 

Note first of all from [4, 3.32] that locally on Z, OD looks a divided power 
polynomial algebra, compatibly with the filtrations. Hence OD and Gr# ) 7 OD 
are flat over Z. It follows from this that (ED, KE,I) LS normally transversal 
to I and that (ED,A9) is normally transversal to each Furthermore, 
(EZ,A) is G-transversal to ( / , 7 ) and hence Lemma (2.2.1) tells us that 
(ED,A9) and (GIK,J ED, AG) are G'-transversal to ( / , 7 ) ; since the filtration 
remains saturated with respect to ( / , 7 ) , it is in fact G-transversal to ( / , 7 ) . 

Thus it follows from Lemma (2.3.7) that (ED, A) is G-transversal to ( / , 7 ) . 

It remains for us to prove that if (E,A) is a T-crystal on X/S', then 
(ED/IED,A) is normally transversal to p\ Let D' =: D xs Sf and let D" 
be the reduction of D' modulo p\ with similar notation for Z and X; note 
that Z' — X. We want to prove that A1ED' ® OD" —> ED" is injective. By 
assumption, A1 Ex ® Ox" —> Ex» is injective, and because GYK^OD' is flat 
over X, the top map of the diagram 

A1 Ex <8> 0X" <8> Gr* f 7 Ojy —> Ex» <8> Gr / < > 7 OD> 

Gr K > 7 AI

GED' 0 OD» Gi7< ) 7 ED" 
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is injective. The vertical maps are isomorphisms, and hence (Ex», (̂ >7)) is 
normally transversal to pl and the bottom map is injective. Thus (Grx: Ag) 
is normally transversal to (/ + The second part of Lemma (2.3.7) now 
finishes the proof. I 

3.3.4 Corollary: Suppose i: X —> X' is a closed immersion of log smooth 
Sf-schemes. Then if (EyA) is a T-crystal on X/S, icris+(EyA) defines a T-
crystal on (X'/S). 

Proof: Locally on X1 we may choose a smooth lifting Y'/S. Then if D =: 
Dx(Y'), we have seen that (iCriS*ED, A) is G-transversal to the ideal (/,7) 
of X' in Yf

y compatibly with each p\ Furthermore, it has a canonical inte
grable connection, hence defines a T-crystal on X'/S. It is clear that this 
construction is independent of the choice of the lifting. I 

The above corollary applies in particular to the T-crystal (Ox, Jx/s)- The 
value of iCris*(Ox, Jx/s) on Y is (ODX{Y), JDX(Y))- Note that this T-crystal 
does not have bounded upper level. 
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4 F i l t r a t i o n s , b i f i l t r a t i o n s , a n d g a u g e s 

4.1 Lattice filtrations and Infiltrations 
Let A be an abelian category with direct and inverse limits and in which 
direct (i.e. filtering inductive) limits are exact. Let L be a a partially ordered 
set. By an "L-filtration" on an object E of A we mean a morphism from 
L to the partially ordered set of subobjects of E. For example, if L = Z 
this amounts to the usual notion of an (increasing) filtration indexed by 
Z. If A is the filtration and A G L, we denote by A\E the corresponding 
subobject. If A is an Lop-filtration of E, we write instead AXE and refer to 
A as a "decreasing filtration." A filtration is said to be "exhaustive" if, for 
all b G L, Ua{AaE : a > b} = E, and is called "separated" if, for all b G L, 
na{AaE : a < b} = 0. Similarly, A is said to be "finite" if for all b there 
exist elements a and c of L such that a <b < c and AaE = 0 and ACE = E. 
If A is increasing and ASE = Y^resAaE whenever S is a totally ordered 
subset of L with supremum s G L, then we say that A is "continuous." If 
A is decreasing we say that A is continuous if the same equation holds with 
"supremum" replaced by "infimurn". 

For each a < b in L, we may consider the quotient At>/Aa, which we could 
reasonably denote by Gr£6 E. We let GKA E denote the direct sum of these, 
for all a < b in L. 

4.1.1 Definition: Suppose that L is a lattice, i.e. that any two elements 
x and y have an infimurn x Ay and a supremum xVy. We say that an 
L-filtration A on E is a "lattice filtration" if the following two equivalent 
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conditions axe fulfilled, for any a and r G L. 
1. AaE + ArE = AayrE and AaE fl ATE = AaATE. 

2. The natural map AaE/AaArE —> AayTE/ATE is an isomorphism. 

To see that the second condition implies the first one, contemplate the 
following diagram, in which the exactness of all the columns and rows except 
the central row implies the exactness of the central row as well. 

0 0 

1 i 
0 —y ATE —• ATE —• 0 

1 I I 
0 —• AaATE —> AaE © ATE —• AayTE —• 0 

i i i 
0 —> A^rE —» AaE —»• AaE/AaATE —> 0 

i I I 
0 0 0 

For example, we could take for L the set of integers with the usual or
dering, or the set of subsets of some set S, or the set of closed subsets of a 
topological space. 

If (E, A) is an L-filtration and E' c E is a subobject, then one can define 
in the usual way an induced filtration on E', and similarly for quotients. 
Note that lattice filtrations do not induce lattice filtrations, in general. If 
/: (E, A) —• (E'y A') is a morphism of L-filtered objects, we say that / is 
"strict" if A and A1 induce the same filtration on Im/. For example, if / 
is injective and A is exhaustive, one sees immediately that / is strict if and 
only if GR/ is injective. If A is exhaustive and / is any morphism, one sees 
that / is strict if and only if the sequence 

0 -+ GRA(ker/) -> GRA E -+ GRA' E GR^(Cok / ) -> 0 

is exact. 
Suppose (E, A, B) is a bifiltered object in A, where each of A and B is 

a decreasing filtration of E indexed by Z. If (i, j) G Z x Z we will often 
write Eij, A{Bj, or A* fl Bj for A{E fl BjE. It is sometimes convenient 
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to set A'00 =: UAU and A°° =: nA{, and similarly for J3 ± o c . If (i'J') is 
another element of Z x Z, we write (i\f) > (ij) if %' > i and f > j . Let 
Z = : Z U {—oo, oo}. For any subset a of Z x Z, let 

£ a =: (JS, A fl), =: E ^ n B ' : ft e a ' 

Note that Ea = E& where a =: {(a',6') : 3(o,6) G a : (a', 6') > (a, 6)}. On 
the other hand, if r is a proper subset of a for every proper subset r of a 
we will say that a is "reduced." When no confusion seems possible we will 
also write (a, 6) for the singleton set containing (a, 6). Observe that a C Zf, 

= a and that a U r = a U r. Thus, cr i-> a defines a topological closure 
operator on Z x Z. Actually it is even true that a = U{r : r G T} whenever 
a = U{T : r G T}, so that any union of closed sets is again closed. We see 
that the operation a i—• Ea defines a filtration of E indexed by the lattice 
of subsets of Z x Z. Clearly we lose no information by restricting to the 
lattice L of nonempty closed subsets; this lattice L even has infinite infima 
and suprema. Note that the lattice L has an obvious involution a H-» cr', 
taking a to its transpose (obtained by interchanging the two coordinates). 
For any (a, b) G Z x Z we also have the translation operation T0)&, defined 
by Ta,b(a) =: {(i + a,j + b) : G a}. This is clearly also a lattice 
automorphism. 

4.1.2 Lemma: Let (E, A, B) be a bifiltered object of A. 

1. IfT is any subset of L and a = : UT€TT> 

(E,A,B)a = '£(E,A,B)r 

2. If a and r are any two subsets ofZxZ, 

(E, A, B)a H (E, A, B)T = (E, A B ) , n 7 . 

In other words, a »—• (£*, A, B)a defines a continuous lattice filtration of E, 
indexed by L. 

Proof: The first statement is obvious, as is the inclusion "D" in the second 
statement. It suffices to prove the reverse inclusion for finite subsets r, since 
direct limits commute with finite intersections. We do this by induction 
on the cardinality of r. There is nothing to prove if r is empty, so we 
consider first the case in which r consists of the single element (m,n). Our 
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statement is obvious if r C a, so let us assume that this is not the case. 
Let p —: {(a, 6) G a : a < m} , and let a' = : {(a, 6) G a : a > m} , so that 
E<r = Ep + Ea>. Since (m,n) 0 a, b > n for every (a, 6) G p. Suppose 
x G fl Emn and write x = y + xf where y € Ep and a:7 G ^ / . I claim that 
2/ G £^nr- If P is empty this is trivial; if not we let d be the smallest integer 
which occurs as the second coordinate of an element of p. Then d > n and 
(ra, d) G a fl r. Now x G j4m£7 and a/ G v4 m £ so y G , 4 m £ . As £ p C BdE 
we conclude that y G AmEnBdE C ^ n 7 . It follows that rr' G E0> fl £ r , and 
it suffices to prove that x1 G £^'nr- Let a" = : {(a, b) E a' : b > n } ; then a 
similar argument shows that x' G -E^nr + i?<7". As a" C r, it is obvious that 
Ea» Q Earw] this completes the proof when r has cardinality one. 

For the induction step, write r = r ' U r", where r" has cardinality one. 
Write an element x of £"a fl ET as 2/ + £/", with 2/' G and y" G Then 
y" belongs to 

ET„ H (Ea + ET>) = ETn n Ea\jrt 

= Er"n{aU7') 

= #(f/rta)U(T"nT') 
= Erna + Et" nT' 

Write y" = ¿"+2', with z" G E^rtfx and z' G E r W Then x = y'+z'+z", with 
2" G Er»n* Q Erna and 2/4-2' G £7^. But then rr' =: x-z" = y'+z' G EanET>, 
so by the induction hypothesis x' G £^nr'- As z" G £^nr? the proof is 
complete. I 

4.1.3 Definition: A morphism rj:(E,A,B) -> (£", A B) of bi&ltered ob
jects is "bistrict" if it is strictly compatible with the titrations A and B and 
if additionally the maps 

GvAr,: (GYA E, B) —> (Gr^E', B) 

GVBV' {GvB E,A)^{GiB E',A) 

are strictly compatible with the Gltrations. 

4.1 A Lemma: Suppose rj: (E, A, B) —> (E1, A, B) is an injective morphism 
of bifiltered objects in A. Then rj is bistrict if and only if for every a C Z x Z , 

r,-l(E\AB)a = (E,A,B)(T. 
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Proof: Suppose 77 is bistrict. For any integer k we have a commutative 
diagram 

(Gr^+* E,B) (AmE/Am+k+1E, B) -+ (AmE/Am+kE, B) -» 0 

i 1 1 
(Gv™+k E',B) «-> (AmE'/Am+k+lE',B) — (AmE/Am+k&,B) -> 0 

The two rows are exact sequences of filtered objects (the arrows are strictly 
compatible with the filtrations), and hence the associated graded sequences 
are also exact. Using the strictness of Gr̂  77, we can now easily prove by 
induction on k that the map 

{AmE/Am+kE, B) {AmE'/Am+kE', B) 
is strictly compatible with the filtrations. In other words, we have 

r]-l{Bn'E' n AmE' + Am'E') = Bn'E n AmE + A™'E 
whenever m' > m. As 77 is also strictly compatible with the filtration B, it 
follows also that if n' > n, 
rj-1(Bn'E'nAmE' + Am'E,nBnE') = Bn'EnAmE + Am'EnBnE' (4.1.4.1) 

Because direct limits are exact, it suffices to prove the lemma for finite 
subsets a. Note that if the cardinality of a is one, the result is trivial, and we 
proceed by induction on the cardinality of a. We may further assume that a 
is reduced and that it has cardinality at least two. Suppose (a, b) G a has the 
smallest possible first coordinate and let (c, d) be the element of a such that 
c> a and such that c is minimal with this property. Then necessarily d < b 
and d is maximal with this property. Let r be the set obtained from a by 
removing (a, b) and (c, d) and inserting (a,d). By the induction hypothesis, 
the lemma is true for r. We have ET = Ea + Ead, and similarly for E1. 
By Lemma (4.1.2), Ea Pi Ead = Eab + £?c<f. We deduce the existence of the 
following diagram of exact sequences: 

0 - Ead/(Eab + Ecd) -> -> E/ET - 0 

0 -> E'JiE'^ + E'J -> -> 0 
The induction hypothesis tells us that the arrow on the right is injective and 
(4.1.4.1) says that the arrow on the left is injective; it follows that the middle 
arrow is injective, and the proof is complete. We leave the easy proof of the 
converse to the reader. I 
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4.1.5 Corollary: Let L be the lattice of closed subsets of Z x Z, for the 
closure operator defined above. Then there is an equivalence between the 
category of bifiltered objects of A and the category of objects of A endowed 
with a continuous lattice L-filtration. In this equivalence, bistrict arrows 
correspond to strict arrows. 

Proof: Suppose we are given a lattice filtered object (E, C). For each integer 
i, let on = : [t, oo) x Z and # = : Z x [z, oo). Define AlE =: Cai and BjE =: 
Cpy As c*i fl (3j = [¿,00) x [7,00), it follows easily that Ca — (E,A,B)a 

for any a G L. This gives a functor from the category of lattice L-filtered 
objects to the category of bifiltered objects which is quasi-inverse to the 
functor constructed above. I 

4 . 2 G a u g e s 

Let us explain the relationship between the lattice L and Mazur's gauges. Let 
G denote the set of nonincreasing functions Z —> Z, endowed with the usual 
partial ordering and lattice structure (defined pointwise). Let n be a positive 
integer. We shall call an element e of G an "n-gauge" if e(j + 1) > t(j) — n 
for all j , and we let G n denote the set of all n-gauges. 3 If e G Z, we write 
ce for the constant function whose value is always e. We shall also consider 
the constant c_oo to be an n-gauge. If a G N and j G Z, we let aj denote 
the a-gauge given by aj(i) = a if i < j and ; = 0 if i > j . One checks 
easily that the set G n of n-gauges forms a sublattice of G. If e G G n and 
(0 ,6) G Z x Z, let Ta}b{e){i) =: e{i - a) + b. Then T a, 6(e) G G n , and T a > 6 is 
a lattice automorphism G —* G. Finally, we define an involution e ^ e ' o n 
G„ by setting ¿(1) =: e(—i) — i. 

4.2.1 Proposition: For each e G Gi, let a(e) = : + i,e(i)) : i G Z} , 
cr(c-oo) = : Z x Z. Then the mapping 

e 1—• a(e) 

defines an anti-isomorphism of lattices L —> Gi and is compatible with the 
involutions ' and the translation operations Taj>. 

Proof: Suppose that a G L; we will find a 1-gauge e such that a(e) = a. 
We may suppose that a is a proper subset of Z x Z. Let A be the image 

3Strictly speaking, our "1-gauges" correspond to Mazur's "gauge functions" [23]. We 
make no use of his "cutoffs," which seem to be partially responsible for his Lemma (5.2), 
which is not desirable in our situation. 
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of a under the first projection map Z x Z —• Z. For each a £ A, let 
B(d) =: {6 : (a, 6) G a}, and let 6(a) G Z be inf B(a). Notice that, since a 
is closed, a < a' implies that 6(a') < b(a). In particular, if 6(a) = —oo, then 
the same is true of 6(a') for all a' > a; we let a^ be the smallest a such that 
6(a) = —oo if such an a exists. (Note that the set of a's such that 6(a) = —oo 
is bounded below, since a is a proper subset of Z x Z. ) Let A' be the set of 
all a G A such that 6(a) is finite. For each a G A1, let i(a) =: a — 6(a), and 
note that if a and a! are two members of A' with a < a' we have 

i{o!) - i(a) = a' - b{af) - a + 6(a) > 6(a) - 6(a') > 0. 

Then a' - 6(a) = z(a') - (6(a) - 6(a')) lies in the interval [¿(a), ¿(a')], and we 
can define a function e on this interval by the rule 

(\ — f k(a) *f i <a' — 6(a) 
e W " : \ a' - t if i > a' - 6(a) 

Then e(i(a)) = 6(a), e(/(a')) = 6(a'), and e is the restriction of a 1-gauge 
to [i(a),i(a')]. If the set A' is bounded below and if CLQ is its greatest lower 
bound, define 

e(i) =: do — i for i < ¿(ao). 

If A' is bounded above, let a^ be its greatest upper bound, so that = 
a'̂  + 1. Set ¿(aoo) =: aoo — 6(a/

oc), and define 

= . / Woo) i f * € [i(a,

00),i(a00)] 
' \ aoo - i if ¿ > ¿(̂ oo) 

Then e G Gi, and I claim that a(e) = a. Suppose first that (a, 6) G a. If 
B(a) is bounded below, 6 > 6(a). As (e(z(a)) + ¿(a), e(z(a))) = (a, 6(a)), we 
see that (a, 6(a)) G a(e) and hence (a, 6) G a(e). If B(a) is not bounded 
below, a > aoo and we let b' =: 6 A 6(a/

00). Then setting ¿ =: aoo — 6', we 
see that i > ¿(aoo) and so e(i) = —i = b'. Then (e(¿) + i, e(z)) = (aoo, 6') 
belongs to a(e) and so (a, 6) G a(e). For the converse it suffices to check 
that a(e) C a. First suppose that i G [z(a), i(a')], with a and a' in A'. If 
¿ < a7 — 6(a), (e(¿) -hi, e(¿)) = (6(a) + ¿, 6(a)). The first coordinate of this pair 
is at least a, and as (a, 6(a)) belongs to a, so does the pair. If i> a' — 6(a), 
(e(¿) + ¿, e(¿)) = (a7, a' — i) and the second coordinate is greater than 6(a'), 
so again the pair belongs to a. Now if i < ¿(oo), (e(i) + ¿, e(i)) = (ao, a0 — i), 
and ao — i > bo so again our pair belongs to a. If i G [¿(a00),¿(a00)], then 
e(¿) + ¿, e(z)) = ((6(a/

oc) + ¿, (6(a/

00)) whose first coordinate is at least a^ and 
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so belongs to a. Finally, if i > (̂aoo), (e(i) + i, e(i)) = (a^aco — z), which 
trivially belongs to a because Bfaoo) is not bounded below. This concludes 
the proof that a(e) = a. 

Suppose e and 6 are two 1-gauges and suppose that a(e) C a(6). I claim 
that then e> 6. Indeed, if i G Z, 

№) + M(i))Ga(e)Ca(«), 

so there exists a j such that (e(z) -I- i, e(z)) > (<5(jf) + j , <5(j)). If i < j , we use 
the fact that 6 is a 1-gauge to see that 

t(i) + i>6(j)+j >6{i) + i, 

and hence e(i) > 6(i). If on the other hand j < i, we use the fact that 6 is 
decreasing to see that e(i) > 6(j) > 6(i). 

It follows that e = 6 if a(e) = <f(<5), and hence that our mapping a: G —• 
L is bijective and order reversing, and hence defines an anti-isomorphism 
of lattices. The verification that our isomorphism is compatible with the 
involutions and translation operations is immediate. I 

We next discuss a generalization of Mazur's notion of "tame" gauges. 

4.2.2 Definition: A "control function" is a nondecreasing g:N —> N such 
that g(0) = 0 and g(i) + g(j) > g{i+j) for i,j G N. For any control function 
g, set 

Gg =: {e G G : e(i) — e(j) > g(j — i) whenever j > i}. 
Elements of Gg will be called ug-tame.1} 

Notice that C G î) = G^i^. For example, the function 

i i > (i) =: inflordp/^/j! : j > i} 

is a control function. It is easy to see that if g is any control function, the 
subset Gg of G satisfies the following conditions: 

1. Gg contains the constant functions. 

2. Ĝ  is stable under the operations Ta^. 

3. Gg is closed in G under infima and suprema. 

4.2.3 Proposition: For each n G N, the assignment g H-> Gg defines a 
bijection between the set of control functions g with g(l) < n and the set of 
subsets of Gn satisfying the above conditions. 
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Proof: Suppose that G 7 C G n satisfies the three conditions above. If j G Z, 
let G7J- =: {e G G 7 : e(j) = 0 }. Note that if e G G 7 l i , e(z) < {j - i)n V 0 for 
all z, and hence 

tj =: supG7J- (4.2.3.1) 
exists and belongs to G 7. This function will be the maximal tame gauge 
which vanishes at j , and we will use it to construct our control function g. 
Note that CQ G G7J-, and hence Cj(i) = 0 for i > j . Furthermore, if e G G 7 

To_€o)(e) G G 7 l j , so T0-e{j)(e) < ej} that is, 

c < + c(j) for any e G G 7 and j G Z (4.2.3.2) 

Next, I claim that 
r< f 0(c i) = c i + iforall<,j. (4.2.3.3) 

Indeed, T<|0(cj(i -f j)) = e?(j) = 0, so Ti |0(cj) < ej+j for all z and j . Apply 
this with z replaced by —z and j by i + j to conclude that T-i^(ei+j) < ey, 
hence €i+j < Ti>0(ej), whence we have equality. 

Let g(j) =: ^(0) = e0(-j) for j > 0. Then g(0) = 0 and g(j) > 0 for all 
j > 0. Furthermore, note that 

ei+j{j) - ei(0) = Tji0(ei){j) - ti(0) = €i(0) - Q(0) = 0. 

Hence ei+j — Ci(0) G G7J-, and thus 

CI+I-CI(0) <€j. (4.2.3.4) 

This implies that 6 i + J(0) < 6̂ (0) + 6 (̂0), so g is a control function. 
I claim that G 7 = Gg. Suppose that e G G 7 and z < j . Then by (4.2.3.2), 

e(i) < + e(j), so 

- e(j) < €,(%) = 6j-i{0) = g{j - z), 

and hence e G Gg. Conversely, if e G Gg and if j > z, we have 

c(»)-€( j )<f l ( j - t ) = CJ(T). 

On the other hand, if j < i we have 

e{i)<e(j) = e(j) + ej{i), 

so in any case we conclude that e(z) < + e(j) for all z and j . Let 
Sj =: 6j + e(j), and note that ^ G G 7 and that e < 6j for all j . It follows 
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that 6 =: inf{^ : j G Z} G G 7 and that e < 6. On the other hand, we have 
c ( j) = ^jU) ^ ^0) f° r ^ a n ^ hence e = 6. This proves the proposition, 
except for the uniqueness of the control function g. For this, note that given 
a control function g, we can define a: Z —» Z by a(i) =: g(—i) if i < 0 and 
a(i) = 0 if i > 0. Then using the fact that g is a control function we check 
that a G Gg; it is in fact clear that a = e0 and hence that g is determined 
by G9. I 
4.2.4 Remark: For any gauge e, there is a maximal g-tame gauge eg which 
lies under e. Specifically eg(j) = inf{e(fc) + g(k — j) : k > j } , and is called 
the "p-tame closure of e." 

Warning: The operation of taking the #-tame closure of a gauge does 
not commute with the operation V. Notice also that if limsupz — g(i) = oo, 
tg = C-oo if e is not bounded below. This is the case, for example, for the 
control function ( ). 

When we are dealing with 1-gauges, it is also possible to describe the 
notion of tameness in terms of the lattice L of closed subsets of Z x Z. 
4.2.5 Lemma: Let g be a control function with g(\) = 1 and say that a 
subset a of ZxZ is g-tame if (a, b) G a implies that (a+g(k) — k,b+g(k)) Ea 
for all k > 0. Then a gauge e is g-tame if and only if the corresponding a is. 
Proof: First suppose that e is g-tame. Suppose (a, b) G a(e), and choose 
j G Z such that (a, 6) = (e(j) + j,e(j)). For k G N, let i =: j - k. Then 
by definition of a(e), (e(i) + z,e(z)) G a(e). Since e is g-tame, we have 

< + g(k), and hence 
(a + g(k) - fc, b + g(k)) = (e(j) + g(k) + t, e(j) + g(k)) G 

Conversely, suppose that a(e) is g-tame and i < j . Set k =: j — i. We have 
(e(j) + j , e(j)) G cr(e), and since the latter is g-tame, it follows that 

+ * + fl(fc), c(j) + 3(A0) = (c(j) + J + - fc, c(j) + g(k)) G a(e). 
Then there exists an integer m such that 

+ < + fl(fc), €(j) + ffW) > (c(m) + m,c(m)). 
Now if ra < i, c(m) > e(i) and we conclude that e{j)+g{k) > c(i), as required. 
On the other hand, if i < m, e(m)+m > c(i)+i and so e(j)+i+g(A:) > e(z)-hi, 
which yields the same conclusion. I 

Note that a is g-tame if and only if a is. We let Lg denote the lattice of 
g-tame elements of L. It is clear that for any a C Z x Z, there is a unique 
minimal element in the set of all a' G Gg which contain a; we denote this 
element by ag and call it the "g-tame closure" of a. 
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4 . 3 T a m e gauge s t r u c t u r e s and G-transversa l i ty 

4.3.1 Definition: Let t be a nonzero divisor of a ring R. A multiplicative 
filtration J of R is ^-principal" if each J1 is principal, generated by some 
power of t. 

If J is -̂principal we can define g:N -> N by the rule T = (t'W); 
then Q is a control function. Conversely, if g is a control function, the same 
rule defines a filtration J such that J{Jj C J*+j. To avoid overloading 
the notation we shall suppose in what follows that t is fixed in advance. In 
practice, t will always be our prime number p. Recall that J =: J1. 

4.3.2 Definition: Suppose that J is t-principal, given by a control func
tion g, and that (E,A) is a filtered R-module. We say that {E,A) is "G-
transversal to (g, t)" (or just tog) if and only if A is exhaustive, G-transversal 
to J, and compatible with t. 

We shall see from (4.3.4) that in fact if (E, A) is G-transversal to g then 
(E/ JE, A) is necessarily normally transversal to tl for every i. Note again 
that this condition is trivial if g(l) = 1. 

4.3.3 Definition: Let E be an R-module on which t acts bijectively A 
ug-gauge structure," or "Gg-structure," on E is a decreasing exhaustive G9-
Gltration A on E such that 

1. AeW6E = A€E fl A6E for every c and 6 in G9. 

2. AeE = Y,6 ASE if e = mf{6 e D}, whenever D is a subset of G9 which 
is bounded below. 

3. A€+lE = tAeEifeeG9 

The first two conditions just say that A is a continuous lattice filtration 
on E. We write E for AC°E, and note that E is necessarily the localization 
of E by t. Indeed, it is clear that there is an injective map Et —• E. If x G E, 
x G Ae

CooE, since the filtration A is exhaustive. As = inf{cn : n G Z}, 
it follows from axiom 2 that for some n « 0, x G A^E. Then by axiom 
3, ACnE C tnE, so x G tnE and our map is surjective. We shall often write 
A€E instead of A€E. Recall that for each i G Z, = : g(i—j) iii>j and 
ci{j) =• 0 otherwise. 

We say that (E, A) has "level within [a, oo)" if whenever e(a) = d, AeE D 
ACdE, or equivalent^, A€VcdE = ACdE, or AeACdE = AeE. We say that (E, A) 
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has "#-level within (oo, b] if and only if whenever e is a g-tame gau^e with 
e(6) = e, A€E C AC°E (equivalently, A€E = 4 € V c « £ , or A c «£ = AeAc'E.) 

4.3.4 Proposition: Let J be a principal multiplicative filtration on R with 
associated control function g, let E be a t-torsion-free R-module with a fil-
tration A which is G-transversal to g, and let E =: Et. For each e E Gg 

define AeE by 
AeE = £ A€i+e^E = £ f^A{E. (4.3.4.1) 

i i 
Then e »-> AeE defines a Gg-structure on E. Furthermore, every Gg-structure 
arises in this way and in fact there is an equivalence between the category 
of R-modules (E, A) with filtration G-transversal to g and the category of 
Gg-structures. 

Proof: Suppose that A is a filtration on E which is G-transversal to g and 
define AeE as above. Then I claim that this defines a Gp-structure on E. 
The only nontrivial property to check is (4.3.3.1). To verify it, suppose that 
e and 6 belong to Gg. Suppose also for the moment that e and 6 are constant 
outside a finite interval. 

We proceed by induction on the sum of the lengths of such an interval for 
€ and 6. Note that if e > 6 or 6 > e, the result is trivial, and in particular it 
is trivial if e and 6 are both constant. Let n be the smallest extended integer 
such that e(n') = e(n) for all n' > n, and let m be the analogue for 6. 

Case 1. e is not constant and e(n) > 6(n). 
In this case, write x G AeE fl A6E as £z<n te{i)xi + te{n)xn with x. G AlE. 
Then x"=\ te^xn G AeS/6E and so x' = : x - x" G AeE fl A6E. But in fact 
x' G Ae>E, where e' = eV cc(n-i). As e; is constant outside a smaller interval 
than e, we can conclude by induction that x' G Ae'y8E C Aey8E, and hence 
the same is true of x. 

Case 2. 5 is not constant and 8{m) > e(m). 
This case is proved in the same way as Case 1. 

Case 3. e(n) < 6(n) and 6(m) < e(m). 
We may suppose without loss of generality that rn > rz; in this case e 
is allowed to be constant but 6 cannot be. We argue by induction on 
e(m) —6(m). Dividing by £ ^ m \ we may assume without loss of general
ity that 6(m) = 0. Write x = №xu with x{ G A*E. As c(n) = e(m) > 0 
and x G AeE, x G tE, and as S(i) > 1 for z < m, a;m G tE. It follows that 
Xm G tE n ^l 7 7 1 ^. Since (E/ JE, A) is normally transversal to £, we see that 
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xm lies in tAmE + JE. Write xrn = ym + z with ym G tAmE and z G JE; 
then 

z G JE fl A m £ = ^ ( l^m- l £ + ^ ( 2 ) ^ - 2 ^ + . . . 

= tEm(m-1)Am-1E+ tEm(m-2)Am-2E + ..... 

since g(i) = e m(m — i). As <5(m) = 0, 6 < e m , and so we can write xm = 
ty™ + Ei<m with jji G i4*S. Set =: Xi + y{ for i < m and observe 
that we have x = £?/m + ]Ci<m with x[ G j4*i£. This shows that in fact 
x G A6'where 6' =: 6 V C\. The induction hypothesis then implies that 
x G 4 * ' V € £ C A6VeE. 

Notice that if e is constant and 6 is not and e and 5 cross, we are covered 
by Case 3. Thus the above cases cover all possibilities and our result is proved 
provided 6 and 6 are constant outside a finite interval. 

Suppose next that e and 6 are eventually constant for large values of i 
and that (E, A) has level within [a, oo), where a is finite. Let e =: e A cc(a). 
Since (JE, J4) has level within [a, oo), we have 

AeE = YJte^)AiE = ATE, 
i>a 

and e is constant outside a finite interval. Using the same notation for 6, we 
find that 

A'EnA'E = AeE n ASE 
= A(VSE 
= Atv6E 
= A(V°E 

Now suppose that (E, A) has finite level and that e is arbitrary but that 6 
is eventually constant, and let p„(e) =: e Vc e( n). Note that p„(e) still belongs 
to G 9 and is constant for large i. As t = inf{p n : n € Z} and />„+i < pn, we 
have 

j4 f JS fl A*E = (53 ,4"" ( f ) E) n 

= (U A pn(e) E) U A g E 

= U( Apn(EEu Ad E) 

= [jAp^)vSE 
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_ înf{Pn(e)v6} 
= AeV6E 

Arguing similarly for <5, we easily deduce our formula for arbitrary e and £, 
provided that (E, A) has finite level. 

To eliminate the hypothesis on the level, note first that for any a, the 
induced filtration (AaE, A) is still G-transversal to g, and now has finite 
level. But we have AeE = UaAeAaE for any e, and so the general case 
follows by an argument similar to that of the previous paragraph. 

Conversely, suppose that (f?, A) is a G -̂structure, and set E —: AC0E. By 
property 3 of the definition of G -̂structures, VE = A°>E for each j E Z. For 
each integer i, let AlE =: A€iE C E, where €i is defined in equation (4.2.3.1). 
We have already seen in the proof of (4.2.3) that if e E G ,̂ e = inf{ei + e(i)}, 
and hence 

AeE = A€i+€(i)E = £ t^^E. (4.3.4.2) 
i i 

I claim that the filtration (E, A) is G-transversal to g. Indeed, to see that 
it is ̂ -saturated, recall from (4.2.3.4) that ti+j < tj + e,(0), for all i > 0 and 
j € Z. Therefore we have 

j^j+u(o)^< Q Aei+iE 
tE*^A^E C AU+'E 

TAjE C Ai+jE 

Now suppose that 0 < e < g(l). Then 

e ' W V e • \ e if i > j 

Hence 

teEr\AjE = Ac<EnAe*E = A(jVCeE 
= YJteAiE + YJt9(j~i)AiE 

= teAjE + J1Aj-1E + J2Aj-2E+---

Taking e = g(l) we see that (E, A) is G'-transversal to J. Taking e = 1 
and reducing modulo JE we see that (E/JE,A) is normally transversal to 
t. 
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It is clear that our constructions define an equivalence of categories as 
described. We should also remark that they preserve level. I 

For example, we see easily that to give a Gi-structure on E is the same 
as giving a submodule E C E such that Et = E and a filtration A of E 
which is G-transversal to (t). Let ts be the t-adic filtration of E defined by 
E C E. Then one verifies immediately that, in the notation of (4.2.1), 

№Mt)U4) = A<&. (4.3.4.3) 

Warning: More generally, any control function g with #(1) = 1 defines a 
lattice of tame gauges and a corresponding lattice Lg C L. Then to give 
a G -̂structure on E is the same as giving a submodule E as above and a 
filtration A which is G-transversal to (g,t). However, (4.3.4.3) is not valid 
for all g-tame gauges e. 

4.3.5 Remark: If (E, A) has g-level within [a, 6], then for any g-tame gauge 
6, A€E = AeAc*wVc*wE = YZP'^AE-

4.3.6 Remark: Let G^ denote the set of all elements of Gg which are 
bounded below. Because every member of Gg is the infimum of a subset 
of G ,̂ it follows from axiom (2) of (4.3.3) that a G -̂structure is determined 
by its restriction to Gg. Furthermore, arguing as we did at the end of the 
proof of Proposition (4.3.4), we see that any G -̂structure extends to a Gg-
structure, and the two notions are essentially equivalent. 

4.3.7 Lemma: Suppose that J is the filtration of R defined by a control 
function g and a nonzero divisor t € R, and let (E, A) be a Z-filtered R-
inodule. 

1. If (E, Aj) is the J-saturation of (£\ A) and if e G Gg, then 

A€jE = AeE. 

2. If (E, A) is J-saturated and if tg is the g-taine closure (4.2.4) ofe, then 

AeyE = AeE. 

Proof: For the first statement, we have: 
j 

t€{j)A3jE = teU) ^0~°^£ 
i——oo 
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C te{j) ¿ tf^-^XE 
i——oo 

i=—oo 
c 4 £ £ 

This implies that AjE C yleE; the reverse inclusion is obvious. 
To prove the second statement, choose for each j a k > j such that 

egU) = + g{k - j). Then 

fsU)AjE = f{k)+9{k-j)AjE 
C f(k)AkE 
C 4 E £ 

I 
For example, let ejt(i) =: (A; — i) and a* =: a(ek). Then if /1 is G-

transversal to p, the saturation AV1 oi A with respect to (p, 7 ) is given by 
Ak

pnE = A<*E = (E,A)ak. 

4 A Cohomology 

We now discuss cohomology. As we have to deal with filtrations which are 
not finite, we cannot really rely on the standard references [16] and [2] for 
the filtered and bifiltered derived categories. This is not serious, since we 
won't need any of the deeper theorems from these sources. If L is a partially 
ordered set, we say a morphism (K, A) —> (Kf, A') of filtered complexes in 
A is a "filtered quasi-isomorphism" if for each A G L, the induced mor
phism A\K —• A'XK' is a quasi-isomorphism. Of course, this implies that 
the induced map GRA K —> GR/4' K' is a quasi-isomorphism, but the con
verse is not true without further hypotheses. In order to save space we shall 
sometimes write A1 instead of AlK. 

4.4.1 Lemma: Let (K, A, B) be a bifiltered complex in A. Suppose that for 
each j , Ak Gr# K is acyclic for k » 0, and for each i, Bk Gvl

A K is acyclic 
for k » 0. Then the following are equivalent: 

1. For each i and j , the intersection AiK fl BjK is an acyclic complex. 

2. Whenever i < i' and j < f, the complex (A{ n B')/^ n Bj + Ain Bj') 
is acyclic, and for some pair (m, n), the complex AmKD BnK is acyclic. 
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3. For each i and j , the complex Grl

A Gr̂  K is acyclic, and for some pair 
(ra, n), the complex AmK n BnK is acyclic. 

4. For every o c Z x Z, the complex (K, A, B)a is acyclic. 

Proof: Suppose that i' > i and f > j . We have exact sequences of complexes: 

0 - A{' H Bj -^A{r\ Bj -> (A{ fl Bj)/(Aif fl Bj) -> 0 

0 - A^B^/A^nB^ -> ( ^ n ^ ' y ^ ' n ^ ) -> ( ^ n ^ V c ^ n ^ ' - h ^ n ^ ) -+ 0. 
These sequences immediately show that condition (1) implies condition (2), 
and condition (3) is the special case of condition 2 obtained by setting i' = 
1 + 1 and f = j + 1. Suppose that condition 3 holds. If k > j we have an 
exact sequence: 

0 -+ Grk

B K Gr\ K - B'K Grl

A K/Bk+1K Grl

A K BjK Gi\ K/Bk Gr*A K -+ 0 

By induction on k we see that each Bj Grl

A K/Bk Gr\ K is acyclic, and 
because Bk Gr\ K is acyclic for k large we conclude that each B* Gvl

A K is 
acyclic. A similar induction shows that the complexes {A1 fl Bj)/(A1' fl Bj) 
are acyclic, and, symmetrically, the complexes (Alr\Bj)/(AlC\Bjf) are acyclic. 
Applying the first of these with i or i' = m, we conclude that the complexes 
(A1 fl Bn) are acyclic for all z, and applying the second with j or f = n we 
see that condition (1) is also satisfied. 

Supposing the first three conditions are satisfied, we prove condition (4) 
by induction on the cardinality of a, the case of cardinality one being trivial. 
For the induction step, suppose (m,n) € a. We may assume without loss of 
generality that a is reduced, for otherwise we would have K„ = Kr for some 
proper subset r of a, and we could apply the induction hypothesis. Now let 
a' =: a \ {(m, n)}, let m! be the smallest i > m such that (i, j) G a' for some 
j , and let nf be the smallest j > n such that (z,j) G & for some i. Applying 
Lemma (4.1.2), we find: 

Am H Bn n Ka, = Am' n Bn + Am H Bn' 

As Ka — Kai + Am fl B n , the above equation implies that we have an exact 
sequence of complexes: 

0 Ka, -» /C -> H jB n / ( ^ m ' n B n + i m n B71') ^ 0. 

As we have seen, condition (1) of the lemma implies that the last complex is 
acyclic, and the induction hypothesis implies that the complex KG> is acyclic. 
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Finally we remark that because filtering direct limits are exact in A, we can 
deduce the truth of (4) for infinite subsets from its truth for all finite subsets. 
This completes the proof that (1) implies (4). On the other hand, the last 
exact sequence above also makes it clear that (4) implies (3). I 

Applying the standard yoga of filtered mappings cones [16, V,1.2], we can 
conclude that formation of (K, A, B)a is compatible with bifiltered quasi-
isomorphisms, i.e., 

4.4.2 Corollary: Suppose f: (K, A, B) -» (K', A', B') is a bifiltered quasi-
isomorphism and a C Z x Z is a finite subset. Then f induces a quasi-
isomorphism 

(K,A,B)a-+(K',A',B')a. 

We can construct the filtered homotopy category K(A, L) by taking as 
objects L-filtered complexes in A, and as morphisms the filtered homotopy 
classes of maps. We then obtain the filtered derived category D(A, L) by 
localizing this category by the filtered quasi-isomorphisms. We have a similar 
notion for the bifiltered derived category. Suppose the abelian category A 
satisfies Grothendieck's axioms AB1-AB5 and admits a generator, so that 
every object of A can be embedded in an injective object I {A). In fact 
Grothendieck shows in [13] that this can be done in a functorial way: there 
exist a functor /: A —> A and a natural transformation t: idj, —> I such that 
each 1(A) is injective and each tA is a monomorphism. An investigation 
of his construction reveals more: if A C B, then 1(A) C 1(B), and also 
1(A)/A C 1(B)/B and / applied to the zero morphism is zero. It is now 
clear that any object (K, A) of D+(A, L) is isomorphic to an object I(K, A) 
each of whose terms is injective. For any additive functor T:A —> A' we 
define RT(K, A) to be the class of TI(K,A). One can see that if (K', A) 
is any object of D+(A, L) all of whose terms are acyclic for T, then any 
isomorphism (K, A) —> (/ '̂,^4) in D+(A,IJ) induces a natural isomorphism 
RY(K,A) -> T(K',A) in D+(A',L). In the context of the bifiltered derived 
category it is worth noting that if (K1, A, B) is a bifiltered object such that 
each AiK'P[BjK' is acyclic for T, then the same is true of each (K, A, B)a for 
each finite subset a of Z x Z. The same is true for all subsets of a provided 
that T preserves direct limits. Notice that if (K, A) is a continuous lattice 
filtration, then so is (K',A'), at least in the sense of the derived category. 
(That is, if cr, r G L, the natural maps XaK'jA!atKTK' -> A'ayTK'/A'TK' are 
quasi-isomorphisms, and similarly for direct limits.) 
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4.4.3 Proposition: Let (E, A) be a Gg-structure of level within [a, oo). 
Suppose that {(Hq,6q) : q G N} is a cohomological 6-functor, and suppose 
that for q = n and n-j-1, 

1. The A-module Hq(E) is t-torsion free. 

2. For all i the maps H^E/A^ fl tE) -> Hq(E/tE) are injective. 

3. The functor Hq commute with direct limits. 

Then for all e" > e' > e G G 7, the sequences 

0 -> Hn(Ae'E) i / n(>l €E) -> Hn(AeE/Ae'E) -+ 0 

and 

0 - ^ . i / n ( / , B M e " £ ) -> / / n (4 € £A4 e "£) -> Hn(AeE/Ae'E) 0 

are exact, furthermore, if we iet , 4 € # n ( £ ) = : Hn(AeE) # n ( J5) then 
(Hn(E), A) defines a G^-structure (4.3.3), and we have natural isomorphisms 

AeHn(E)/Ae'Hn{E) ^ Hn(AeE/A6'E) 

Proof: The following argument, which works with just one value of q, replaces 
the method of comparing gauges by means of "simple augmentations," used 
in [23] and [4] and which does not apply in the current context. 

4.4.4 Lemma: With the notations of (4.4.3), suppose that the hypotheses 
(l)-(3) are satisfied for q. Then whenever e' > e, the map Hq(Ae'E) —» 
Hq(A€E) is injective. 

Proof: If e G G9, we write Hq(e) for Hq(AeE), and if e' > e, we write Hq(e/^) 
for Hq(A€E/A€'E), and i/^e/e7) for the image of H*(e) in Hq(e/e'). We can 
and shall identify Hq(E) with the localization of Hq(E) by t. Notice that if 
e" > e' > e, then we have a commutative diagram 

H*((?) —• Hq(e) Hq{e) 

Hq(e'/e") —> Hq{e/e") —* Hq(e/ef) 

Hq+\e") Hq+l{z") —• 
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in which the columns and central row are exact. This diagram shows that 
the sequence 

H^/e")^Hl(c/e")^Hl(e/e') 
is exact. 

Step 1: If e' > e, the maps 

H«(Ce,) -> H'(Ce) and H^/Ce^^HKcJCe^) 

are injective. 
Proof: If e' = e 4- d, we have a commutative diagram 

Hq{E) Hq(E) 

H'(c*) —> ^(Ce) 

in which the map fe (resp. / e/) is induced by multiplication by te (resp. £e'). 
These maps are isomorphisms, and because Hq(E) is £-torsion free, it follows 
that Hq(cet) —> Hq(ce) is injective. Now consider the diagram 

ff«(£Wl) —> ^ J%(Ce7<Wl) 

i* I* b 
Hq(ce^x) —* J7«(ce) —^ HUce/cel+l) 

In this diagram a is an isomorphism, /3 is injective, and IT is surjective. It 
follows that 7 is also injective. This proves Step 1. 

If g(l) = 0 there is nothing left to prove, so we assume that g(l) > 0. 
Let U =: ei A C\ G Gg for all i G Z. 

Step 2: For any i eZ and e G Z, the maps Hq(li+ce/ce+\) —• Hq(ce/ce+i) 
are injective. 
Proof: First note that 

AiE/AiE HtE^ A€iE/A€iVciE £ A€iAciE/AClE = AuE/AClE. 

Thus the second hypothesis implies that the top horizontal arrow in the 
diagram below is is injective. 

H*(li/*) —+ Hq(co/cx) 

i- i < -
H"{U + ce/ce+l) —» H"(ce/ce+l) 
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As the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, it follows that the bottom arrow is 
also injective. This proves Step 2. 

Step 3. For any e E Gg and any e G Z, the map 

Hq(e V ce/e V c e +i) -> Hq(ce/ce+l) 

is injective. 
Proof: If e > ce+i, eVce = eVce+i = e and the injectivity is trivial. Similarly, 
if e < ce, then e V ce = ce and e V ce+i = ce+i and the injectivity is again 
trivial. In the remaining case, there exists an i G Z such that e(i) > e + 1 
and e(i + 1) < e. Then if we set 6 = e V ce we find that e V ce+i = 5 V ce+i, so 

e V ce/e V c e +i = 6/6 V ce+i = 6 A Cc+i/Ce+i = (1* + ce)/ce+i. 

Thus Step 3 follows from Step 2. 
Step 4. For any e G G5, e G Z and k G N, the map 

#£,(e V ce/e V ce+fc) -> Hl{ce/ce+k) 

is injective. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on k\ the case A; = 0 being trivial. We have 
a commutative diagram with exact rows: 

ff&(cVCc+*/eVCe+*+i) H&ieVCe/eVCe+k+i) -±> fl^(c V ce/e V ce+fc) 

1° ib i c 

) ^(Ce/Ce+JB+l) HUCe/Ce+k) 
In this diagram, a is injective by Step 3, c is injective by the induction 

assumption, and / ' is injective by Step 1. It follows that b is also injective, 
proving Step 4. 

Step 5: For any e > 6 G G<,, the map Hq(e) —> Hq(6) is injective. 
Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that 6 = c_oo, and that 
e ̂  Co©. Fix integers d and e with d > e(a) V e. Then (e V q - Cd)(a) = 0, 
so that (eVc d - eg) < ea and AVc<<-c<<£ D A€aE. Since (£", A) has level 
within [a,oo), A€aE = £, and we conclude that AeVc<tE D ACdE. Then in 
fact AeVCdE = v4Cd£\ We have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 

Hq(eVcd) M Hq(eVce) H^eV ce/eV cd) 

V V \ c 

Hq(Cd) -A Hq(Ce) X H^Ce/Cd) 
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In this diagram a is an isomorphism, c is injective by Step 4, and / ' is injective 
by Step 1; it follows that b is injective. This is true for any integer e, and in 
particular if we take e =: e(n) for n large. As e = inf{e V c€(n) : n G N}, we 
find that Hq(e) = \imHq(e V c€(n)), and Step 5 follows. This completes the 
proof of the first statement of the proposition. 

Step 6. For any e G Gp, Hq(e + 1) = tHq{e). 
Proof: This is is clear: we see from Step 5 that each Hq(t) is t-torsion free, 
and we have by definition that Ae+lE = tAeE. I 
4.4.5 Remark: As a matter of fact, in the proof we used only a hypothesis 
which is slightly weaker than (2) above; it is enough to require that the maps 

H^E/A'E H tE) -> HUE/tE) 
be injective. 

Now suppose that Hq+l also satisfies the above hypotheses. In this case, 
we conclude that the maps Hq+l(ef) —> Hq+1(e) are all injective. This implies: 
4.4.6 Claim: For any e and 6 in Gg, 

Hq(e A6) = Hq(e) fl Hq(6) and Hq{e V 6) 9* Hq(e) + Hq{6). 
Proof: We have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 

0 —• A€EVA6E —> AeE®A6E —• AeE A A6E —> 0 

i i i 
0 —» E —* E®E —» E —• 0 

Applying the cohomology functor {Hq : q € N} we obtain a commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
... —» H*(eV6) H"{c) ©H'(8) Hi(eA6) —*... 

I I I 
0 —> Hq{E) —+ Hq(E) 0 Hq(E) ~^ Hq(E) —> 0 

It is obvious that the bottom row is exact, and we know by Step 5 that aq is 
injective. Since a 9 + 1 is also injective, it follows from the long exact sequence 
of cohomology that bq is surjective, so that the top row is short exact. The 
claim follows easily. 

Using the fact that Hq is compatible with direct limits we see that Hq 

is also compatible with infinite infima, and hence that e »—• Hq(e) defines a 
Gp-structure on Hq(E) which evidently has level within [a, oo). Thus our 
proposition follows from (4.3.4). I 
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4.4.7 Corollary: With the notations and hypotheses of (4.4.3), let P denote 
the filtration of GrA E induced by the t~adic filtration on E. Then for ail i 
and j , the sequence 

0 -» //"(P* Gr£ E) -> /T(Gri E) -> fl^Gr^ /P* Gr^ £) -> 0 

is exact. 

Proof: By the calculus of gauges, we have 

PiGrj

AE = t*E n AjE/fE fl ^ ' + 1 £7 ^ A^E/A^^E, and 

Gr£ tf/P* Gr^ £? ^ A't/A*'*1*1^ 

Of course, the same equations hold for the gauge structure (Hq(E), A). Thus 
the previous corollary tells us that we have a commutative diagram 

H^G^E) /^(Gr^tf) -> H^G^E/FG^E) 

PiGrj

AHq(E) Gi J

Ai/*(£) -> Gr i^(£?) /P*Gri^(£?) 

As the vertical arrows are isomorphisms and the bottom sequence is short 
exact, so is the top. I 

4.4.8 Remark: Suppose that the base ring A in (4.4.3) is a discrete valua
tion ring with uniformizing parameter t and that all the cohomology groups 
Hq(A€E) and Hq(AeE/A€'E) are finitely generated ^-modules. Then we can 
define the qth Betti number hq(E) of E to be the rank of the (free part of) 
the finitely generated ^-module Hq(E). Because E0 =: E/tE is killed by t, 
Hq(E0) is a vector space over the residue field k of A; we let hq(E0) denote 
its dimension (necessarily finite). Then one sees immediately from the long 
exact sequence associated to 0 —> E —> E —• E0 that hq(E0) > hq(E), with 
equality if and only if both Hq(E) and Hq+1(E) are t-torsion free. Similarly 
it follows from the exact sequences 

Hq{AiEo)^Hq{Eo)^Hq{Eo/AiEo)-^Hq+l{AiEo)—^Hq^l{E0) 

that hypothesis (4.4.3.2) is true for q and for q + 1 if and only if for all i, the 
sequence 

0 — ^ { A ' E o ^ ^ i E o ^ H ' i E o / A ' E o ) — + 0 
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is exact. In fact, each Hq[Gxl

A Eo) is a finite-dimensional vector space over 
fc, and if we let hhq~l(Eo,A) denote its dimension, it is easy to deduce the 
following statement: 

hq(E)<hq(E0)<
y£^q-i(E0,A)) 

i 
and equality holds if and only if Hq and Hq+1 satisfy the hypotheses (4.4.3.1) 
and (4.4.3.2) 

4.4.9 Proposition: Let (K, A, B) be a bi&ltered complex of abelian sheaves 
on a noetherian topological space X. Let E(X,K,A) denote the spectral 
sequence of hypercohomology [6, §3/: 

E(XJ<, A)=ïH(X, K). 

Suppose that the following hypotheses are satisfied: 

1. The complex K is bounded below. 

2. The filtrations A and B are exhaustive, and the maps 

H^B*) -+ l i m # * ( £ 7 £ i + m ) 

are isomorphisms for all q. 

3. For each j , the complex Ak GiJ

B K is acyclic for k » 0, and for each 
i the complex Bk Gr\ K is acyclic for all i' < i and k » 0. 

4. The spectral sequences of the two filtered complexes E(X, K, B), and 
E(X, GTb K, A) degenerate at Ex (Ex = E^). 

Then for all q, i, j we have 

1. Hq(X, A*K) Ç Hq(X, K), Hq(X, BjK) Ç Hq(X, K) 

2. Hq(X, A*K H B'K) ^ Hq{X, A{K) n Hq{X, B'K.) 

3. The spectral sequence of each of the two filtered complexes E(X, K, A) 
and E(X, GrA K, B) degenerates at E\ (E\ = Eoo). 

4. If a is a subset ofZxZ, there is a natural isomorphism: 

Hq(X, (K, A, B)a) S (Hq(X, K), A, B)a. 
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4.4.10 Remark: Instead of assuming that the arrows 

Hq(X, B{) -> l\mHq(X, B 7 S i + m ) 

are isomorphisms, we could instead assume that the maps Hq(X,Bt+l) —• 
Hq(X, B%) are injective for all i. 

4.5 Gauges and the derived category 
We shall also find it useful to discuss a construction which I learned from 
a letter from Deligne to Illusie, dated December, 1988. The origin of this 
technique is hard to trace; it goes back to ideas of Fontaine-Lafaille [11], Kato 
[19], and Fontaine-Messing [12]. Essentially this construction can be viewed 
as a derived category version of the gauge-theoretic operation (E, C) H-> CeE. 

Let R be a noetherian ring, separated and complete for the p-adic topol
ogy. Suppose that C =: {C\ji\C{ -> C{~1 : i G Z} is an inverse system of 
i2-modules. If e: Z —> Z is a nonincreasing function, let A(i) e(i) — e(i — l) 
and consider the chain complex given by: 

T e ( C ) = : 0 C i - ^ 0 C i , (4.5.0.1) 
i i 

where d€ sends a to (-pA{i)cu ji{d)) in C W " 1 . We let Le

0(C) =: H0{Te{C)) 
and L\(C) =: Hi(Te(C)). Of course, a filtered module (E, C) can be viewed 
as an inverse system, and in this case we write T*(E, C) for the corresponding 
construction. It is clear that L\ (E, C) = 0 for any filtered module, since in 
that case the maps ji are injective. 

It is worth remarking that if e' > e, then there is a morphism of complexes 

Pe'>€:Te'(C)->Te(C) 

defined by 

Pi(ci) = p^-u-ctf-i)^ forCiGC'CTf'(C) 
0o(ci) = pW-'Va for a G Cl C T£(C) 

If d' > e* > e the corresponding morphisms are of course compatible. Note 
that if we identify T € + 1(C) with Te(C), the arrow /3€+1>€ becomes identified 
with multiplication by p. 

If (E, C) is a filtered module there is a natural map 

ae: T^{E, C) -» CeE, sending © a ^ ^ / ( i ) C i (4.5.0.2) 
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It is clear that ae determines a surjection LQ(E,C) —> CEE. If GXQE is 
p-torsion free, it is easy to see that this surjection is an isomorphism. 

The functor T c passes over to inverse systems of complexes in the obvious 
way: if C is an inverse system of complexes then we let TE(C) denote the 
total complex formed from the double complex constructed by functoriality. 
It is obvious from the construction that the functor T c thus formed is exact, 
i.e. that it takes quasi-isomorphisms to quasi-isomorphisms. 

4.5.1 Remark: (The following remark is not used in the sequel; it jus
tifies our statement that TE can be viewed as a derived category version 
of (£,C) *-* CEE.) If E is any i?-module, let F(E) denote the free R-
module spanned by the nonzero elements of E. Then F(E) becomes a 
functor of E in an obvious way; it is not additive but takes the zero mor
phism to zero. Furthermore we have a natural surjection a: F(E) —» E. 
Suppose that R is p-torsion free and that (E, C) is a filtered complex of 
/2-modules such that each CLEQ is separated and complete for the C-adic 
topology and such that CLEQ = EQ for i < a. Let K0Q =: Uj>aF{Cj EQ), 
and let C ^ ° 9 =: Uj>iF(CJEQ) C K0Q. The boundary maps of E in
duce maps K0Q —> if09"1"1, and in fact (K°,C) becomes a filtered com
plex. We can define a map (K0q, C) —• (EQ, C) by sending (x{ : i > a) 
to Si^C^t); this map is strictly compatible with the filtrations, surjective, 
and compatible with the boundary maps. Let K~L be its kernel, with the 
induced structure of a filtered complex. We have a strict exact sequence 
0 -> (K~\C) -+ (K°,C) (£,C) -+ 0. As GTQK-1 is contained in 
GTC K° = F(C*), both these are p-torsion free. Taking the total filtered 
complex (K,C) associated to the double complex K~L —• K° we see that 
(K, C) is quasi-isomorphic to (£", C) and has a p-torsion free Gr. Hence we 
have quasi-isomorphisms: 

TC(K, C) ^ TE(E, C) and TE{K, C) ^ CEK. 

This shows that TE(K, C) can be viewed as the derived functor of the oper
ation (K,C)^C€K. 

For example, suppose X/W is formally smooth and D is a fundamental 
thickening of X/W. Then the filtered object (OD, JD) has a p-torsion free 
associated graded, and hence TE(OX/W, JD) — JB- O n the other hand, if e is 
0A7)-tame, then in fact we have a quasi-isomorphism JE

D = {icHs*JXTX/W)D-
This shows that the sheaves JE

D we have been considering can be regarded 
as the left derived functor LE(0X/W, JD) for any lifting X/W of X^/W\ and 
that this derived functor is independent of the choice of lifting, when e is 
0A7)-tame. 
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If (K, C) is a filtered complex, we denote by Hq(C) the inverse system 
obtained by taking the qth cohomology of the inverse system {ClK}. Since 
formation of T c commutes with taking cohomology, we have a short exact 
sequence of complexes: 

0 -> T£(K, C) -> Te{K, C) -> T{(K, C)[l] -> 0 

and an associated long exact sequence 

T{{Hq(C)) -+ T*{Hq(C)) -> Hq(Te(K, C)) T{{Hq+\C)) -> T 0

C(#* + 1(C)), 

We deduce the following short exact sequence, which we note for further 
reference: 

0 Le

0Hq(C) -> Hq(Te(K, C)) L\Hq+1(C) -> 0 (4.5.1.3) 

We say that an inverse system C has "level within the interval [a, 6]" if 
C* = 0 for i > b and ji is an isomorphism for i < a. If there exists such an 
interval we say that C is "essentially finite." 

Proposition 4.5.2 (Deligne) Let C be an essentially finite inverse system. 

l.HC has level within [a, 6], then the inclusion map from the subcomplex 
of T€ given by 

a+l a 
into Te is a quasi-isomorphism. 

2. If each CS has finite length, then lgLJ(C) = lgLf(C) + lgC" 0 0 

3. If each ji is injective, then L\(C) = 0, and the converse holds if e is 
strictly decreasing and multiplication by p is nilpotent on each Cl. 

4. Suppose that e is strictly decreasing. If each ji'.C1 —> C%~1 is a split 
monomorphism, L€

Q(C) = C~°°, and the converse is true if each Cl is a 
noetherian R-module. 

Proof: To prove the first statement it is sufficient to prove that the quotient 
complex is acyclic. This quotient Q looks like: 

—oo —oo 
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and in this case each ji is an isomorphism. We can define an inverse to the 
boundary map by mapping an element d of Qo to the element c of Q\ given 
by 

a = + if-"*-* + pA ( i-2 )d i_3 + • • •. 

This proves statement (1), and statement (2) follows immediately from this 
and the consequent exact sequence: 

0 -> L\(C) -> 0 C ! -> 0 C * -» LJ(C) - 0. 
o+l o 

If each is injective it is clear that d6 is injective. For the converse, 
suppose ji(x) = 0. Using induction and the nilpotence of multiplication 
by p, we may replace x by pkx for some k so that px = 0; then it suf
fices to prove that this x = 0. But then de(x) = {ji(x),—px) = 0, so 
x G L\ = 0. For the last statement, suppose that s»: C* —• C*"1"1 is a split
ting of ji. Define 7: C° —• 7\c by 7(c) = (c, s0(c), (si(so(c)), • • •)> a n d define 
i8:L§(C) e ^ C * by 0{co,cu...) = {s0{xQ) - xu - rr2,.. .)• It is 
clear that /3 is the quotient of TJ by 7, and that the induced map from T{(C) 
to this quotient sends, in degree i, c to c — pA^c. Since A(i) > 0, this is an 
isomorphism, and the proof is complete. To prove the converse, notice that an 
isomorphism L0(C) = C~°° induces an isomorphism Le

0(C <g> R) = C~°° (8) R 
for every Artinian ii-algebra R. Hence by statement (2), lgL\(C <S> R) = 0 
for every such # Then by the third statement, each C{ ® R -> Cl~l <g> i?' 
is injective. This implies that ji remains injective when tensored with any 
A-module, and hence is a split monomorphism. I 

Our application of these techniques will rest on the following result. 

4.5.3 Proposition: Suppose that h and g are control functions and 6 is a 
positive integer such that h(i) > g(i) + 6 for all i > 1. If (J5, C) is a p-torsion 
free filtered module which is G-transversal to h and of level within [a, 00), 
and if e is a g-tame gauge, then there is a natural quasi-isomorphism: 

Te{E/p6E, C) ^ C€E/p6C€E 

Proof: Let E6 =: E/p6E. In the following diagram, a is the map ae defined 
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in (4.5.0.2), and Ks is the kernel of TT6. 

K6 p6C€E 

i i 
T{{E,C) TS(E,C) C'E 

I I - I 
T[(E6,C) n(E6,C) CeE/p6C<E 

The two columns on the right in the diagram form short exact sequences, 
but the middle row is not exact, in general. Since by construction (E&, C) is 
a filtered object, the map ds is injective, and we know that a is surjective. 
Thus it is clear that our proposition will follow from the following fact. 

4.5.4 Lemma: With the notation above, a~1(p6C€E) = K6 + Im<9. 

Proof: We begin by showing that a maps K6 to p6CeE. Suppose that x G 
Ks) without loss of generality we may assume that x is homogeneous, say 
x = (0,..., Xj,...) lies in degree j . Then Xj G p6E fl CjE, and as 

p6EC\CjE = p6CjE + ph{l)Cj-lE + ph{2)Cj-2E--
C p6{CjE + ̂ Cj~lE + pV{2)Cj-2E • • 

we have 

a(x) - p^Xj G p\p^j)CjE + p<№WCj-lE + • • •. 

As e is #-tame, we have e(j) 4- g(j — i) > e(i) for all i and j , and hence we 
see that a(x) G p6C€E, as required. Since Imd C Kera, it is clear that the 
right side of our purported inequality is contained in the left. 

For the reverse inclusion, suppose that c G TJ(E, C) is such that a(c) G 
p6C€E; say a(c) = p6z, with z G CeE. Since the map a is surjective, we can 
choose y such that a(y) = z. Then a(c—p6y) = 0, and since p6y G Ks, it will 
suffice to prove that c — p6y G Ks + Im 9. Thus we may as well assume that 
c G Ker a. We choose j such that Cm = 0 for m > j and argue by induction 
on j . Write 

c = (9, Cj_i,...) with Cj G CjE. 
Since a(c) = 0, we have 

p^cj + p ^ V i + • • -p€ ( a )c a = 0. 
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Dividing by pe(J\ we find that 

Cj € pA(j)E n CjE C pA^CjE + p^C^E + • ••ph^CiE + •••. 

Write 
cj = pA(j)yj + ph(1)yj-1 + ph(j-i)yi + ..., 

where j/i € CXE. For i < j we have 

+ ~*) > <3) + 9(j -i)+S> e(») + «, 

so that 
2 . _. pe{j)+h(j-i)S-*(i)y. g Ci£>. 

Let 
c' =: (0, Cj_i + psZj-i + yj, Cj-2 + psZj-2, • • •) 

Then we find that 

a(c') = p^-1\cj-1+pszj-l+xj) + ---p((i)(ci+pszi) + ---
= P'K]~1% + p'U-^Zj-! + ••• peW+0

Zi + •••+ p e u _ I | 9 _ i + 
= P^'ip^'yj + p'^'yj-i + •••)+ P^'Cj-x + • 
= p^>cj+p^-l>cj-1 + -
= 0. 

By the induction assumption, d € Kg + Imd. As each psZi, viewed in degree 
i, belongs to Kg, it follows that 

c" =: (0,c,-_! + ijj,Cj-2,...) e Kg + lmd. 

Now we have 

c = c"- 0,0 . . . ) + (p^Vj-i + • • • Vh{j-i]yi + • • •, 0,...) 

As each p^'-Oy^ viewed in degree j , lies in CJ'i? n p6E C A ,̂ the proof is 
complete. I 

4.5.5 Remark: For example, suppose that g is the control function asso
ciated to the PD-ideal (p a,7) and that h is the control function associated 
to (p a + 6 ,7) . Because 7z(p°+*) = pi6li(pa), it is clear that h(i) > g(i) + 6 
whenever i > 1. We shall apply this especially when a = 1. 
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Throughout this section S will denote a logarithmic formal VK-scheme 
with a subscheme of definition So Q S defined by the PD-ideal (p). We 
let X/SQ denote an integral [20, 4.1] and logarithmically smooth morphism 
of fine logarithmic schemes. Let Fx/s- X —* X' denote the exact relative 
Frobenius morphism (1.2.3), which fits in the familiar diagram 

x Fx/S> x' NX/S> X 

\ l l (5.0.5.4) 
So —^ 5o 

In this diagram, TTX/S ° Fx/s is the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of X. 
If X/S is perfectly smooth (1.2.3), the square is Cartesian. The integrality 
of X/So assures that smooth liftings of X and X' will be flat over 5, c.f. [20, 
4.3]. Note again that Fx/s is O -̂linear and that we do not need a lifting of 
FSo to S for now. 

Our main goal in this section is to describe the close relationship between 
T-crystals and F-spans (whose definition we recall below). In particular, we 
show in (5.2.13) how to associate a T-crystal to an "admissible" F-span in 
a natural way. Our construction interpolates to families the construction of 
the abstract Hodge filtration attached to an F-span over a point in [23] and 
enriches the mod p construction in [24]. For admissible F-spans of "width" 
less than p (5.1.1), we even obtain an equivalence of categories. 
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5.1 G-transversality and isogenies 
Our constructions depend on the simple observation that when E is a p-
torsion free object in an abelian category, the data of a filtration on E which 
is G-transversal to (p) and of finite level amounts to nothing more than a p-
isogeny. We shall need to understand this correspondence rather thoroughly, 
so our first task is to explain it in some detail. 

We say that an object in an abelian category is "p-torsion free" if the 
endomorphism of E induced by multiplication by p is injective, and we define 
the p-adic filtration P of E by letting P*E be the image of multiplication 
by p% for i > 0. Assuming henceforth that E is p-torsion free, we note that 
PlE is isomorphic to E, and in fact we can define a system E of objects 
indexed by Z by setting P*E =: E for all i, and for k < i PlE -> PhE the 
map defined by multiplication by p*~*. Actually we are interested in i « 0, 
so we should regard this as a direct system and work with the ind-object 
"limP*J5." In practice it will suffice for us to work with PaE for some a 
sufficiently negative, so we need not insist on this point. Notice that for any 
other p-torsion free object E" and any jf, 

Hom(£", E) =: lhnHom^", PaE) S Hom(P'£", E) ^ Hom(£", E). 

5.1.1 Definition: A "p-isogeny" E" —> E is an isomorphism of ind-objects 
$: E" —> E. We say that $ has "ievei within [a, 6]" and uwidth less than or 
equal to b-a" if $ lies in Hom(#", PaE) and its inverse lies in Hom(£', P~hE"). 

The terminology and notation we are using are somewhat abusive because 
$ does not come from a map E" —• E unless a > 0, in which case we say that 
$ is "effective." Of course, one can always reduce to this case by a "twist." 
An effective p-isogeny of level within [0, b) amounts to a map <I>: E" —• E 
such that there exists a map V: E —> E" with <&V and V$ both equal to 
multiplication by pb. 

If l>: E" —> E is a p-isogeny we define filtrations M on E" and N on E 
by the following formulas: 

MjE" =:$>-l(P'E) 

NjE=: $(PjE") (5.1.1.1) 
The filtrations P, N, and M are G-transversal to (p), and <I> induces a 

bifiltered isomorphism 
<f>: (£", M, P)—>(E, P, AO- (5.1.1.2) 
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In particular, if a is a finite subset of Z x Z and if e G Gj, we have isomor
phisms: 

$ a : (£", M, P)„ (£", N, P)*, , $ € : M € £" -> A^E, (5.1.1.3) 

where and & are as described in (4.2). (These equations hold for all a and 
e if our category has exact direct limits.) Notice that (E, N) has level within 
[-a,-6]. 

5.1.2 Lemma: Let E" be a p-torsion free object in an abelian category. The 
correspondence described above gives an equivalence of between the following 
three sets of data: 

1. A p-isogeny E" —> E of level within [a, b] 

2. A filtration M on E" which is G-transversal to (p) such that 

MhE" C P°E" C MaE" 

3. A filtration M on E" which is G-transversal to (p) and of level within 
[a,b] 

Similarly if E is a p-torsion free object, to give a p-isogeny E" —• E of level 
within [a, b] is the same as giving a filtration N on E which is G-transversal 
to (p) and of level within [-b, -a] . 

Proof: We give only a sketch. We have already described above how to 
pass from a p-isogeny to a filtration M as in (2). Starting with the data 
of (2), we simply restrict it to E" =: P°E to obtain the data of (3). On 
the other hand, if we start with (3), then we observe that for any j > 0, 
PjE" fl MiEn = pjMi~jE,f, because M is G-transversal to (p). It is clear 
that we can use the right side of this equation to define the left side for 
j < 0, and in this way we obtain a filtration M on all of E" which is still 
G-transversal to p. Since (E",M) has level within (oo,6], Mb+lE" C pE", 
and it follows that MbE" C PQE". Since (E,M) has level within [a,oo), 
P°E" =: E" C MaE" C MaE\ and we have the data of (2). Starting from 
(2), we let E =: M°E", and let <I> be the map coming from the inclusion 
E" = P°E" -> MaE" = PaE. Because MbE" C P°E" we have also M°£" C 
P~hE", hence a map E —> P~hE" which is the inverse to 4>. I 

There is an obvious notion of a morphism of p-isogenies, and the corre
spondence above is functorial. 
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5 .2 T h e functors ¡1 and a 

Because X/So is logarithmically smooth and integral, the structure sheaf of 
a fundamental thickening of any open subset of X/S is p-torsion free. We 
can then apply the above constructions in the abelian category of crystals of 
C?x/s-modules. In particular, any locally free crystal will be p-torsion free. 

5.2.1 Definition: An "F-span on X/S" is a triple (£", E, where E' is a 
crystal ofp-torsion free Ox'/s-modules on X'/S, E is a crystal of p-torsion 
free Ox/s-modules on X/S, and $: Fx/SE' —• E is ap-isogeny. A morphism 
of F-spans is a pair of morphisms of crystals, compatible with the given 
p-isogenies. The F-span pm: Ox'/s —> Ox/s is denoted Ox/s{—™)' 

For example, if X = So, a crystal on X/S just amounts to a quasi-
coherent sheaf of O^-modules, and Fx/s is the identity map. Thus an F-
span on So/S is just a p-isogeny of p-torsion free quasi-coherent sheaves of 
£>s-modules. We shall often denote the category of F-spans on X/S by 
FS(X/S). If $: Fx/SE' -> E is an F-span, we can apply (5.1.1.1) to obtain 
bifiltered ind-objects (Fx/SE', M, P) and (E, P, N) in the category of crystals 
of C?x/s-modules, and a bifiltered isomorphism 

<I>: (Fx/SE', M, P) - (E, P, N). (5.2.1.1) 

5.2.2 Remark: An F-span is said to be "effective" if it has level within 
[0,00), and is said to be "of finite type" if Ef and E are of finite type. We shall 
say that an F-span is "uniform" if it has finite width and if Gr^ EQ = Gr^1 E0 

is a locally free Ox/s0-modu\e of finite type for all i. If this is true, it follows 
that E and E" are locally free 0A7s-modules of finite type also. In fact, 
if Y/S is a lifting of X/S, it follows easily from (2.4.2) that, locally on y, 
there exist bases (e") of Ey and (e*) of EY such that ^(e-') = p^e* for 
some sequence of integers (di). It is now easy to prove that formation of the 
filtrations M and N is compatible with base change, tensor product, and 
internal Horn, for uniform F-spans. A principal polarization on an F-span is 
defined in the obvious way, c./. (3.3.2). 

We can describe our constructions explicitly in a lifted situation (1.2.6). 
In terms of the lifted situation y =: (Y,FY/s), the category FS(X/S) can 
be described as the category of horizontal p-isogenies of the form: 

FY/S(EY, V) (EY, V). 
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Similarly, a T-crystal on X'/S can be described as a triple (E', V , A), where 
E' is a quasicoherent sheaf of Oy-modules, V is an integrable and quasi-
nilpotent logarithmic connection on E', and A is a filtration on E' which is 
G-transversal to (p, 7 ) and Griffiths transversal to V . 

Note that in a lifted situation, the Frobenius mapping is divisible by p* 
on z-forms, and we let 

rfY\ Clyt/s FY/S+FY/S^Y/S 

denote p^Fy/s- If F' is any quasicoherent sheaf of CV-modules we find a 
natural map 

rfEr. WY,/S ® E' ^Fy/sM/s) ® F' s FY/S*(WY/S ® * y / 5 t f ) - (5.2.2.2) 

5.2.3 Definition: An "F^-span on X/S" is a pair (E',My), where E' is a 
p-torsion free crystal of O]x>/s-modules on X'/S and M 7 is a filtration of 
Fx/sF' by subcrystals which is G-transversal to the PD-ideal (p, 7 ) . 

If <&: FxjSE' —» E is an F-span on X/S, we let $ 7 denote the F7-span 
on X/S obtained by taking the saturation (2.3.1) of the filtration M with 
respect to (p ,7) . Thanks to (5.1.2) and (2.3.5) we see that, for F-spans of 
width less than p, the functor <I> 1—• $ 7 is an equivalence of categories. 

5.2.4 Definition: A T-crystal (£", A) on X'/S is "admissible" if E' is a 
crystal of unite type p-torsion free Ox'/s-modules and the filtration A is 
compatible with Fx/s (2.3.3), i.e., (E'X,,A) is normally transversal to Fx/s 
(2.1.1). 

(This terminology is abusive, because admissibility of (E',A) depends not 
only on X'/S but also on X/S.) 

5.2.5 Proposition: Suppose that (Ef, A) is an admissible T-crystal on X'/S. 
Then the T-crystal FX/S{F', A) is in fact horizontal (3.2.5) and defines a fi
nite type F^-span on X/S. Letting nx/s{F',A) denote this Fy-span, we 
obtain a fully faithful functor from the category of admissible T-crystals to 
the category of F-spans. For uniform T-crystals, the functor ¡1 commutes 
with base change, tensor product, and internal Horn. Finally, if E' is of finite 
type, fi(E', A) is uniform if and only if (E', A) is uniform. 
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Proof: The fact that the T-crystal Fx/S(E',A) is defined is an immediate 
consequence of our assumption that the filtration A of E' is compatible with 
Fx/s- (3.3.1). To compute it, let us begin by working in a lifted situation y. 
Let M7 denote the filtration of Ey =: Fy/S(E'Y,) induced by Ayi. We know 
by (2.2.1) that M7 is G-transversal to (p,7). Because the ideal of X in Y 
is just (p) and the filtration M7 is saturated with respect to (p,7), M1 is in 
fact the filtration of Ey giving the value of the T-crystal F^^S(E,

1 A) on Y. 
In particular, it is independent of the choice of Fy/S. 

To prove that M1 is horizontal, it suffices to check that each MkEy is 
locally generated by sections x such that V"x G MkE" <g>Qy/s. If x is a local 
section of AkE\ 

V"rJ°(x)=jm1(Vx) G pFy/s>(Slly/s®Fl/sA\rlE') 
C Fyis^yjs^M^E") 

as required. 
We know from (1.3.8) that the functor F^/s fr°m the category of finite 

type p-torsion free crystals of Ox'/s modules to the category of crystals of 
Ox/s-niodules is fully faithful. Thus the full faithfulness of \i will follow from 
the following lemma. 

5.2.6 Lemma: Suppose that (£*, A) is an admissible T-crystal on X'/S. 
Then for any (p, 7 ) tame-gauge e, the natural map 

Fy/SAeE'Y, -* Mffi 

is an isomorphism. Furthermore, the map 

77: {E,y„A)^Fy/s*(E'^M1) 

is injective and strictly compatible with the filtrations. 

Proof: Let us consider the cohomological 6 functor 

H*(M) =:TOT°*'{M,FY,S*OY). 

We can apply Proposition (4.4.3) with q = 0 to conclude that each 

Fy/sAeEy, —• Ey 

is injective, and that we get in this way a G7-structure on Ey. It follows 
that the image of Fy,sAeEy, in Fy,sEy, must be M*Ey. 
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For each i we can form the following commutative diagram, in which we 
have just written F for Fy/s-

0 Gr^Eiy, E'y.lA^E'y, Eyi/A^Ey! 

[' V I » 
0 F*F* Gr\ Ey, F^E'y.jA^E'y, -> FTF*fy,/AiE'Y, 

We know by Proposition (4.4.3) that the sequence along the bottom is exact. 
Furthermore, if Q is any quasi-coherent sheaf of (9x/-modules, it follows 
from (1.2.5) that the map 

Vo'Q -+ FX/s*F*x/sQ 

is injective. This implies that the arrow / in the diagram above is injective. 
It is now clear by induction on i that the arrows g and h are injective also. 
The strictness of rj follows. • 

To finish the proof of (5.2.5), we recall that a p-torsion free T-crystal of 
finite type (£", A) is uniform if and only if Gr¿ E'x, is locally free, and the 
corresponding F-span is uniform if and only if Gr^ E'x = F^/s GrA E'X, is 
uniform. The equivalence of these two follows from Corollary (1.3.7). I 

5.2.7 Remark: Let TG(Y
F/S) be the category whose objects are triples 

(Ey, V, Ay), where (Ey,, V) is a module with integrable connection on Y'/S 
and Ay is a filtration which is G-transversal to (p) and Griffiths transversal 
to V. This category depends on Y'/S and not just on X'/S. If (E'X,A) 
is normally transversal to Fx/s, then the filtration M induced by A on 
E" =: FyiSE' is G-transversal to (p), and the proof of (5.2.5) shows that 
it is also horizontal. In this way we obtain a functor from the category of 
objects of TG(Y'/S) which are compatible with Fx/s to the category of F-
spans on X/S. However, for objects of width at least p, the functor depends 
on the choice of FY/S. 

5.2.8 Definition: An F-span <I>: F}/SE' -+ E on X'/S is "admissible" if 
and only if there exist an admissible T-crystal (E', A) on X'/S and an iso
morphism of F-spans fi(E\A) = (E',M7). We shall denote the T-crystal 
(E',A) associated to an admissible F-span $ by otx/s($)-

We should remark that the T-crystal associated to an admissible F-span $ 
is unique, and even functorial in <D, because p is fully faithful. Consequently 
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the question of the admissibility of an F-span is a local on the Zariski topology 
of X. Notice that we have an equivalence between the category of admissible 
F-spans of width less than p and the category of admissible T-crystals of 
width less than p. 

The following result gives more substance to our constructions. 

5.2.9 Theorem: An F-span FX/SE' —> E of finite type is admissible if 
and only if the filtration M induces on FXjSE'x descends to E'x. This is 
automatically the case if Torfx(Gr^ E, Rx/s) vanishes (e.g. if <D is uniform 
in a neighborhood of the support of Rx/s)> 

Proof: The "only if" assertion is trivial, and the second assertion follows 
from (1.3.6) and the isomorphism Gr^ Ex — GrM FX/SEX. It remains to 
prove the "if" part of the first assertion. In other words we have to prove 
that <J> is admissible, provided that the natural maps 

F^siM'Ef) - M X 

are isomorphisms for all i. 
This is a local question, and so we may work locally on X/S, with the 

aid of a parallelizable lifted situation y. Let $: F£/5(F', V) -* (E, V) be 
the realization of <I> on y. If = Spec A:, Y = SpfW and Fy/s is an 
isomorphism, so the filtration M automatically descends to a filtration on E' 
and there is nothing more to prove. (This is essentially the construction of 
Mazur in [23].) It will take us more work to carry out the construction in a 
family. Let (E", V") =: F£ / 5(#, V), let rjE: E' FYjs*E" be the natural 
map, and define 

AyE' =: r)El{MkE"). (5.2.9.3) 
The main difficulty is contained in the following lemma, which is the 

logarithmic version of [24, 2.2.1]. 

5.2.10 Lemma: For all q > 0, the maps (5.2.2.2) 

rj\: (E'x, Ay) ® n ^ / 5 - Fx,s.{Ef^ M) $0 Qq

x/S 

are injective and strictly compatible with the filtrations. 

Proof: If (mi, • • • ran) is a system of parallelizable logarithmic coordinates 
for y, we see that ^(dm/J = dmi, so that rf locally looks just like a direct 
sum of copies of rjy. Thus it suffices to prove the lemma for 77 =: rfx. 
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With respect to our chosen set of coordinates we have Fy(mfi) = prrii, and 
hence F-ydra- = pdrrii. Let (<9i,..., <9n) denote the basis for T Y / s dual to 
(drai,..., dmn), and (dj,. . . , &n) the basis for T Y / s dual to (dmi,... dm'n). 
Then di(FyOj') = Fy^pd-u') for any section u/ of Qy'/si a n ( * hence 

V/,(ft)ot7 = ?joV /(p^). 

Define an endomorphism h" of as in the proof of (1.3.4); using for
mula (1.3.4.2) we can write 

i=\ji=l V J*J 

Since the filtration M on E" is horizontal, it is stable by h". Furthermore, 
we know from (1.3.4) that for any section e" of E", h"(e?) is horizontal mod 
p, and hence lies in the image of TJ modulo p. Now define an endomorphism 
h! of E' by the analogous formula: 

1=1^ = 1 V JtJ 

Then b! is congruent to the identity modulo p, and rjh' = h"r\. 
We can now prove that rj is strictly compatible with the filtrations. 

Namely, suppose ef is a section of E'x, such that rj(e') G MlEx. Then if 
x' G #y, is any lifting of e/, there exist y G M*£y and z E EY such that 
7y(x7) = y + pz. We proceed to show that one can in fact choose x', y, and z 
such that r}(x') = y + p* z for every j > 0, by induction on j . If this is true 
for j with j > 0 we get: 

7/(xy) = IJ + rfz 
ti'ri(x') = h!,(y)+pih"(z) 
Vhf(xf) = W(y)+p>Uz')+pz") 

n(h'(x) - pjz') = h" (y) + pj+1 z" 

Since h! is congruent to the identity modulo p and j > 0, h'(x') —p*z' is still 
a lifting of e', and our claim is proved. But for j > z, p^z G M%E", and it 
follows that x' G AlE', as required. I 

5.2.11 Lemma: The filtration Ay is G-transversal to (p) and compatible 
with Fx/si and the natural map Fy^AyE' —• MkE" is an isomorphism. 
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Proof: It follows immediately from the definitions that the filtration Ay is 
G-transversal to (p). Indeed, if a G AyE' flp£", then 

Tte(a) G MkE" H pE" = pMk~lE", 

and hence a G pAy~lEf. The reverse inclusion is even more obvious. Now we 
proceed to show that the natural map Fy/SA

1yEf —• MkE" is an isomorphism 
by induction on k. We have a commutative diagram 

FY/sAy~lE' Fy/sA^E' —> FyjsA^E'x —• 0 

0—>Mk-lE" MkE" —> MkE'x —> 0. 

The bottom row is exact because the filtration M is G-transversal to (p), and 
the top row is exact because A is G-transversal to (p). The map C*-1 is an 
isomorphism by the induction hypothesis, and (5.2.10) tells us that MkE'x7 

is precisely AyE'x. Because we are assuming that the map 

F*x/s{MkE'?) -> MkE"x 

is an isomorphism, we see that Cx l s a n isomorphism. It follows that ( k is 
an isomorphism, as required. Finally we note that the injectivity of says 
that Ay is compatible with Fx/s- * 

In order to prove that Ay is Griffiths transversal to V we shall use the 
following converse to the argument of (5.2.5). 

5.2.12 Lemma: Let (Ef, V) be a quasi-coherent sheaf with integrable con
nection on Y'/S, let Ay be a nitration on E' which is G-transversal to (p) 
and compatible with Fx/S. Let (E", V) =: F¿/S(E', V), with the nitration 
M induced by Ay. Then Ay is Griffiths transversal to V if and only if M is 
stable under V". 

Proof: Note first that by (2.2.1), the filtration (E",M) is G'-transversal to 
(p). If x is a local section of AyE' and MkE" is stable under V", we have 

pq\Vx) = V'ri0{x) G FY,s.№,s ® MkE")' 

As (£7", M) is G'-transversal to (p), it follows that 

rjl{Vx) G FY/S^Y/S ® Mk~lE'). 
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Since T]1 is injective and strictly compatible with the filtrations, V'(x) G 
®>Y>/S ® Ay~lE'. I 

To finish the proof of Theorem (5.2.9), we argue as in the proof of (5.2.5), 
using Proposition (4.4.3) and the compatibility of A with Fx/s, that for any 
one-gauge e, the natural map 

F$/sAe

yE' -> MeE" 

is an isomorphism. Let Ayn denote the saturation of Ay with respect to 
(p,7). it is easy to check that Ayn is still Griffiths transversal to E', and 
hence defines a T-crystal (E1, A) on X1 /S. It is clear that this T-crystal is 
compatible with Fx/s, and that p(E',A) = (J5",M7). This completes the 
proof that $ is admissible. I 

The proof of (5.2.9) also gives us a method for computing the T-crystal 
associated to an admissible F-span. For the sake of our later applications, it 
is useful to summarize our constructions in the following way. 

5.2.13 Theorem: There is a functor ax/s from the category of admissible 
F-spans on X/S to the category of admissible T-crystals on X'/S which 
are compatible with Fx/s- This functor is uniquely characterized by the 
fact that, in a parallelizable lifted situation y, it takes Fy/sF' —• E) to 
(E'Y,,Ay^) (5.2.9.3). It induces an equivalence when restricted to objects 
of width less than p, and takes the constant span id: Ox/s -> Ox/s to the 
constant T-crystal (Ox'/s,(Jx'/Sil))-

I 

5.2.14 Remark: Suppose that / : X —* Y is a log smooth morphism of log 
smooth and integral So-schemes and y/S is a log smooth lifting of Y/S0 We 
can form a relative Frobenius diagram: 

X Fx/Y) X *X',Y\/S x' n x / Y i s X 

\f |; [r [f 
Y Y' ^ 1 Y 

\ i F s o i 
So —> So 

in which FX/Y is formed by taking the exact version of the induced map from 
X to the fiber product X' xY, Y. We have 

Fx/s = nx'/Y'/s 0 FX/Y and TTX/Y = ^X/Y/S ° nx'/v/s-
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Now if {E1, A) is an admissible T-crystal on X'/S which is compatible with 
KX'/Y'/s, then it pulls back to a T-crystal (E, A) on X which is compat
ible with FX/Y, giving an admissible T-crystal on X/Y. It is clear that 
p,X/y(É, A) ^ FIX/s(E\ A). Now if $X/s' F*X/SE' -» E is an F-span on X/S, 
we can let Ë =: ^x'/Y'/sF' and view <&x/s as a map $x/y: FX/YË —» E of 
crystals on Ays. Forgetting some structure, we can regard this as a map of 
crystals on X/y, and we find that we have an F-span on X/y. It is clear 
that this procedure defines a functor from the category of F-spans on XjS 
to the category of F-spans on X/y. We see that if $x/s is admissible and if 
<*x/s(®x/s) is compatible with Fx/y, then $x/y is admissible, and in fact 

<*x/y{®x/Y) — nx,/Y>/sax/s($x/s)> 

Finally let us note from the exact sequence 

I*RY/S —> Rx/s —> RX/Y 0 

that the support of RX/Y is contained in the support of Rx/s, so that if 
$x/s is uniform in a neighborhood of the support of Rx/s, then $X/Y is 
uniform in a neighborhood of the support of Ry/s, and all our compatibility 
and admissibility conditions are fulfilled. 

5.3 F-crystals, T-crystals, and Fontaine modules 
In this section we introduce the notion of F-T-crystals, which we propose as 
a p-adic analog of a variation of Hodge structure. We use the same notation 
as before, but we assume in addition that the logarithmic formal scheme S 
is provided with a lifting FS of its absolute Frobenius morphism. If S is 
log smooth over Spf W (where W has the trivial log structure), such liftings 
always exists locally. More generally, W could be endowed with a log struc
ture attached to a prelog structure sending every nonunit to zero (I propose 
calling log structures of this form "hollow".) On the other hand, the log 
structure on W associated to the prelog structure N —> W sending 1 to p 
does not allow such liftings of Frobenius. 

If now X/SQ is log smooth, we find from the commutative diagram 

X X 

I i 
s - s . s 
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a morphism of topoi FXCRIS- X/Scris —• X/SCRIA, frequently we just write FX 

instead of FXcHs- Recall (1.2.3) that X/S0 is said to be perfectly smooth if it 
is log smooth and integral and the relative Frobenius morphism is exact. We 
say that a formal log scheme Y/S is perfectly smooth if it is logarithmically 
smooth and integral and its reduction modulo p is perfectly smooth. 

Classically, an F-crystal is a p-torsion free crystal of Ox/s-modules E 
together with an isogeny <£: FXE —> E. We shall enrich this notion as follows: 

5.3.1 Definition: Suppose that Y/S^ is a perfectly smooth morphism of 
fine log schemes, and let X/S0 be its reduction modulo p. An "F-T crystal 
on Y/S" is a triple (F, <I>, B), where E is a p-torsion free crystal of X/S-
modules, $:FXE —> E is a p-isogeny and (E,B) is a p-torsion free finite 
type T-crystal on Y/S which is compatible with FX and with nx/s, such 
thatn*x/s((E, B)\x,s) = <*x/s(*). 

Of course, we should really have replaced the equal sign in the above 
definition with a specified isomorphism. Notice that admissibility of the 
F-span and T-crystal to which an F-T-crystal gives rise is automatic from 
the definition. When S = Spf W with the trivial log structure and X/k is 
perfectly smooth, the map TTX/W'-X' —• X is an isomorphism, so that the 
filtration AX/W of FJ = ^XjWE descends uniquely to F. Thus in this case 
an F-crystal is the same thing as an F-T-crystal, and we can view OLX/W{$) 
as a T-crystal on X/W. 

5.3.2 Remark: The hypothesis that the absolute Frobenius endomorphism 
of So lift to S is a nuisance, especially in the logarithmic context. At the price 
of a more cumbersome definition, this hypothesis can be relaxed somewhat. 
Suppose that Y/S^ is perfectly smooth, and suppose that we are given a 
lifting FSFA of FSO to 5M. Then a "/z-F-T crystal on Y/S" consists of: an 
admissible F-span <I>: FY/SE' —» F on Y/S, an admissible T-crystal (E',B') 
on Y'/S lifting ay0/s(<&), and an admissible T-crystal structure B on with 
an isomorphism 7Ty/5M(F/z, B) = (E^, B'). It is clear that, if F$̂  lifts all the 
way to S, an F-T-crystal gives us a /x-F-T-crystal, and it turns out that the 
structure of a /x-F-T-crystal is enough for most of our applications. 

The category of F-T-crystals is closely related to the category MF V 1 

defined in [9], at least in a local situation. We shall begin by reviewing this 
category and the main facts about it. Let Y/S^ be flat (e.g. smooth), suppose 

H propose calling objects in the category MF(Y) "modules de Fontaine" in French, or 
"Fontaine modules" in English. 
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Fy: Y —» Y is a lifting of the absolute Probenius endomorphism of X =: Y\ 
covering Fs and let ^ = : (Y,Fy). Consider the category MF« p(y) whose 
objects are pairs (M, (j)), where M = : { M ' j ^ i G N } is an inverse system of 
CV-modules and where <f> = : {fc: FyM* —» M 0 } is a collection of linear maps 
such that oji—po^ for all i > 1. To give such a system </) is the same 
as giving a map 0: FyLL

Q(M) —• M°, where ¿(2) =: — i and Lq is the cokernel 
of the map dL defined in (4.5.0.1). Morphisms in the category MF^giy) are 
defined in the obvious way, and one obtains an abelian category, with the 
standard construction of kernels and cokernels. For any a, b G N MF[a^]{y) 
is the full subcategory of MFug(y) such that each Ml vanishes if i > 6, each 
ji with i < a is an isomorphism, each Ml is coherent, and such that 0 is an 
isomorphism. We let MFn{y) denote the union of all MF\a^(y) such that 
b — a < n and MF(y) the union of all MFn(y). If y —> y is a morphism 
(compatible with the lifts of Frobenius), we have an evident functor from 
MFbig(y) to MFbigy. Since the functor LL

0 commutes with base change, 
this functor sends MF(y) to MF(y'). When Y/S^ is log smooth, one can 
also consider the category MFv(y/S), in which there are also given maps 
V*: M* —> Qy / 5 <8) M*"1 satisfying the evident connection rule. (The point is 
that the category MF^_x{y) is independent of the choice of Fy, as explained 
by Faltings [9].) For the reader's convenience we state and give a proof of 
the following theorem of Faltings [9, 2.1], in a slightly more general form. 

Theorem 5.3.3 (Faltings) Suppose (M, $) is an object of MF(y). 

1. Each M{ is locally a direct sum of sheaves of the form Oy/peOyy and 
each jii M{ —* M i _ 1 is injective and locally split (so the inverse system 
M can be regarded as a filtered object). 

2. MF(y) is an abelian subcategory of MFbig(y)} and any morphism in 
MF(y) is strictly compatible with the filtrations. 

Proof: We first discuss (5.3.3.1) in the case in which ¡1 = 1, so Y = X. 
It is then clear that the complex TL(B) (4.5.0.1) can be identified with the 
complex 

t>0 t>0 
Thus, 

LL

0(M) ^ G0(M) = : eCok(ji), and 
L K M J ^ G ^ M ) = :0Ker(^) . 

The following result, based on the technique of Deligne (4.5.2), replaces Falt
ings' argument using Fitting ideals. 
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5.3.4 Lemma: Suppose that R is an Artinian local ring with residue Geld k 
and let M =: {M\ji} be an inverse system of finite type R-modules indexed 
by N, such that M* = 0 for i » 0. Then 

lg G 0(M <8>k)lgR> lgM°, (5.3.4.1) 

and equality holds if and only if each ji is injective and each Ml and Go(M) 
are free. 

Proof: There is an exact sequence: 

0 -+ G i ( A f ) — > 0 M ^ 0 M ' ->G 0 (M) -» 0 
I>0 t>0 

As all the terms have finite length, we see that 

lgGo(M) = lg M° + lgGi(Af) (5.3.4.2) 

Let r be the length of B,. It is clear from Nakayama's lemma that for any 
finite type P-module N, r\g(N ® k) > IgN, with equality if and only if N 
is free. Apply this to G0(M) and use the fact that the functor Go commutes 
with base change to conclude that rlgGo(M <g>k) > lgGo(M), with equality 
if and only if GQ(M) is free. Using equation (5.3.4.2) we find 

rlgG0{M®k) > lgGo(M) = lgM° + lgGi(M). 

The claim is now obvious: equality in the equation (5.3.4.1) implies that 
Gi(M) = 0 and that G0(M) is free so that M is a finitely filtered object 
whose graded object is free. I 

We now can easily prove (5.3.3.1) when ¡1 = 1. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that X is local, and even that X = Spec i?, where R is an 
Artinian local ring. We argue by induction on its length r. If r > 1 write 
FR = fog, where g is a map to a proper quotient R' of R. Then the induction 
hypothesis applies to g*M and hence g*G0{M) is free. It follows that the 
same is true of F^G0(M). Of course, this is automatically true if r = 1. 
Thus we may proceed under this assumption. Then as F^GQ(M) = M we 
have 

lgM° = lgF^Go(M) = rlgF^Go(M) ® k 

= r\g(F^G0{M ® fc)) = r lg G 0(M ® k). 

Then (5.3.4) finishes the proof. 
It is clear that it will suffice to prove the theorem when /x is finite, which 

we assume from now on. 
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5.3.5 Claim: Suppose that /: (M, *) -> (M", *") is a surjection in MF(y) 
and that (M",$") satisfies (5.3.3.1). Then (Af',*') =: Ker/ iies in AfF(y). 

Proof: For any integer p! < /x, let denote the reduction of Y^ modulo p*'. 
Because Y/S^ is flat, we have an exact sequence 

0 -> OY^ ^ O Y ^ OY, -> 0, 
where p!' =: p — p!. This sequence remains unchanged when pulled back by 
Fy, and in particular remains exact on the left. This implies that 

Tor?Y(FYtOY,OYii,) = 0, 

and then by induction that 

Torfy(Fy+CV, Oy^ = 0 for all i > 0. (5.3.5.3) 

Since the maps j " are locally split monomorphisms, (4.5.2.4) implies that, 
locally on y, LL

0(M") = M / / 0, and the latter is locally a direct sum of modules 
of the form Oy,. We conclude that Tor?y (F y +0y, LL

0(M")) = 0. (Of course, 
all this is obvious when Fy is flat.) Since the maps j " of M" are injective, 
L\(M") = 0, and it follows easily that we have an exact sequence 

0 LS(Af') -> Ll

Q(M) LS(Af;/) 0. 

This sequence remains exact when pulled back by Fy, and we obtain a 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 

0 -> FpLL

Q{Mf) -» F$U0(M) -> F$U0(M") -> 0 

i i i 
0 -> M'° M° -+ M"° -» 0 

It follows that the vertical arrow on the left is also an isomorphism. I 
We now proceed with the proof of (5.3.3) by induction on n, closely 

following Faltings. Suppose fi > 1 and the result proved for /x — 1, and let 
(Af, $) be an object of MF(3^). Let M" =: M/pM and M' =: pM, so that 
we have an exact sequence: 

0 —> M' —• M —• M" —» 0. 

As the functors Lq and F£ commute with base change, the map 

FYU0(M") -» M"° 
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is an isomorphism, hence (AT, G MF(y). As M" is killed by p, (5.3.3.1) 
is true for it, and the claim then implies that (M', <£') G MF(J>) also. By the 
induction assumption, it also satisfies (5.3.3.1). It is now immediate that the 
maps ji\ Ml —* M i _ 1 are injective. Furthermore, the injectivity of the maps 
j " implies that pM° nM' = pM\ It is then easy to check that (5.3.3.1) is 
true for M. • 

To prove (5.3.3.2), suppose that / is a morphism in MF(y). Since LL

0 

and F£ are right exact, it is clear that Cok/ is in MF(y). Then by (5.3.5) 
and (5.3.3.1), Im/ is in MF(y), and hence by the same reasoning KerF is 
in MF(y). Finally, notice that the injectivity of transition maps of Cok/ 
immediately implies that / is strictly compatible with the filtrations. I 

Later we shall also find a derived category version of Theorem (5.3.3) 
useful. For complexes annihilated by p, see also (8.2.2). We begin with a 
definition. 

5.3.6 Definition: A "Fontaine-complex" on y is a filtered complex (K, B) 
on Y together with an isomorphism in the derived category 

il):LFir{K,B)-+K. 

5.3.7 Corollary: Suppose that ((K, 5), I/J) is a Fontaine-complex on y which 
is bounded above and such that H(GrpK) is coherent. Then 

1. There are natural isomorphisms 

LL

Q(Hq(B)) -> Hq(TL(K, B)) and F$U0{Hq{B)) -> Hq(K). 

In particular,each (Hq(B),il)) becomes an object of MF(y). 

2. Each Hq(B*K) —• Hq(K) is injective and a local direct factor. 

3. Each Hq(BlK) is, locally on Y, a direct sum of sheaves of the form 
OY/P€OY (for various e). 

Proof: Our assertion is local so we may and shall assume that Y is affine. 
We argue by descending induction on q, assuming that Hq'(K,B) satisfies 
all three statements for all q' > q. 

Begin by replacing (K, B) by a complex such that each Gr# B is flat and 
of finite type over CV. Note that the fact that the maps 

H*{Ji):H*{BiK) -+ H^iB^K) 
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are injective implies by (4.5.2.3) that L[Hq,(B) = 0 for q' > q, and hence 
from the exact sequence (4.5.1.3) that the map Lc

0Hq'(B) -+ Hq'(Tc{K, B)) 
is an isomorphism for qf > q. Furthermore, since Hq'(ji) is split for q' > q, we 
see from (4.5.2.4) that U0Hq'(B) ^ Hq'(K) for q' > q, and hence by (5.3.5.3) 
and (5.3.7.3), 

Tori(FY.OY,Hq,(r(K)B)) = 0 
in this range. Now applying the universal coefficient theorem and using the 
quasi-isomorphism we find an isomorphism 

FpLl

0Hq(B) S FyHq{TL{K, B)) ^ Hq(F$TL{K, B)) ^ Hq(K). 

Thus we can apply (5.3.3) to the inverse system Hq(B), so it too satisfies the 
conclusions of our proposition. I 

5.3.8 Proposition: Suppose that Y/S is Bat and that (M, (/>) is an object 
of MF(y). For each i, let Mi be the p°°-torsion submodule of Ml and let M) 
be the quotient of M% by M\, so that we have an exact sequence in MFng{y) 

0 -> (Mt, <t>t) -> (M, 0 ) - (Mf, </>/) - 0. 

Then in fact, all the terms in this sequence lie in MF(y). 

Proof: We may argue locally. Each ji. M{ —> Ml~l is locally split, and hence 
so is each j i } t and jij Thus by (4.5.2), there is an isomorphism LL

Q(Mf) = M°, 
and hence Lc

Q(Mf) has no p-torsion; furthermore L\(Mf) = 0. It follows that 
the sequence 

0 - UQ(Mt) -> UQ(M) - L^Mf) - 0 

is exact, and that LL

Q(Mt) = LL

0(M)t and similarly LL

0(Mf) = LL

Q(M)f. It is 
then clear that (Mu<f>t) and (M/ ,0 / ) lie in MF(y). I 

Now we can explain the relationship between Fontaine-modules and F-T-
crystals. 

5.3.9 Proposition: Suppose y = {Y/Su, Fy) is a local situation, with Y/Su 

perfectly smooth and v>2, and let p =: v — 1. Then there is a functor from 
the category of F-T-crystals on Y/S of width less than p to the category 
MF^L^Yp/Sp), taking an object (E,<k,B) to the inverse system {B^E^ : 
i € Z}. When v = oo, this functor induces an equivalence between the 
category of F-T-crystals on Y/S and the category of p-torsion free objects of 
MF^(Y/S). 
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5.3.10 Remark: In fact, to construct a Fontaine-module on a perfectly 
smooth Y/Sp (with liftings of Frobenius to Y and to S^), we only need 
a /x-F-T-crystal {E, B, B\ *) on Y/S, plus liftings of Y'/S and (E', B') to 

Sµ+1. 

Proof: It is perhaps worthwhile to begin with the following result, which 
holds without any restriction on the level. 

5.3.11 Lemma: Suppose that Y/S^ is perfectly smooth, with a lifting of 
Frobenius Fy, and that (E, B) is an F-T-crystal on Y/S. Then for every 
lifting of Y and (E, <£, B) to 5 M + i and every p-tame gauge e, there is a natural 
isomorphism 

FyL%(E ® Wp, B) s {Ne E) ® 
More generally, we obtain an isomorphism as above from a p-F-T-crystal 
(E, B, B', $) on Y/S plus liftings ofY' and of {E', B') to S^x. 

Proof: Let g be the control function (4.2.2) associated with (p, 7) and h the 
control function associated with (p**+1,7). Let (E',Bf) = : 7Ty/S(E,B), or, in 
the case of a /x-F-T-crystal, just the given T-crystal on Y'/S, and let C be 
the lifting of B' to a lifting of Y' to S^+i. Then h(i) > g(i) + p when i > 0. 
Hence by (4.5.3), (4.5.5), and the fact that L% commutes with base change, 
we have isomorphisms 

*hsME*> B) = LKK>B') = Ll(K> C) = 0*1? ® w,>. 

Since e is p-tame and C lifts A =: ax/w($), we have C'eE' = AeE' by 
(4.3.7). By (5.2.6) and equation (5.1.1.3), 

FY/sA
eE' 9É M*FY/SE' = MeFY/sE' S Ne>E. 

Reducing modulo p" we find 

FYLo(EH>B) - FY/SWY/Su

Lo(E^> B) 
^ FY/S(A

eE') <S> 

S (Ne'E)®Wll 

In particular, suppose (E, <I>, B) has width less than p. We may and shall 
suppose, without loss of generality, that its level is within [0,p — 1]. Let 

=: —i for all i € Z. Then we have isomorphisms: 

FYL\s{E®W^B)->E®Wti (5.3.11.4) 
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Indeed, for any m > 0 let em be the maximal p-tame gauge which vanishes 
at 0, and let t'm be its "transpose" (4.2.1). If m < p it is easy to check, using 
the fact that N*E = p{N°E for % > 0, that Ne™E = pmN-mE. If m is 
greater than or equal to the upper level of N~mE = F, and we obtain 
that Ne™E = pmE. Again from the facts that the level of (F, B) is within 
[0,ra] and that m < p we see that the natural map 

Ti+m(E ® W„ B) T 6"(F ® W ,̂ B) 

is an isomorphism. Identifying T A + m with and p m F with E and applying 
the previous lemma, we find the desired isomorphism (5.3.11.4). This com
pletes the construction of the functor. Thanks to Faltings' structure theorem, 
it is clear that any torsion free object of MF^ÇY/W) is given by a filtration 
B on E —: M° by local direct factors, and that $ is divisible by p% on BlE. 
Finally, I claim that the saturation BP of B with respect to p is precisely the 
filtration Ay attached to Indeed, if x G FyAyE, $(x) = plz for some z. 
Since (j) is an isomorphism, we can write z = </>{y), where y G FYLL

Q(B) is the 
class of 2/o © 2/i * * *• Then jf(/>(y) = $(p*z/o +P*~1ï/i H ), and it follows that 
x = Piyo + Pi~ly\ H G BpF. This shows that Ay is finer than B p , and the 
reserve inclusion is obvious. I 

5.3.12 Corollary: If (£*, B, $) is a fi-F-T-crystal on Y/S such that Y¿ and 
(Ef, A) lift to S2, then (E, B) is uniform. In particular, if ¡1 > 1, any /x-F-T-
crystal on Y/S of width less than p is uniform. 

Proof: Our statement is local on Y, so we may assume that there exists a 
local lifting of Frobenius. Then by (5.3.9) we see that (EX,B) underlies a 
Fontaine-module, and hence by (5.3.3) Gr5 Ex is locally free. In fact, we 
see even that Gr# FM_i is locally free, but we need to prove that Grjg Ey is 
locally free. . This follows from the following lemma. 

5.3.13 Lemma: Suppose that (F, B) is a T-crystal on Y/S^, whose restric
tion to X =:Y0 is uniform. Then (F, B) is uniform. 

Proof: We know that Gr# Ex is locally free over Ox- and we have to prove 
that GrB EY is locally free over Oy. By dévissage we see that Ex is locally 
free, and since E is p-torsion free, the local criterion for flatness implies that 
ET is locally free for every local lifting T of Y. Thus Ey is locally free. 
To prove that (F, B) is uniform, we still have to show that each Gr# Ey is 
locally free on Y. By the local criterion for flatness, it will suffice to prove 
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that Tori(Gr^ EY, OX) — 0. which we do by induction on j . Assuming the 
result true for all i < j , we observe from the exact sequences 

0 -> Bi+lEY &EY GrJ, EY -> 0 

and induction on z that TOII(BJEY,OX) = 0, and so again by the local 
criterion for flatness, B*Ey is locally free over OY> It follows that we have 
an exact sequence 

0 -> Tor?Y (Gr£ EY, OX) -> <8> # x -+ B'^V ® . 

But our definition of T-crystals requires that the filtration (EY,B) be nor
mally transversal to p, so the arrow on the right is injective and the Tor 
vanishes. I 

5.3.14 Corollary: If Y/S is a perfectly smooth logarithmic formal scheme, 
the operation of killing torsion defines a functor from the category MFV(Y/ S) 
to the category of uniform F-T-crystals on Y/S. Under this functor, the fil
tration M on M° corresponds to the filtration B. 
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6 C o h o m o l o g y o f T - c r y s t a l s 

Let S be a fine logarithmic formal VK-scheme, flat over VK, which we 
view as a PD-scheme by using the unique PD-structure on the ideal (p). Let 

C S be the subscheme defined by / =: (p>1), a sub-PD-ideal of (p). Let 
X/Sp be integral and logarithmically smooth and suppose (E, A) is a T-
crystal on X/S. We will be interested in studying the cohomology of (E, A) 
as a filtered object in several senses. For example, we shall want to study 
the bifiltered object (£*, A, ( / , 7 ) ) , as well as the bifiltered object (E, A, P), 
where P is the /?-adic filtration. Furthermore, we shall want to study the 
gauge structure on E defined by A using formula (4.3.4.2) with respect to the 
element p. Let J*L C Os denote the ith divided power of the ideal {jf). Then 

is a multiplicative p-principal filtration and is determined by a control 
function g = gfl with gfl{l) = /x. Because the filtration A is saturated with 
respect to (p*4, 7 ) = JFL, A*«E = A€E for any gauge e G É, by (4.3.7.2). Thus 
we may as well restrict our attention to ĝ -tame gauges. Let us note also that 
if X can be embedded in a logarithmically smooth Y/S and D =: Dx{Y)y 

then by (3.3.3), {ED, AD) is G-transversal to (/A 7 ) . Hence by (4.3.4) we 
have a G(p/.j7) =: Gj/4-structure on ED which we denote by AQ. 

6.1 The Poincaré Lemma 

We begin with the analogue of the filtered Poincaré lemma for T-crystals. If 
i:X/S —> Y/S is a, closed immersion, with Y/S logarithmically smooth, the 
value ED of E on the PD-envelope D =: DX{Y) of X in Y has a natural 
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integrable connection V and filtration AD which is G-transversal to V. Let 

Ai

D{nq

Y ® ED) = : nq

Y <8> Al-qED\ 

one obtains in this way a filtered complex which we denote by (E'Y,A) or 
(Ky/s, A) and which we call the "De Rham complex of the T-crystal (E, A) 
with respect to Y/S? 

6.1.1 Theorem: Suppose i:X/S —> Y/S is a closed immersion, with Y/S 
logarithmically smooth. Let (E,A) be a T-crystal on X/S, and let J be 
a nitration of Ox/s by sheaves of ideals. Then there is a bifiltered quasi-
isomorphism: 

RuX/s*(E,A,J)*É(EY,A,J). 

Furthermore, this quasi-isomorphism induces a filtered quasi-isomorphism of 
G-filtered objects: 

RuX/sÁE,AG)^{EY,AG). 

Proof: We use Grothendieck's technique of linearization of differential op
erators, discussed for example in §6 of [4]. We give only a sketch. Re
call that for any Oy-module with integrable connection (EY,V) there is 
a complex E'Y of C7y-modules and differential operators and then a com
plex L(EY) of crystals of Ox/s-modules on Cns(X/S), with C?x/s-linear 
boundary maps. Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism of complexes 
L(Q'Y/S) <8>OX/S EY — L{EY) [4, 6.15]. The complex L(Q'Y/S) comes equipped 
with a canonical filtration Filx (whose definition we recall below). If E is a 
crystal of (9x/s-rciodules, the value ED of E on the divided power envelope 
Dx(Y) of X in Y has a natural integrable connection, and there is a canon
ical isomorphism L(Cl'Y/S) ® E — L(E'D). If (E,A) is a T-crystal, we shall 
want to consider the tensor product (L(Qy/s), Filx) ® [E, A), endowed with 
the tensor product filtration, which we denote by (L(E'Y), A). 

6.1.2 Proposition: There is a natural map of bifiltered complexes ofOx/s~ 
modules 

{E,A,J)^{L(E'),A,J). 

Locally on (X/S)CTis, this map is a bifiltered homotopy equivalence. In par
ticular it is a bifiltered quasi-isomorphism, and it induces a filtered quasi-
isomorphism of G-filtered objects 

(E,AG)-+(L(EY),AG). 
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Proof: The proof of [4, 6.13] shows that the map 

(Ox/s,Jx/sn)-(L(n'),Filx) 

is, locally on {X/S)cris, a filtered homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, since 
the filtration A on E is saturated with respect to (Jx/s> 7)> the tensor product 
filtration of Ox/s ® E induced by A and (Jx/s,l) is just A. It follows that 
the map 

(E, A) -* (L(E-), A) s (L(QY/S) ® (E, A)) 

is locally a filtered homotopy equivalence. The proposition now follows from 
the following lemma. 

6.1.3 Lemma: Let f:(K,A) —• (K',A') be a morphism of filtered com
plexes of Or-modules. Then f induces a morphism of biRltered complexes 

(K,A,J)->(K',A',J). 

Suppose, moreover, that f is locally a filtered homotopy equivalence. Then 
f also induces bifiltered homotopy equivalences, and in particular biRltered 
q uasi-isomorphisms: 

(K,A,I)^(K',A',I) and {K,AG)-*{K',A'G) 

Proof: Suppose g: (K, A) —* (K\ Af) is a morphism of filtered sheaves of Ox-
modules. Then g automatically maps InK to InK' for all n, and hence also 
InK fl AmK to InK' D A!mK' for all n and m. Thus, g is compatible with 
the bifiltrations. Applying this remark to a morphism of filtered complexes 
/ as in the lemma, we find the first statement of the lemma. If / is a 
homotopy equivalence on some open subset U of X, then on U we have a 
retraction s: {K1, A') —» (K, A) and homotopy operators h\ \ (K, A) —* (K, A) 
and /¿2* {K1, A') —> (K', A') to which we can also apply the remark. I 

Warning: Caution is required because in general the maps 

(K, A, J) -> (A", A', J) and (K, AG) -> (K\ A'G) 

induced by a filtered quasi-isomorphism (K, A) —• (K\ A') are not (bi)filtered 
quasi-isomorphisms. 

Let Y =: i*(Y) in (X/S)^, which we identify with the object Dx{Y), 
which prorepresents it. Recall from [4, 5.26] that there is a map 

(P: {X/SJCRISLY—>Dx(Y)zar = Xzar. 

Let us write £2$yS for OD <8> FLY/S' 
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6.1.4 Lemma: There are natural isomorphisms: 

A*E fl PiL^lq

Y/s <g> E?) a j » * ( f i ? / s ® i4'f^. fl P'£p) 

^L(Q? / S ® £7?) * J » * ( ^ / s ® Ae[-q]E9) 
Proof: An isomorphism Z,(fi^5 <8> Fy) = ® By) w a s constructed 
in [4, 6.10]; we need only check that it strictly preserves the filtrations. This 
is clear for the p-adic filtration, and we check it for the 4̂-adic filtration 
locally, on an object T of Cris (X/S) which we may assume admits a map 
h to Y. To simplify the notation, we just check the case q = 0, and let 
D =: Dx(T xsY), with TTT'. D —> T the natural projection. Recall that 

j?.<F{AiE?)*nT.AkED. 
Moreover, L(Ox) — OT <S>oY C*L>y/5(i)> w^ere Dy/SIX) is the PD envelope of 
X in Y xs y, and Filk

x C L{0X/S) is the fcth divided power of the PD-ideal 
if generated by the ideals of X in T and in Dyys(l). It is shown in [4, 6.10] 
that the natural map 

g: Ot ®oY 0Dy/s{1) - DX(T xs Y) 
is a PD isomorphism taking K to the ideal J of X. Thus, g identifies AlL(E) 
with the tensor product filtration of (7R^ET,AT) and (J, 7 ) . This is just the 
expansion of the filtration AT with respect to (J, 7 ) , which by Lemma (3.1.1) 
is the same as the filtration A of ED, as desired. The assertion for gauges 
follows. (For more details on the gauge construction, c.f. pp. 8-15 and 8-16 
of [4].) I 
6.1.5 Lemma: All the terms of the filtered complexes (L(E'), A,T) and 
(L(E'), AQ) are acyclic for ux/s*-
Proof: This lemma is essentially proved in [4, §7], but is not stated explicitly 
there. For the sake of clarity, we briefly sketch the argument, which uses the 
intermediate site Cris (X/5.) defined on page 7-22 of [4]. We shall also use 
the notation of the diagram on the top of page 7-24 of op. cit Suppose that 
F is one of the terms of one of the above complexes. For each T G Cris(X/5T), 
FT is quasi-coherent, so by [4, 7.22.2], 

Rux/s.F * R\\mRux/Sn*{inF) =: Rnx*Rvx/S.*3*F. 

Now by (6.1.4), [4, 6.10], and [4, 5.27], each sheaf jn*j*F is acyclic for uX/sn*, 
and since these sheaves also satisfy the hypothesis of [4, 7.20], Rvx/s.*j*F = 
vx/s.*j*F is acyclic for TTX* also. • 
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6.1.6 Lemma: If e G Gg, the natural map RuX/S*AeE —• AeE'Y is a quasi-
isomorphism. 

Proof: We have a filtered quasi-isomorphism (E, AQ) —• (L(Fy), J4g), and 
the terms of the latter are acyclic for ux/s*, so we obtain an isomorphism in 
the filtered derived category: 

Rux,s*(E, AG) = uX/S*(;L(EY), AG). 

For any e G G we have uX/S*AEL(Ey) = l\mAeE'Dn. Thus, the filtered 
complex UX/S*(L(EY), AQ) is the p-adic completion of the filtered complex 
(#y, AQ) and we denote it by (Ey, AQ)- We have a natural map of filtered 
complexes 

(Ey,AG)^ ( £ y , i G ) , 
and it remains only for us to show that it is a filtered quasi-isomorphism. In 
other words, we have to show that for any e G G, the induced map 

Ke:AeEY A€E'Y 

is a quasi-isomorphism. Because the filtration A on Ey has level within 
[a, oo), we have AeEy = J2i>aP€^)AiEy. Moreover, if e is bounded below, a 
finite sum suffices, and hence the map K€ is an isomorphism of complexes. 
(This is proved in [4, pp.8-15-16] in the special case of the constant T-crystal, 
but the general case is essentially the same.) 

To deal with unbounded gauges e (which are not very important), we 
claim first that for j « 0 the map 

Rux/s*AeVc'E -> Rux/s*AeE 

is an isomorphism. We may check this fact locally, and hence we may choose 
a lifting Z of X. In this case, A is just the (p̂ , 7)-adic filtration of Ez, and 
since (Ez, A) has level within (oo, 6), AeVc^Ez = AeEz for j « 0. The same 
holds for the De Rham complexes, which calculate the derived functors in 
question, so the claim holds. 

Returning the proof of the lemma, we observe that for j « 0, the maps 

A^EY AeVc^EY -> AeEY 

are quasi-isomorphisms. Taking the direct limit as j tends to —oo, we see 
that the map AeE'Y —> AeE'Y is also a quasi-isomorphism, as required. I 

Theorem (6.1.1) is an immediate consequence of the above lemmas. I 
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6.1.7 Corollary: Suppose that i:X^Y and i'\X —• Y' are two em-
beddings of X, with Y/S and Y'/S formally log smooth. Suppose that 
f:Y'—>Y is a morphism such that f oi' = i. Then f induces (bi)filtered 
quasi-isomorphisms: 

r:{EY,A,J)^{EYf)A,J) 

r:(EY,AG)^(Ey„AG) 
I 

6.1.8 Remark: If X/S cannot be embedded in a smooth scheme over S, 
we can use simplicial techniques to calculate RuX/s*> Let {X{ : i = 1,.. .r} 
be an open cover of X such that there exist closed immersions Xi —> Yi, 
with Yi/S smooth. For each multi-index / = : (70, • • - In) let Xj =: HjXjj 
and Yj = : x^Y^.. Then we have a locally closed immersion Xj —> Yj and 
we can form the divided power envelope Di of this closed immersion. For 
each n let Xn =: : \I\ = n} and similarly for Yn and Dn\ then the 
standard projection maps define simplicial schemes Xm, Y., and D.. We have 
an evident morphism e + : X . —• X, and it is standard that for any abelian 
sheaf E on X., the natural map E —• Re+e+*E is an isomorphism. A similar 
statement holds for the bifiltered derived category. In our situation we have 
a commutative diagram of toposes (c.f. [4, pp. 7.13-7.14]) 

(Xm/ S)cris > Xm 

(^/S)cris > X 
If (E, A) is a T-crystal on X/S we denote its inverse image on X./S by the 
same letter. Carrying out the construction of Theorem (6.1.1) with respect to 
the embedding X. —> Y. we obtain an isomorphism Rux,/s*tiris(EiA,I) = 
(J5y#, ̂ 4,1), and hence we find an isomorphism 

Rux/s*(E,Aa) = RttRux./s*(E,A,l) = ife+(£y., J4,X). 

Now if X/S is separated, Re+(Ey^A, 1) is represented by the total com
plex (Ky./s, A,T) associated to the filtered double complex which in degree 
p, q is ®\I\=P{ED1 (g> A,T). Thus, we find a simplicial version of Theo
rem (6.1.1): 

RuX/S* (E, A, I) = (KY/ S, A, I) 
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6.2 K o d a i r a - S p e n c e r sheaves and complexes 

In order to study the cohomology of a T-crystal (E, A) on X/S, it is useful 
to consider also the sheaves GrA E on Oris (X/S) and Gr^ Ey, where Ey =: 
E/p^E. (Note that if i: Cris(X/Sy) —» Cris(X/S) is the inclusion, we have a 
natural isomorphism RuX/s*(Ey, A) = RuX/sh(i*E, A).) It would be natural 
to call these either the "Kodaira-Spencer sheaves" or the "Hodge sheaves" 
attached to (E, A). For technical reasons it is often convenient to restrict our 
attention to the realization of these sheaves on the divided power envelopes of 
X in smooth schemes Y over S—i.e. to sheaves on the restricted crystalline 
site. Their values their can be endowed with several natural filtrations. For 
example, it is useful to consider the filtrations induced by p-adic filtration P, 
and the divided power 7-adic filtration 77 = : (I7,E) on E. 

6.2.1 Proposition: Suppose X —> Y is a closed immersion, where Y/S is 
smooth. Then there are canonical filtered quasi-isomorphisms: 

RUX/S*GTAE * GrA KY/s 

RUX,S.GTA(E,P) = {GTAKY,S,P) 
Rux/s* GrA(E,Iy) * (GrA KY/sJy) 

Rux/s^GrAEy ~ GXAKY»/S 

Furthermore, the complexes listed on the right are complexes of Ox-modules 
with Ox-linear boundary maps. 

Proof: The existence of the quasi-isomorphisms follows from (6.1.1). Since 
Gr^ Ey is annihilated by the ideal of X in Dx(Y), the complexes on the right 
are in fact complexes of Ox-modules. The fact that the boundary maps are 
linear follows as usual from the Griffiths transversality of A to V and the 
Leibniz rule. I 

For example, the proposition shows that we have natural isomorphisms: 

Rux/s^ GYa E,L * GiA I<x/s„-

Recall that if we apply this to the constant T-crystal (Ox/s, Jx/s, l) we get 

RMX/s^Gr)Osfi=^/Stl[-il 

6.2.2 Remark: Associated to the filtered sheaf (Ey, A) on (CrisX/Sy) and 
the functor fx/s^* is the usual spectral sequence 

A) * Ri+jfx/Sti. GJA Eh =» Ri+jfx/s„*Eft. 
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Using the isomorphisms of (6.2.1), we can rewrite the Fi-term in terms of 
the cohomology of a complex of sheaves and Ox-linear maps on X with its 
Zariski topology: 

R^fx/s^ G i ^ s Ri+jf> Gi\ KX/s, 

where Gr^ Kx/s is the complex 

Gx\Ex -> G r ^ 1 Ex ® nl

x/s -> • -Gifr Ex®nq

x/S -> • • • > 

in which the term Gr^~9 Ex <8> ^x/s appears in degree q. In order to make 
the indices compatible with the usual Hodge spectral sequence in the case of 
the constant T-crystal, we introduce the following notation: 

^UA)/S =' Gr\ KX/s[i] = Rux/s* Gr\ E^[i] (6.2.2.1) 

If the filtration A is understood, we will write instead of ^\E,A)/s- Then 
our spectral sequence can be written: 

E?{E„A) & Ri+^x/St(GvAE(l) * R'f,(X,Q^/s) => Ri+jfx/s.(Ej. 

We shall call this spectral sequence the "Hodge spectral sequence" associated 
to a T-crystal (E,A). 

The Kodaira-Spencer sheaves Gr^ E can be analyzed in terms of suc
cessive extension of quotients of the sheaves Gr^ E^, as the following result 
shows. 

6.2.3 Proposition: Let 7 7 denote the filtration of GTA E induced by the 
(/, ^-filtration on E, and let I denote the filtration of GYA E induced by the 
usual I-adic filtration. Then there are natural isomorphisms of sheaves on 
the restricted crystalline site: 

Gri, 7 Os ®os Gvn

A~j Etl £ Grj, 7 Gr^ E. 

If (E, A) has level in [a, oo) and n < p+a, we also have natural isomorphisms: 

AnE^ = Gx°j AnE and 

Grj Os ®0s Grn

A-j ElL S Grj

l(AnE/IAnE) if j > 0. 
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Proof: If D is a fundamental thickening of an open subset of X, then by 
Proposition (3.3.3) we see that (ED, A) is G-transversal to (/,7) and com
patible with each pi. It follows from Proposition (4.3.4) that (ED, A) is given 
by a Gĵ -structure. In particular, if g is the control function corresponding 
to (/,7), and if en is the maximal #-tame gauge which vanishes at n, then 
AnED = A6nED- Recall that en(i) = g(n-i) for i < n, and /W = (p*«). Let 
c denote the constant gauge whose value is g(j), by property (1) of (4.3.3), 
we see that ACED n A€nED = Acy€nED- As (c V en)(n - i) = g(i) iii>j and 
= g(j) if i < j , it follows that 

I®ED n AnED = IMAn'jED + I^1]AN'J'LED + • • • (6.2.3.2) 
This implies that the natural map 

№Ov <g> An~jED -* I[j]ED H AnED 

is surjective modulo I^+^ED- Let Ij C 0 5 denote the annihilator of Grj 7 Os, 
i.e. (p t̂f+1)"^C7)). We see that multiplication by p "̂) induces an isomorphism 

A^EDKIJED H An~iED) = G^E AnED. 
Now / C Ij and the filtration (ED„,A) is normally transversal to Ij. It 
follows that multiplication by p9^ also induces an isomorphism: 

An-jED/(IjED FL An~iED) = Grji7 C?5 <8 ^ " ^ z v 
We thus obtain an isomorphism 

Gri)7 Os <8> ^ Grj^ AnED (6.2.3.3) 
It is clear that this implies the first statement of the proposition. 

For the second statement, first note from the standard formula [4, 3.3] 
for the ordinal of pn/n\ that P = № if j < p. Now if 0 < j < n — a < p, 
formula (6.2.3.2) reads: 

ImEnAnE = I^An-jE + I]j+1]An-j-iE + --- + I[n-a]AaE 
= IjAn-jE + p+lAn-j-lE + ••• r~aAaE 
= PAn-jE 

Thus if 0 < j < n — a we have 
PEr\AnE = PAn-jE and 

P+1EDAnE = PEnAnEnP+1E 
= (PAn-jE)nP+1E 
= P{An-jEnIE) 
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Thus we have an isomorphism: 

P/P+1 (8) An~jEp -> Grj AnE. (6.2.3.4) 

If also j > 0, PEnIAnE = PAn-j+1E, so (6.2.3.4) also induces an isomor
phism 

P/P+1 <8> G r ^ ' -» G r i ( ^ n E / / A n J 5 ) . 

This proves the second statement if j < n — a. If j > n — a, 

j i # c //I n- al£7 C IAnE 

so G r j ( i4 n E/ /v4 n E) vanishes, as predicted by the formula. I 

6 . 3 H i g h e r d i r e c t i m a g e s o f T - c r y s t a l s 

Throughout this section we suppose that X/S^ is proper and logarithmically 
smooth and integral; here /z G N or /z = oo. 

6.3.1 Proposition: Let (£", A) be a T-crystal on X/S of level within [a, 6], 
and let d be the relative dimension of X/S. Suppose that n is an integer 
such that Rnfx/s*E and Rn+1fX/s*F are p-torsion free over Os and that the 
Hodge spectral sequence (6.2.2) of the restriction of (E, A) to X0 degenerates 
at Ei in degree n, i.e. E\,j = EQ whenever i + j = n. Then the maps 

AkRnfx/s,E = : Rnfx/s.(AkE) -> Rnfx/s*E 

are injective for all k and define a filtration on Rnfx/s* E which is G-transversal 
to (g,p), of level within [a, 6 + d). Furthermore, if e is any p^-tame gauge, 
there is a natural isomorphism: 

A*Rnfx,s*E^Rnfxls*{AeE). 

Proof: We describe the proof when X can be embedded in a logarithmically 
smooth and proper scheme Y/S, and let D be the divided power envelope 
of X in Y\ the general case follows by means of the usual simplicial meth
ods (6.1.8). According to Theorem (6.1.1), the cohomology of (E,AQ) is 
calculated by the Zariski cohomology of the G-filtered complex (Ky/s, ^g)> 
where Ky/s is the De Rham complex of ED- A S we have observed, Proposi
tion (3.3.3) implies that the terms in the complex {KY/S, A) are G-transversal 
to (g,p), and it follows that we have a G j-structure in the category of com
plexes of sheaves of modules on Xzar. 
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As X/Sy is smooth, it follows from (6.1.1) that the natural map 

(EY/S/P^EY/SIA) [Ex/s^A) 

is a quasi-isomorphism. Our hypothesis on the the hypercohomology spectral 
sequence of the filtered complex (Gr£ KY/s, A) = (KX/s, A) implies that each 

H\A' Gr°> KY/s) H«(Gr°P KY/s) 

is injective for q = n and n + 1. Thus we can apply (4.4.3) to conclude that 
the map Rnfx/s*AkE —> Rnfx/s*E is injective and defines a filtration which 
is G-transversal to (g,p), and that formation of Rnfx/s* is compatible with 
the construction AE. 

It is clear that AaRnfX/s*E = RnfX/s*E. On the other hand, if k > b, 
AhEx — 0 and hence if k > b + d, the complex AK Kx/s^ = 0. It follows 
that AkRnfX/s*Ey vanishes if k > b + d. This shows that the level is as 
described. I 

6.3.2 Theorem: Let / : X —> Y be a logarithmically smooth, proper, and 
integral morphism of logarithmic schemes which are logarithmically smooth 
over Sy. Let (E, A) be a T-crystal on X/S and suppose that RnfCHs*E and 
Rn+lfcris*E are locally free over OY/S, and that the Hodge spectral sequence 
relative to fx0/Y0 of the restriction of (E, A) to X0 degenerates at E\ in degree 
n. Then the filtration 

AkRnfx/Y*E = : RnfX/Y*(AkE) C RnfX/Y*E 

defines a T-crystal on Y/S. Moreover, for any /z' < fi, the restriction of this 
T-crystal to (Yy'/W) is the qth direct image of the restriction of (E,A) to 
(X^/S). 

Proof: We may work locally on Y, with the aid of a smooth lifting y of Y to 
S, and use the description (3.2.3) of the category of T-crystals on Y^/S. It 
follows from the previous result that (Rnfx/Y*E,A) is G-transversal to the 
divided power ideal ( p ; \ 7 ) of Y in compatibly with all p\ Because / is 
logarithmically smooth and integral, it is flat [20, 4.5], and it follows that base 
changing for crystals works the same way as in the classical case [20, 6.12]. 
In particular, since Rn+lfx/y*E is locally free, the formation of RnfX/y*E 
commutes with base change, and Rnfx/y*E forms a crystal on Y/S whose 
crystal structure is determined by the Gauss-Manin connection on Ey. The 
fact that the filtration induced by A is Griffiths transversal to V is proved 
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in the same way as the classical case. Finally, note that the restriction of 
(Rnfxjs*E, A) to Y^I is defined by taking the saturation of A with respect 
to (jf ,7). Thus, for each i, Ai

fl/RnfX/y*E = A€iRnfX/y*E, where is the 
maximal p^'-tame gauge which vanishes at i. Since e; is also p^-tame, we see 
that 

A^Rnfxiy*E S Rnfx,y^E = Rnfxiy*A^E. 

This last is precisely the ith level of the direct image of restriction of (E, A) 
to X^/S. I 

6.3.3 Proposition: With the notation of (6.3.2), suppose that Y0 is re
duced, that (E, A) is a uniform T-crystal on X/S, and that the cohomology 
sheaves RJlfCr%a*E are locally free Oy/s-modules for all n. Suppose also that 
for each closed point y of Y, the Hodge spectral sequence of the restriction 
of (E,A) to the fiber X(y)/k(y) of f over y degenerates at E\. Then for 
all n, (E, A) satisfies the satisfies the hypotheses and conclusion of Theo
rem (6.3.2), and the T-crystal (Rnfcris*E,A) is uniform on {YJS). Iff 
is another smooth logarithmic S^-scheme, then formation of the T-crystal 
(RnfcHs*E, A) commutes with base change Y —» Y. 

Proof: Because X/Y is flat and the cohomology sheaves are locally free, 
their formation commutes with all base change. By hypothesis, the hy-
percohomology spectral sequence of (GY°p E(y), A) degenerates at E\, and 
therefore the rank of Hn(X(y)/k(y), GvA Gx% E(y)) over k(y) equals that of 
Hn(X(y)/k(y), Gr°P E(y)), hence is locally constant. It follows that the co
herent sheaf Rnfx/s* GTA GY°p E is locally free on Y0 and that its formation 
commutes with base change. 

Choose a local lifting y of Y as above and let E =: RnfX/s*E with 
its induced filtration A, and let Ei =: E/plE. We know that (E, A) is 
G-transversal to and in particular that the induced filtration on E^ is 
normally transversal to p\ i.e. that A{E^ ® Oyx —* E\ is injective. As E^ 
is flat over 3^, this implies that Tov^EjA^E^Oyy) = 0, where the Tor is 
computed on Y = yfl. As (Ei/AiE) is flat over Yi, the local criterion for 
flatness implies that (EfA/AiEtA) is also flat over Yfl. This proves that (E, A) 
is uniform as a T-crystal on Yfl. The fact that its formation commutes with 
base change follows easily from the fact that this is true modulo p / / and 
Lemmas (2.3.2) and (2.2.1). I 

6.3.4 Remark: Instead of assuming that Y0 is reduced and that the Hodge 
spectral sequence degenerates fiber by fiber, we could instead have assumed 
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that the sheaves Rnfx/Y*{G*A Ex) are locally free and that the Hodge spec
tral sequence for fx/y degenerates at E\. Let us also remark that if X 
and Y have trivial log structures and are smooth over W^, and if E comes 
from a crystal on X/W, then we know from [27, (1.16,3.7)] that the rank 
of Hn(X(y)/W(y),E(y)) is a locally constant function of y. If we assume 
that for every y these modules are torsion free, then they they are free, and 
it follows from the universal coefficient theorem for crystalline cohomology 
that the rank of 

Hn(X(y)/W(y), E{y)) Hn(X(y)/k(y), Gr° E(y)) 

is locally constant. Then standard techniques show that each of the sheaves 
Rnfx/Yi*(G*°p E) and Rnfx/y*(E) is locally free and that its formation com
mutes with base change. 
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7 C o h o m o l o g y o f F - s p a n s — M a z u r ' s T h e o 
r e m 

This section is devoted to the formulation and proof of a generalization of 
Mazur's fundamental theorem [23] about Frobenius and the Hodge filtration 
to the case of cohomology with coefficients in an F-span. In essence, our 
theorem will assert the compatibility of the functor ax/w with formation of 
higher direct images. 

Throughout this section we let S denote a p-adic formal scheme, flat 
over W and endowed with a fine logarithmic structure. We let X/S^ be a 
smooth and integral morphism of fine log schemes; /x will be zero (and hence 
X = X0) unless explicitly stated otherwise. Eventually we will also require 
that X/So be perfectly smooth (1.2.3); in any case we let Fx/s0'^o —• X'Q 

or just Fx/s denote the exact relative Frobenius morphism (1.2.3.4). We do 
not need a lifting of the absolute Frobenius endomorphism FSo until later, 
when we discuss F-T- crystals. 

7.1 Cohomology of the conjugate filtration 

If F*X/SE' -* E is an F-span on X/S, we let E" =: F*X/SE'. As described 
in (5.1.2), we have filtrations M and P on E" =: E" <g) Q, and P and N on 
E =: E <8> Q, as well as a bifiltered isomorphism 

<!>: (£",M, P) -> (E,P,N). 
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In particular, for each integer j we can apply the functor Rux/s* to obtain 
an isomorphism in the bifiltered derived category of complexes of Zariski 
sheaves on Xzar' 

(Rux/s,PjE,\ M, P) -> (RuX/s.NlE, P, N). 

These fit together for varying fs to form an inductive system of isomor
phisms, which we denote abusively by 

(Rux/S*E", M, P) -> {Rux/sA P, N). 

(Note that the systems NjE and P '£ are cofinal, so "lim" N'E * "lim" P'E.) 
The existence and functoriality of (Rux/s*E'\ M, P) and (RuX/s*E, P, TV) 
follow from the functoriality of the crystalline topos. The following proposi
tion describes how they may be computed explicitly in terms of filtered De 
Rham complexes. 

7.1.1 Proposition: Suppose that X can be embedded as a locally closed 
subscheme of a logarithmically smooth S-scheme Y, let D be the (p-adically 
complete) PD-envelope ofX in Y, and let Ky/s denote the De Rham complex 
of E on D, with Ky/s =• lctim"PjKy/S. Then there is a commutative diagram 
of isomorphisms in the bifiltered derived category: 

(Rux/S*E",M,P) —> (#£ / 5 ,M,P) 

i * K 
(Rux/SJ,P,N) —+ (KY/S,P,N) 

I 

Proof: This would be standard, except that we must compare the filtrations 
by subsheaves M and P (respectively P and N) of E" (resp. E), and the 
filtrations by subcrystals (c.f. Remark (3.0.6)). The difference between these 
is parasitic (3.0.5), and we have some technical work to do to show that it 
causes no essential problems when we pass to cohomology. 

If 9: E' —• E is a morphism of crystals of Ox/5-modules we let K(6) denote 
the kernel of 9 computed in the category of all sheaves of Ox/s-modules. If 
9 is a monomorphism in the category of crystals, K(9) will be parasitic [3, 
V,2], but need not vanish, in general. When working over a base scheme on 
which p is nilpotent, RuX/s* annihilates all parasitic sheaves ([3, V,1.3.3]), 
but I do not know if this is true in our context, when S is a formal scheme. 
We shall have to make do with the following result. 
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7.1.2 Lemma: Suppose that 9: E' —> E is a monomorphism in the category 
of crystals of Ox/s-modules whose cokernel has bounded p°°-torsion. Then 
RuX/s*K{9) = 0. 

Proof: This is a local question, and we may assume that X admits a smooth 
lifting Y/S. For n > /x, we can restrict 9 to the site Cr i s (X/S n ) to obtain 
a map of crystals 9n on X/Sn. Let Kn denote the kernel of 0 n , computed 
in the category of crystals of Ox/sn-modules. Because Cok(0) has bounded 
torsion, the inverse system {Tori(Cok(0), 0X/sn) ' n > p] is essentially zero, 
and hence the same is true of its quotient system {Kn}. Because Kn is a 
crystal, Rux/sn*Kn is represented by the De Rham complex Kn with respect 
to Y/S, and in fact the inverse system of these complexes is essentially zero. 
There is an evident map of sheaves of Ox/5 n"m°dules tn: Kn —* K(9n), whose 
kernel K'n cokernel are parasitic on Cris(X/S n ) . 

In order to pass from the collection of sites Cris(X/5 n ) to Cris(X/5), we 
use the intermediate site Cris(X/S.) and the diagram on the top of page 7-28 
of [4]. It is clear that we have an exact sequence of quasi-coherent sheaves 

0 K'. -> K. -> K(6.) -> K". 0 

on Cris(X/.S'.); furthermore K{9.) is just the restriction j*K(9) of K(9) to 
Cris(X/S.). Since K'n and K„ are parasitic, RuX/sn*Kf

n = Rux/sn*Kn = 0, 
and hence by [4, 7.22.1] RvX/s.J<f. = RvX/s.*K"- = 0. It follows that 
Rvx/S.*K. ^ RvX/SAK(8-))> and applying [4, 7.19] and [4, 7.22.2], we find 

RuX/S*K(9) * Rux/s*Rj*j*K(9) 9* RTTX*RVX/S.*K{9.) * Rnx.RvX/s*K.. 

Now RvX/s.*K. is represented by the inverse system of De Rham complexes 
{ / Q } , which we have seen is essentially zero, and hejrice is annihilated by 
Rnx*- • 

If D is a fundamental thickening of X relative to S and E is a sheaf of 
0£>-modules, we let L(E) be the corresponding crystal of C?x/s-modules [4, 
6.10.1]. 

7.1.3 Lemma: Suppose that 9\E' —• E is an injective map of OD mod
ules whose cokernel has bounded p°°-torsion. Then the image L(9) of L(9), 
computed in the category of sheaves of 0X/s-modules, is acyclic for uX/s* 

Proof: Observe that L(9) is a map of crystals of Ox/5-modules and that its 
cokernel has bounded p°°-torsion. We have an exact sequence 

0 -> K{L{0)) L{E') 1(6) -+ 0 
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of sheaves of Ox/s-modules. By Lemma (7.1.2), B.ux/s*K(L(9)) = 0, and 
by (6.1.5), the sheaf L(E') is acyclic for ux/s*> It follows that the same is 
true for 1(9). I 

If E is a crystal of C?x/s-modules we let E'D denote the De Rham complex 
of the module with connection ED, and we recall that there is a natural 
quasi-isomorphism of sheaves on Cris(X/S): E = L(E'D). Suppose that N is 
a filtration of N by subcrystals; then for each i we have a map of complexes 
of Ox/s-modules L(NLE'D) —» L(EJJ), and we let NLL(E'D) denote its image. 

7.1.4 Lemma: There is a natural filtered quasi-isomorphism of complexes 
ofOx/s-modules (EY N) -> (L(E'D), N). 

Proof: For each i we have a commutative diagram of complexes of sheaves 
of Ox/s-modules 

N{E —> E —> E/NLE —> 0 

i i i 
L(N'B-D) —> L(ED) L(EIN'E-D) 0 

Notice that we have zeroes on the right because the inclusion functor from the 
category of crystals to the category of sheaves is right exact. We know that 
the vertical arrows are quasi-isomorphisms, and it follows that the natural 
map NLE —> NLL(E'D) is also a quasi-isomorphism. I 

It is now easy to prove Proposition (7.1.1). It is clear that the previous 
lemma holds also for bifiltered complexes. Furthermore, by (7.1.3), the terms 
of the bifiltered complex (L(E'D), P, N) are acyclic for Rux/s*, and hence we 
obtain an isomorphism in the bifiltered derived category: 

RUXMED, P, N) S ux/St(L(ED), P, N) S (ED, F, N). 

These arguments also apply to the bifiltered complexes (P^E", P, M) and 
(N^E, N, P). Thus, for any integer a, we have a commutative diagram: 

{Ruxis.pt E',M,P) —> (PiKl/StM,P) 

(Rux/StWE,P,N) — (№KY/S,P,N) 

All the arrows are isomorphisms in the derived category, and in fact the 
vertical arrow on the right is an isomorphism of filtered complexes. Fitting 
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these together as a varies and noting that "lim" PjK = "lim" NjK, we obtain 
the statement of the proposition. • 

In fact, it is not the bifiltered object (RuX/s*È", M, P) in which our 
primary interest lies, but rather the object obtained from it by applying 
Deligne's "décalé" operation [6] (also used by Illusie in [17] in a context very 
similar to ours). Recall from [6, 1.3] that if (K, P) is a filtered complex, we 
have 

(DecP)^ 9 =: {xeP^K* :dxePi+q+1Kq+1} 
(Dec* P){Kq =: {P^qKq + dPi+q-lKq'1} 

These operations are not compatible with taking mapping cones but are 
compatible with filtered quasi-isomorphisms: a filtered quasi-isomorphism 
h: (A, P) —> (P, P) induces filtered quasi-isomorphisms: 

(A, Dec P) -> (P, Dec P) and (A, Dec* P) -> (P, Dec* P). 

Furthermore, if A' is a subcomplex of A of A and if P1 is the filtration 
on A! induced by P, then by its very definition DecP' is the filtration of 
A' induced by the filtration Dec P. Dually, the same is true of quotient 
complexes, with Dec replaced by Dec*. It is however not true that Dec is 
compatible with quotients or Dec* with subobjects. Nevertheless, it follows 
from the five lemma that if the filtered quasi-isomorphism h induces a filtered 
quasi-isomorphism (A', P) —• (P', P), then it also induces filtered quasi-
isomorphisms 

(A\ Dec P) -» (P', Dec P) and (A/A', Dec P) -> (P/P', Dec P), 

and similarly for Dec*. We conclude that if u: (A, F, P) —> (P,F, P) is a 
bifiltered quasi-isomorphism, then the induced maps 

(A, F, Dec P) -> (P, F, Dec P) and {A, F, Dec* P) (P, F, Dec* P) 

are also bifiltered quasi-isomorphisms. Thus the décalage operations pass to 
the bifiltered derived category. 

Warning: Formation of the décalé does not preserve acyclicity with 
respect to uX/s* of the terms of a complex, and hence does not commute 
with higher direct images, in general. In particular, (RuX/s*E", M, DecP) 
is not the same as RuX/s*{E", M,DecP). 

Note that the filtration N of K is G-transversal to (p); it follows immedi
ately that DecN is also. (This is not so for Dec* TV, however.) Thus, we can 
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also can view our bifiltered objects as objects endowed with a lattice filtra
tion (4.1.1) indexed by the lattice L, or as endowed with a gauge structure 
indexed by the lattice of 1-gauges Gi (4.3.3). Furthermore, the dictionary 
(4.3.4.3) allows us to pass from one point of view to the other. 

7.1.5 Remark: If X cannot be embedded in a smooth log scheme over 
S, we may compute Rux/s*{E, Dec N, P) by simplicial methods, as in Re
mark (6.1.8). Using the notation introduced there, note that if (K, A, B) 
is a bifiltered complex on I , we also have an isomorphism in the bifiltered 
derived category: 

(K,A,DecB) ̂  Rete+*{K, A,DecB). 

Since the operation of décalage commutes with restricting to open subsets, 
e**(K, A, DecB) can also be viewed as the décalage of the filtration B of 
c+*(K, A, B). In particular, it follows that the formation of the décalage of 
B in e*+(K, A, B) commutes with Re+. 

7.2 Local version of the main theorem 

It seems desirable to begin our discussion of Mazur's theorem in the case of 
a parallelizable lifted situation y =: {Y,FY/s) (1.2.6). Let <&:Fp/SE

F -> E 
be an admissible F-span (5.2.8) of level within [a, b]. As we have seen in 
theorem (5.2.13), there is a corresponding filtration Ay on E' which is G-
transversal to V and G-transversal to (p); recall that 

AK

YE' =: ($or)E)-
l(pKE). 

We shall find it convenient to work with the extension of Ay to E'Y, given 
by (5.1.2); this extension is also Griffiths transversal to V and G-transversal 
to (p). As before, we let KY,/S denote the De Rham complex of (EY,, V'y), 
with its filtrations P and Ay. 

7.2.1 Theorem: With the notation of the previous paragraph, FYjS induces 
a biñltered quasi-isomorphism: 

: {k'Y,,s, Ay, P) -> FY/SM/S* M > D e c P ) - FY/SÁKY/S, P, Dec N). 

Proof: We begin with a preliminary remark in characteristic p, in which the 
lifting plays no role and need not exist. Recall that the Frobenius pull-back 
of any quasi-coherent sheaf inherits a canonical integrable and p-integrable 
connection. 
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7.2.2 Lemma: Let (E'0)A) be a quasi-coherent sheaf of Ox'-modules with 
a unite nitration by quasi-coherent subsheaves, and let (E'¿, V", M) be the 
corresponding quasi-coherent sheaf of Ox-modules, with its induced inte
grable connection V" and horizontal nitration M. Let {K'¿, M) denote the 
De Rham complex of (E'¿, V"), with the nitration induced by M. Then: 

1. There are natural isomorphisms of filtered sheaves: 

C-1: ( Í 1 W 9 K A) -» (Hn(K'¿), M) 

2. The spectral sequence of a filtered complex: 

E\'j = £ i + J ' ( G 4 K'¿)) =• i f + ' ( 4 ' > V) 

degenerates at E\ 

3. The boundary maps of the complex KQ are strictly compatible with 
the filtration M. 

Proof: Statement (1) is repeated from (1.2.5). The remaining two conditions, 
which are in fact equivalent [6,1.3.2], are an easy consequence. In fact, we can 
use the Cartier isomorphism (7.2.2.1) to identify Rn(K^) with Cl^/s ® Eo> 
compatibly with the filtrations. As the maps 

nn

x,/s ® XE's -> nn

x,/s ® E'0 

are injective, so are the maps 

I n ( M ^ ) - . r W ) -

This proves the degeneration of the spectral sequence. I 
Let us return to our study of an F-span in a lifted situation, keeping 

the notation and hypotheses of (7.2.1). We consider the spectral sequence 
Er(K,W) of a filtered complex {K,W). Recall from [6, 1.3.3.2] that there 
are natural maps: 

u:Etn'UKiDecW)^GiLrwKn EÍ+n>-j(K,W) 
u* : Ej+n-j(K, W) Grj Dec* W Kn (K, Dec* W) 

which induce quasi-isomorphisms (after a suitable renumbering): 

u:GvDecWK -* EAK, W) 
u*:EAK,W) -* GrDec*wK 
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7.2.3 Proposition: With the notation and hypotheses of (7.2.1) 

1. The maps u and u* induce filtered quasi-isomorphisms 

u:(GrDecPk';/s,M) -> (Ei(#J / 5 l P),M) 

u*:(El(k
f;/s,P)1M) -> (GrDec. Pk';/S,M) 

u:(GrDecNkY/S,P) (E^&Y/SIN^P) 

^'.(E^ky^N)^) -> ( G r D e c . N ^ / 5 , P ) 

2. The natural maps 

(#f / 5,M,DecP) -> (#£ / 5 lM,Dec'P) 

(/<V/5,P,DecA0 - (tfy/5,P,Dec*A0 

are bifiltered quasi-isomorphisms. 

Proof: Because it is natural, Deligne's morphism u is automatically compat
ible with the filtrations induced by the filtration M, and gives us a map of 
filtered complexes 

u: (Gr D e c P K\ M) -> (JE?!(#", P), M). 

It is not automatic, however, that this arrow is a filtered quasi-isomorphism, 
and the proof of this fact will take further work. Because (£y,M) is G-
transversal to p, we see that multiplication by p7 induces natural filtered 
isomorphisms: 

Gr° P ( ^ ,MH]) - .G i i ( ^ ,M) . 

As these isomorphisms are evidently compatible with the connections, they 
induce isomorphisms of filtered complexes: 

Gv°P(K", M[-j}) = GvP(K", M[-j}) -> Grj,(#", M). 

It thus follows from Lemma (7.2.2) that the boundary maps of the complex 
Gx?p(KYiS) are strictly compatible with the filtration M, and [6, 1.3.15] im
plies that the maps u and u* are filtered quasi-isomorphisms. This proves 
(7.2.3.1) for (È", M, P). It is easy to deduce (7.2.3.2). In fact, it follows that 

u* o u: Gr D e c P B.uX/s.(È", M) -> GrD e c. P R.uX/s*{É", M) 
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is a filtered quasi-isomorphism, so by (4.4.1) it will suffice to check that 
whenever i » j or j » i, the induced map 

u* o u: Mi H (Dec Pj)Ky/s —> M* fl (Dec* Pj)K'±/s 

is a quasi-isomorphism. Recall that 

Mb+iE" C P{E^ CMa+iE$ 

and it follows that if d is the relative dimension of X/SQ, 

Mb^d+iK^/s C DecF#£ / 5 C M a + i ^ / 5 (7.2.3.1) 

and similarly for Dec* P. Thus for example if we take j >i+b+dori>j+a 
our result is obvious. This proves (7.2.3) for (F",M, P), and of course the 
analogs for (P, P, N) follow. I 

We are now ready for the proof of Proposition (7.2.1). We check first that 
Fy/s induces a bifiltered morphism 

V:(K',Ay,P) -> FY,s.{K",M,DecP). 

Suppose x is a local section of 

PjK'q n Ak

yK'q = nq

Y,/s ® jPEf n AkyqE'YI = nq

Y,/s ®p>Akyq-jE'Y,. 

As FYjS is divisible by pq in degree q, we see that ty(x) lies in 

Qq

Y/s <8> ̂ qMk~q~jE^ = Qq

Y/s ® (M*F" fl p^Py), 

and GN>(X) = *(dx) lies in pj+1'hq^Y/s <8> P". This shows that 

G FY/s*MkK"n (DeeP)jK", 

as required. 
Here is the main step in the proof. 

7.2.4 Lemma: For any j and k, the map \£ induces filtered quasi-isomor
phisms: 

(GrP k'Y,,s, Ay) -> FY/s,(GYDecP kfa, M) = FY/s*(E0(k';/s, DecP), M) 

and hence quasi-isomorphisms: 

tl>jtk: Gr},Grh

Ay K'Y,/S -> FY/S* GiJ

DecPGvk

MK^,s = FY/S* G r ^ G r * K Y / S . 
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Proof: Lemma (7.2.3.1) shows that the map 

u: (Et-j(KY/s, Dec P),M) —* (E{+n>-j(KY/s, P), M) 

is a filtered quasi-isomorphism, so the lemma will follow if we show that the 
composite u o ip is also. We have the following commutative diagram, in 
which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms: 

P), A,) = 4 FY,s.(Ei+°--l(k",P),M) 

I I 
(Q$,/s ® &9 Ay[-n}) —> FY/s,Hn{G^n K';,„M) 

№,/s®GT°PE',Ay[-n-j}) —> FY/s,Rn(Gi°PK^M[-j-n}) 

Now Mazur's formula (1.2.7) for the Cartier operator shows that the bottom 
arrow is just the Cartier isomorphism (7.2.2.1), and the lemma follows im
mediately. I 

Since the filtrations with which we are working are not finite, we still 
have a little work to do to finish the proof of the theorem. Note that 
pj-a+i G l J ^ = o, and Pj~b Gr^y E' = G^Ay E'. It follows that 

pj-*H+d G r j ^ fri = 0 a n d pi-6 G l j ^ #/ = G l J ^ 

so that the filtration induced by P on Grj^ X ' is finite. Similarly, the fil
tration induced by Dec P on Gr^ K" is finite. We conclude that \I> induces 
quasi-isomorphisms: 

# : P ' Gr* y K' -+ Dec P ' Gxk

M K" 

for all j and k. Taking > 6+d and j = 0 and noting that MkK" C P ° # ' = 
if' and Dec P°K" C if", we find quasi-isomorphisms: 

^.GxkK'^FYIStGxkK" 

Moreover, for these large k, AY

+1E' = pAY/sE' and Mk+1E" = pMkE", so 
we see that the map 

*: Ak

Y/sK' -» Fy/s*MkK" 
induces a quasi-isomorphism when reduced modulo p. As both the source 
and target complexes are p-adically separated and complete, we conclude 
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that the arrow itself is a quasi-isomorphism for large k. In other words, we 
have shown that for large k, the map V:P°A$/SK' -* Dec P°MkK" is a 
quasi-isomorphism. Now it is clear from (4.4.1) that W is a bifiltered quasi-
isomorphism. • 

Lemma (4.4.1) implies that for any a C Z x Z we obtain a quasi-
isomorphism 

tf„: (# ' , Ay, P)a -* FY,s*{K\ M, DecP)a * FY/S.(K, P, DecN)*. 

In fact, \I> induces an isomorphism of L-filtered objects, as described in 
(4.1.5). Note that {K,P,DecN)a ^ (K,DecN, P)a>, where & is the trans
pose of a. As Dec N is G-transversal to (p), we can also express this in terms 
of 1-gauges, using equation (4.3.4.3). Recall from (4.2) that e' is defined by 
e'(i) =: e(—i) — i. We find the following result, which will be useful when we 
attempt to globalize Theorem (7.2.1). 

7.2.5 Corollary: For any a C Z x Z, and any 2-gauge e we obtain quasi-
isomorphisms 

*„: (K'y.js, Ay, P)a - FY/S*{K';/S, M, Dec P)a {KY/S, Dec N, P)„,. 

'js ~~> FY/S* Dec Ne KY/s-

These maps are compatible with inclusions given by r C o (resp. e > 6), 
and in fact define isomorphisms of L-filtered objects. 

7.3 The main theorem 
We are now ready for a global formulation of Theorem (7.2.1). In this section, 
"tame" will mean with respect to the control function ( ), and we let G 7 

denote the set of all ( )-tame gauges. 

7.3.1 Theorem: Let <I>: F^/sE' —> E be an admissible F-span on X/S, and 
let (Ef, A) be the associated T-crystal on X'/S. For any tame gauge e, let 

Dec' NeRuX/s*E =: Dec Ne'RuX/s*E. 

Then Fx/s induces a natural isomorphism in the derived category of G7-
Sltered objects: 

*G 7: (Rux>/s*E', AQJ FX/s*(RuX/s*E, Dec7 NGJ. 
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In particular, for each tame e, we have a natural isomorphism in the derived 
category: 

#c: AeRux>/s*E' -> FX/s* Dec N€'RuX/s*E, 

compatible with the distinguished triangles associated with any inequality 
6>e. 

Proof: The first step is the construction of the arrow. We begin by doing this 
in a generalization of a lifted situation, which we shall call a "fundamental 
thickening of Frobenius." Suppose that X C Y is an embedding of X into 
a logarithmic formal scheme which is integral and logarithmically smooth 
over 5, and let Y/x denote the exact formal completion of Y along X (c.f. 
section (1.1)). Let Fy0/s' Y0 —• Y¿ be the exact relative Frobenius morphism 
ofYo/S, and suppose that Y' is a lifting of YQ. Then a morphism F from Y/x 
to Yjx, induces a morphism Fp on divided power envelopes D —> Df. If the 
reduction of F modulo p is the exact relative Probenius morphism of DQ/S 
we shall say that Fp\ D —> D' is a "fundamental thickening of Probenius." 

Note that if X C Y is an exact embedding of X into an integral logarith
mic formal scheme over S, then it is easy to see from Kato's construction of 
the exact relative Frobenius map that the square 

X *x/s X 

Y0 Yo 

is Cartesian. 

7.3.2 Lemma: Suppose that D and D' are fundamental thickenings of X 
and X' and that F: D —• D' is a fundamental thickening of Frobenius. Then 
the natural map 

ri:E'D,^F.F*E'D9*E'i) 

takes A^E'w into M\E"D. 

Proof: This statement can be checked locally, so we may and shall assume 
that all our schemes are affine. In the case of the constant span, our lemma 
just says that F* takes the ideal jj^l to (p)M. This is well-known but its 
proof is worth repeating. Because F* is a PD-homomorphism, it suffices to 
show that it maps Jpf into pOp. But the ideal Jp' is the PD-ideal generated 
by the ideal of X' in Y 7, and this ideal is generated by KY/SJX> If is any 
section of JX, EY/S^Y/sa = aP- But ap = p!aw in OD, as required. 
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For a general admissible F-span <I>, our lemma is true by construction 
when (D, F) is a lifted situation. In general, suppose D is the PD-envelope 
of an exact closed immersion j : X —* Z, with Z/S smooth. Choose a map 
g\ Z/x —> Y such that g o j is the inclusion X —• V; since X = >o the map 5 
is necessarily log smooth. In fact it is even classically smooth, since Z/x has 
the log structure induced from Y. Let g'Q: Z'0/Xt —• X' be the pullback of go 
via 7ry0/s; then the natural map Z0/x —> Z'o/xf *s the exact relative Frobenius 
map of ZQ. Because Y'/S is log smooth, we can find a lifting g'\ Z'/X> —» Y1 

of 5Q, and g' will also be formally smooth. Then because g' is smooth we can 
find a map G: Z/x —• Z'/X, lifting the relative Frobenius morphism of ZQ/SO 
and such that the following diagram commutes: 

Z/x Z'/Xi 

X —* Y 1!$ Y' 

Let us use the same letter G to denote the map D —• D' it induces. We have 
the following commutative diagram: 

9*FY/SAY>E'YI Z X 

G*g'* A\rfE'D, M\E"D 

G*g'*E'D, ED 

The filtration AD> of E'D, is the saturation of the filtration g'*Ay* with respect 
to the PD-ideal of X' in D', so it suffices to check that for any i and j , 
0 takes J^\g'*A\rfE'D, into M^E'^. As we have observed, G* maps J^! into 
(p)W, and hence J^U^E^, into (p)^AfJ£^ C M^jE'^ Thus, the lemma 
is true when F = G. 

To prove the general case, we use the commutative diagram 

F*E'D, G*E'D, 

E"D 
id Eh 

as well as the explicit formula (1.1.8.6) for e in terms of a logarithmic coordi
nate system {m'i : i = l , . . . n } on 7. Because F and G are both fundamental 
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thickenings of relative Frobenius, F*m'i = \(ui)G*m!i with U{ G 1 + pOr> for 
all i Write Ui = psi + 1 . Then if e is a local section of E'D, we have, in the 
notation of (1.1.8): 

eF*(e) = E(PS)[I]^(^(DI)E) = ^ / ' 5

7 G*(V(a 7 )e) = ^ V ^ V ^ e ) . 
/ / / 

Now suppose that e G A^E^,. Since the filtration Ap* is Griffiths transversal 
to V, 

V(9/)e =: n I I (V(ft) " G A*"! 7^,, 

and since p^ G (p)H7H and is saturated with respect to (p,7), it follows 
that p[/l<9/e G AK

D,E'D,. As we showed above, eGG*AK

D,E'D, C M*££, and it 
follows that 0G(eF*(e)) G MKE"D,. The diagram now shows that OpF*(e) G 

Warning: It is not true that the image of (Fx/sYcHs^E1 —• E" is con
tained in Mj^E". This would require that the above lemma be true for any 
pair of objects T G Cns(X/S) and V G Q>rvs(X' jS) and any morphism 
F\T —* T? covering the relative Frobenius map U —> U', not just for for 
fundamental thickenings of Frobenius. 

We first construct the arrow \I>g7 when X admits a fundamental thick
ening of Frobenius, coming from FY/S: Y/x —» Yjx,. Let T and T' be the PD 
envelopes of X in Y and Y', respectively, and let us also denote by Fy/s the 
morphism T —• T' induced by Fy/s- We obtain a map 

r\Y\ E'T, —• FY/S*E'T. 

Now in the derived category, the morphism induced by Fx/s on crystalline 
cohomology can be identified with the map: 

Fy/s' Ky>/s Fy/s*Ky/S 

7.3.3 Claim: Let a =: a(e) (c.f (4.2.1)) and let a' be its transpose. Then 
Fp/S sends the subcomplex AeKy>/s of the complex Kf

Y,/S into 

(Fy/s*Ky/s, M, Dec* P)a £ (Fy/s.Ky/s^P^N). 
= {Fy/sJ<Y,s,Vec*N,P)al 
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It suffices to prove that each p€^AkKy maps into the aforementioned com
plex. This will follow from Lemma (7.3.2) and the fact that Fy/S is divisible 
by pq on fiy,/5. 

F$/s{p*k)AkK')q = F^/s{p<k)Ak'qK'q) 

c peWpqM!~qK"q 

C p<k)pqTp^Mk-q^K"q 

C M f c " i + y > + c ( / l ) n vfl+W+tW K"q. 

Since e is tame, we have e(k) + (j) > e(k — j ) , and hence 

Mk-j+(j)+e(k) upq+(j)+e(k) K"q C ^ Mk~Mk~j) n pq+<k-fiK"q 

c E k i= a Mi+e(i)upq+e(i) K"q 

C (tf",M,Dec*P)£. 

This proves the claim. 
To construct the arrow of the theorem, we note that we have a natural 

bifiltered morphism 

( t f y / 5 ,Dec7V,P) (KY/SiDec*NyP) (7.3.3.1) 

which I claim is a bifiltered quasi-isomorphism. This is a local question, and 
is independent of the choice oiY/S. As we have proved it in the case of a 
lifted situation (7.2.3), it is true in general. Because the filtration Dec AT is 
G-transversal to p, we can identify {KY/s, Dec Af, P)a> with Dec Ne'Ky/s for 
every e (4.3.4.3). Making this identification and composing the map in the 
claim with the inverse of (7.3.3.1), we obtain a map 

YGy : (RuX'/* E', AGy) ^(KY/s,Dec'NGi). 

This completes the construction of the arrow \ I>G 7 when X admits a fun
damental thickening of Frobenius. Let us review explicitly the sense in which 
it is independent of the choices involved. If X —• Yi for i = 1,2 are two closed 
immersions into integral log smooth 5-schemes with fundamental thickenings 
of Frobenius F*: Yyx —• Y{/x'i ^ e n we can â so embed X into Y = : Yi xsY2, 
and it is clear that F\ x F2 induces a fundamental thickening of Frobenius 
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on the divided power envelopes. The projection morphisms Y —• Y{ then 
induce quasi-isomorphisms compatible with the arrows constructed above. 
Now quite generally, we can find an open cover of X such that each open 
subset admits a fundamental thickening with a lifting of Frobenius, and the 
compatibilities allow us to construct \I>G 7 for the associated simplicial scheme 
X9. Thus the arrow exists in general. Moreover, the question of whether or 
not it is a quasi-isomorphism is local and independent of the choice of the 
embeddings. Thus, to prove that our global arrow is a quasi-isomorphism 
we may work locally, in a lifted situation y. We are therefore reduced to the 
situation of (7.2.5) and the theorem is proved. I 

7.3.4 Example: Suppose that E' is a locally free crystal of (9x/w-modules, 
let E =: E" =: F^/SE', and take $ to be the identity map. Then $: E" -> E 
is an F-span, and it is apparent that M and N are just the usual p-adic 
filtrations. In this case, Theorem (7.3.1) says that there is a canonical filtered 
quasi-isomorphism 

Rux>/s*{E\P) Fx,s*{Rux/S*F*X/SE', DecP). 

This case has been used recently (and independently) by K. Kato in his 
forthcoming study [18] of the cohomology of F-gauges, which is closely related 
to our results here. 

7.3.5 Corollary: Let Fx/SE' —> E be an admissible F-span on X/S, of 
level within [a, b], 

1. In the filtered derived cateeorv we have natural isomorvhisms: 

(Gr°P RuX'/SE', A) r D e c N 
Rux/StE,P) 

il>i:(Gri

AGi?PRux>/s*E') rDec AT 

Gr0

PRuX/s*E). 
2. Ifj<p + a, we have an isomorphism: 

{Rux>/s*AjE',P) -> ({DecN)-jRux/s.E,DecN[-j}) 
(Rux,/St(AjE')®FP,P) -» (((DecN)->Ru x / s*E) ® F p , Dec N[-j]) 

3. If j < p + a — 1, then we also have an isomorphism: 

RuX'/s*(Gvi

AE',P) - (Gr^yv Rux/StE, Dec N[-j}) 
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Proof: Write K' and K for RuX'js*E' and FX/S*RuX/S*E, respectively. For 
each k G Z let 

/ 1 if 2 < 
l f c W = : \ 0 i f i > * / 

It is easy to compute the corresponding subsets of Z x Z (4.2.1): 
W(l'k) = jf[lk) = 0 x [k, oo) U [1, oo) x Z, 

and 

a(c;) = [l,oo) x Z. 

Using equation (4.3.4.3) we find that 
Dec N<K = Dec NlK and Dec Nl'*K = Dec JV°# n PkK + Dec JV1/^. 

We find a commutative diagram 

A*K' —» Al"K' —» AkGv°PK' 

i* Ï* [<& 
F.DecWK —» F.Dec N°KnPkK —. F . P ^ G r ^ t f 

Passing to associated graded complexes, we find isomorphisms: 

GTk

AGr°PK'-+Grk

PGT°DecNK. 

Now using the G-transversality of Dec TV to (p) we see that 

Grp Gr̂ ec^ K = Grp Gr D* c N A = Grp GrD* c A r K. 

This completes the proof of (7.3.5.1). 
For any e E G, let e = : e A c€(a) and e = : 6 A c ^ . Then e »-> e and 

e n e are lattice homomorphisms and t = Using the fact that <£ has level 
within (a, oo) one verifies easily that 

ATK' = 4 e Jf' and Dec Ne-K ^ Dec NeK 

Let denote the maximal tame gauge which vanishes at j . If j < p + a, 

= (U ~ i) V 0) A (j - a) = (7j V cb)(t) 

so Ij = dj V Co. Hence our involution C H C ' takes 

Zj\/ck i • C^VCQVC^ 

+ 1 V Cfc ' • £j + 1 V 4 V 4 
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But we have 

Dec №jVc°Vc'kK £ fp Dec N~jK n Dec TV*"^. 

For fixed j and varying fc, ^AljWckEf} cuts out the filtration P induced 
on AkE\ while {Dec7V^Vc°Vc*} cuts out the filtration N induces on p> fl 
Dec N°Rux/s*E- Using the G-transversality of DecN to p, we can identify 
this with the filtration induced by N[—j] on Dec N~jRux/s*E. The remain
ing statements follow easily. I 

7.3.6 Corollary: If <$>: Fx/s^' —* E is an admissible F-span on X/S, then 
$ induces an isomorphism 

Rux'/s+E* Fx/s*(DecN)0RuX/s*E. 

Proof: This follows by applying (7.3.5.2) with j = 0. I 

7.3.7 Corollary: Let $: Fx/SE' E be an admissible F-span on X/S, of 
level within [0, b], and let \P: RuX'is*E' —• FX/s*Rux/s*E be the natural map 
induced by $ and Fx/s, as in (7.3.1). Then if d is the relative dimension of 
X/S, there is a canonical morphism in the derived category 

V: FX/s*RuX/s*E—>Rux>is*E' 

such that and ^ oV are each multiplication by pb+d. For any integer 
q >0, we can also find a morphism 

Vq- FX/s* (r<qRux/s*E) —>r<q (Rux'/s*E') 

such that Vq o (r<q^) and (r< g*) o Vq axe multiplication by pq+b. 

Proof: Applying (7.3.6), we may and shall identify the morphism \I> with the 
morphism (Dec N)°Rux/s*E —• Rux/s*E. To simplify the notation we shall 
write K for Rux/s*E. 

Notice that since $ has level within [0,oo), N°E C P°F, and it follows 
that (Dec N)°K C P°K = K. For any j > 0, multiplication by pP induces a 
map 7: (Dec N)~jK —• (Dec N)°K. Thus, for any e > 0, we find a commu
tative diagram 

(Dec AT)0*: —• (BecN)-B-EK K 

(Dec N)°K {DecN)°K —> K 
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in which the composite map along the top has been identified with \I>. We 
shall see below that when e = d, the map /3e is an isomorphism, and we 
can define V to be 7 o /J" 1 . Taking e = q, we find a similar diagram after 
applying the truncation functor r<9, and we shall also see that r<ql3q is an 
isomorphism. Thus our corollary follows from the following lemma. 

7.3.8 Lemma: The inclusion maps 

(Dec N)-b-dRuX/s*E —> Rux/S*E 
T<q [(Dec N)~b~qRuX/s*E^ —+ r<qRux/s*E 

are isomorphisms, in the derived category. 

Proof: Let us consider the map (3e: (Dec N)~b~"eK —> K, where e > 0. To 
prove that is an isomorphism, it will suffice to prove that each GrJ^^ K 
is acyclic if i < — b — d; to prove that T<q((3q) is an isomorphism, it will suffice 
to prove that r<q G r ^ ^ K is acyclic if i < — b — q. It even suffices to prove 
that each Gr^w Gr̂  K = GI^N Grp K is acyclic if j > 0 and z < -b-d, 
and evidently it suffices to prove this if j = 0. A similar statement holds for 
the truncations. But (7.3.5.1) tells us that 

Gx^GrlK^Gr-JGrlK'. 

which is the Kodaira-Spencer complex (6.2.1) of E' on X'/S0. This complex 
looks like: 

Gr6

A EX. ® Q^b

So -> Grjf1 E'x, ® Q - ^ 1 GrTd E'x, 8> 0 £ 7 * 

This complex vanishes when i < —b — d. If i < — b — q the complex begins 
beyond degree q, and in particular is killed by r<q I 

7.4 Cohomological consequences 
Suppose now that X/So is proper in addition to being logarithmically smooth 
and integral, and that $ is an admissible F-span on X/S\ for simplicity of 
notation we suppose that S is affine. We have a natural map 

#: RuXf/s*E' Fx/s*RuX/s*E. 

Passing to cohomology, we obtain an O -̂linear map 

$*: Hq(X'/S, E') Hq(X/S, E) (7.4.0.1) 
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Let e =: min(d, q); then it follows from (7.3.7) that there is a natural map 

VQ: HQ(X/S, E) HQ(X'/S, E') 

such that Vq o and $ 9 o are multiplication by pe+b. Letting I / 9 denote 
the quotient of HQ by its p°°-torsion, we see that $ q defines a p-isogeny of 
C?5-modules. We have proved 

7.4.1 Proposition: If X/SQ is proper and of relative dimension d, with S 
affine, and if FX/SE' ~^ E J S a n admissible F-span on X/S of level within 
[0,6], then we obtain a p-isogeny 

I 9 : TP (X'/S, E') TP (X/S, E) 

of level within [0, e], where e =: min(d, g). I 

Our main result in this section tells us that, under suitable conditions, 
formation of the filtration A and N is compatible with passage to cohomol
ogy. It can be regarded as the cohomological version of our generalization of 
Mazur's fundamental theorem to the case of coefficients in an F-span. First 
we must investigate the behavior of two spectral sequences associated to an 
F-span, the analogs of the Hodge and conjugate spectral sequences [23] for or
dinary De Rham cohomology in characteristic p. Recall from (6.2.2) that the 
spectral sequence associated with the filtered object (E'0, A) on Cris(X/5o) 
can be written 

E\\E', A) s ir+W/So, Gr\ E'Q) S W(X, n*,/s) =• fP+^X/S*, E'Q), 

where by definition (6.2.2.1) Q^'/s = : Rux/s+ Gr\ EQ[I\. We call this spectral 
sequence the "Hodge spectral sequence" associated to the F-span (E, <I>). 

We can also consider the filtered sheaf (E0,N) on Cris(X/S) and the 
associated spectral sequence 

£iJ'(£o, AO = Hl+i(X/S, Grjv E0) => Hi+j(X/S, E0). 

However it is more useful for us to look at the spectral sequence associated 
to (RuX/s*E0,DecN): 

EIJ(RuX/s*E0,DecN) * IT*(X/S,Gr*DecNRuX/s.Eo) Hl+j(X/S, EQ). 

Using (7.3.5.1) and (6.2.2.1), we see that 

Fx/s* Gr*DecN Rux,s.Eo * Gtf Rux.,s*K = ^/M-
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Thus the Eij term of the above spectral sequence is canonically isomorphic 
to H2i+i(X', ttg'/s). If we set i' = : 2i + j , f = : - i , and 25).'J* = : E$Lu t h e n 

we can write our spectral sequence as 

^ ^ ' ( x / > n g / s ) ^ Hi,+ï(X/S,E0). 

We shall call this spectral sequence the "conjugate spectral sequence" asso
ciated to an F-span. To summarize: 

7.4.2 Proposition: Suppose X/S0 is proper and that <ï>: Fx^sE
f —» E is 

an admissible F-span on X/S, with S affine. Then there are two spectral 
sequences (with corresponding Gltrations on the abutments), called respec
tively the "Hodge" and "conjugate" spectral sequences (and Gltrations): 

EF{E,*)~H\X\W^IS) =• H^(Xf/S,Ef

0) 

^{E,$)^H\X\WKIS) =• H^(X/S,E0). 

Here is the main result of this section. 

7.4.3 Theorem: Suppose X/SQ is proper and that ^\FXjSE' —> E is an 
admissible F-span on X/S, with S affine. Suppose that n is an integer for 
which the cohomology groups HN(X/S,E) and HN+L(X/S,E) are p-torsion 
free and that in the conjugate spectral spectral sequence (7.4.2), = F ^ 
whenever i + j = n. Let (HN(X/S, E), N) and {HN{X/S, E'), A) denote the 
filtered objects attached as in (5.1.2) and (5.2.13) to the F-span on S/S: 
$n: HN(X/S, E') HN(X/S, E). 

1. The groups HN(X'/S, E') and Hn+1 {X'/S, E') are p-torsion free, and in 
the Hodge spectral sequence we have El{j(E, <I>) = E^(E, <I>) whenever 
i+j = n. 

2. There are natural isomorphisms: 

HN{XIS,Dec N*E) * lTH^X/S.E) 

IIN(X'./S,AiE') = AiHN{X,/S,E') 

Proof: Since Dec TV is G-transversal to (p), we can view (if, Dec N) =: 
(Rux/s*E, Dec N) as a G-structure; it has level within [—6,00). The tor
sion hypothesis says that HQ(X,RuX/s*E) is p-torsion free for q = n and 
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n + 1 , and our hypotheses on the conjugate spectral sequence is equivalent 
to the assertion that for each i, the sequence 

0 -> Hn((DecNYK0) -> Hn(K0) Hn(K0/(Dec NyK0) -+ 0 

is exact, or equivalently, that the maps 

H%(DecNyKo)-^№(Ko) 

are injective for q = n and n + 1 . Since X is quasi-compact, our functors 
also commute with direct limits, and so the hypotheses (4.4.3) hold, with 
t = p, A = Dec Nj and H the hypercohomology functor. We conclude that 
the maps 

HQ(X, (Dec N){Rux/s.E) -> HQ(X/S, E) 

are injective for q = n and n + 1. Furthermore, the corresponding filtration 
on HN(X/S, E) defines a G-structure, and in particular is G-transversal to 

Recalling that (7.3.6) tells us that if> induces an isomorphism 

E' -* Fx/St{BecN)0Rux/s.E, 

we see that the map $«: Hq(X'/S, E') -» Hq{X/S, E) is injective for q = n 
and n+1. It follows that Hn(X/S, E') and Hn+1(X/S, E') are p-torsion free. 

By corollary (7.3.5.1), we have for every i a commutative diagram 

ff"(fGi6.„K) - . H"(.gr^„K) - . ff"(Gr»D„NR'/P'GrJ„„A') 

I I I 
H^GilK') -> Hn(Gx%K') -> Hn(Gx% K,/AI Gr°P K') 

in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms induced by i/fi. But Corol
lary (4.4.7) tells us that the top sequence is short exact, and it follows that 
the bottom sequence is also. This implies that E\'J(E, $) = E)£(E, $) when
ever i + j = n. Now we can again apply (4.4.3), this time to the G 7 struc
ture defined by (E',A). We conclude that the maps HQ(X'/S,A{E') 
HQ(X'/S,E') are injective and define a filtration on HN(X'/S,E') which is 
G-transversal to (p,7). 

We have now proved that HN(X, (Rux/s*E, Dec NQ)) defines a gauge 
structure and that HN(X/S, (E\ AQJ) defines a tame gauge structure. Fur
thermore, our main theorem (7.3.1) identifies the restriction of the former to 
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G 7 with the latter. Our formulas follow formally from this. It is not difficult 
to be explicit. First of all, we can identify the image of 

Hn(X'/S, Ef) -> Hn(X/S, E) 

with the image of Hn{X,DecN°RuX/s*E), and hence N°Hn(X/S,E) with 
Hn(X,DecN°RuX/s*E). As the filtration on Hn(X/S,E) induced by the 
filtration Dec AT on Hn(X,Rux/s*E,) is G-transversal to p and agrees in 
level 0 with the filtration N, the two must coincide. Furthermore, we can 
identify Hn{X'/S, AkE') with Hn(X'/S, Ae"E'). Now 

Hn(X'/S,A"-E') a Hn(X/S,DecNe'i°Rux/s.E) 

- Y,pek{j)+iN~iHnixls'E) 
i 

= £ P * ( < ) [jWiX/S, E) n N°Hn(X/S, E)] 
i 

^ 52p^i)($n)-l[piHn(X/S,E)] 
i 

s Y,p(k~i)MiHn(x'ls>E') 
i 

This is precisely the definition of the filtration M1 on Hn(X/ S,E'). Since 
FS/s is the identity map, M1 = A, and our proof is complete. I 

When we are working over a field it possible to make a statement even 
in the presence of p-torsion. For the sake of simplicity in our statements we 
shall assume that X/S0 is perfectly smooth (c.f 1.2.3). 

7.4.4 Corollary: Suppose that X is logarithmically smooth and proper 
over a perfect Held k endowed with a fine logarithmic structure and that 

Fx/WEf —> E is an admissible F-span on X/W. Suppose n is an integer 
such that the p-torsion subgroups of H*(X'/W, E') and ofHq(X/W, E) have 
the same length when q = n and when q = n + 1. Then the Hodge spectral 
sequence of (E, <I>) degenerates at E\ in degree n if and only if the conjugate 
spectral sequence of (2?, <I>) degenerates at E2 in degree n. In particular, this 
equivalence holds if <I>: F^yWE —» E is an F-crystal and if X/k is perfectly 
smooth. 

Proof: Let us note first that if $ is an F-crystal and X/k is perfectly smooth, 
then the exact Frobenius diagram is Cartesian and E1 = ir^^sE. Hence 
Hi(X,/W,E') = FhH\X/W,E), so that in this case the two cohomology 
groups certainly have isomorphic p-torsion. In any case, we know from (7.4.1) 
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that the cohomology groups H%is{X'/W, E') and H?ris(X/W, E) have the 
same rank, and if they also have the same torsion it follows from the universal 
coefficient theorem that the fc-vector spaces Hn(X'/h, E'Q) and Hn(X/k, Eo) 
have the same dimension. Now the Hodge spectral sequence degenerates at 
Ex in degree n if and only if 

hn(X'/k,E'0) = £ hj(X',WE,/s), 
i+j=n 

and the conjugate spectral sequence degenerates at E2 if and only if 

hn(X/k,E0) = E ti(X',tiEys). 
i+j=n 

These are now obviously equivalent. I 

7.4.5 Remark: It is clear from the proof of (7.4.4) that if both the Hodge 
and conjugate spectral sequences of an F-span degenerate, then conversely 
the p-torsion submodules of Hq(X/W, E) and Hq(X'/W, E') have the same 
length. Thus the hypothesis on p-torsion is necessary; in (8.4.3) we give an 
example to show that it is not superfluous. 

7 .5 Higher direct images 

Suppose that f:X —> Y is a smooth morphism of log smooth and integral 
So-schemes and let $:Fx/SE' E be an F-span on X/S. From the com
mutative diagram 

X X' 

Y Y' 
one obtains a morphism 

FY/sRqfcris*E' -* fflfcris*Fx/sE' 

of sheaves on Cris (Y/S). Composing with the map obtained by applying the 
functor RqfCris* to the morphism (I>, we obtain a map 

V:FY/sB.«fCTistE'-*R«fCTistE. 

With further hypotheses, we shall see- that <I>9 defines an admissible F-span 
on Y/S. 
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7.5.1 Theorem: Suppose that X and Y are as above and that f:X—>Y is 
perfectly smooth. Let <I>: FX^SE' —* E be a locally free F-span on X/S which 
is uniform in a neighborhood of Rx/s (and hence admissible by (5.2.9)). Fix 
an integer n, and consider the following conditions: 

1. The sheaves Rq f'cristE' are locally free for q>n. 

2. The conjugate spectral sequence for the F-span $X/Y on X/Y degen
erates at E2 in degree n, i.e. ~E?2 = whenever i + j = n. 

3. The sheaf Rqf'X>/Y'* ^TA F'0 is acyclic for Fy/S, i.e. 

Tor?Y'(Rqfx,/Y, GvA tf0> FY/S>OY) 

vanishes for i > 0 . 
Condition (1) implies that <&n defines a nondegenerate F-span on Y/S, of 
width at most the width of <&x/s plus dim(X/Y). If all three conditions are 
satisfied, then the T-crystal (ElA) =: ax/s{$) on X'/Y and the morphism 
/': X' -> Y' satisfy the hypotheses of (6.3.2), and (Rnf'cris,E', A) defines an 
admissible T-crystal on Y'. Furthermore, the F-span <I>N is admissible, and 

aY/s(Rnm = RnfcHs*(aX/sm-

Proof: We work locally on Y, with the aid of local liftings (y, Fy/s) of Y 
and its relative Frobenius morphism. Let l> denote the F-span Fx/yE —• E 
deduced from <I> as in ( 5 . 2 . 1 4 ) , and let n =: TTX'/Y'/S- AS explained in 
( 5 . 2 . 1 4 ) , $ is again admissible, and its corresponding T-crystal (E, AX/Y) 
is 7r*(E',Ax/s)' We have a commutative diagram: 

FY/sRqfcTis*F' —> Rqfcris*Fx/SFf —• Rqfcris*E 

Rqfcris*E > RqfcrisFx/yF —> Rqfcris*F 
Then ( 7 . 4 . 1 ) , with S replaced by y, shows that the arrow along the bottom 
is a p-isogeny of level at most the level of $ plus the relative dimension of 
X/Y. 

Condition ( 1 ) implies that formation of RnfCTis* commutes with base 
change and defines a locally free crystal of CV/s-modules c.f. [4, 7 .12] and 
[20, 6 . 1 2 ] . Since / : X —> Y is perfectly smooth, the square 

X —• X' 

Y —> Y' 
1 5 3 
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is Cartesian. Thus the base changing arrow P'. Fy/sR71fcris*^' —• Rnfcris*F is 
an isomorphism. It follows that 3>n is a p-isogeny, whose level is as described. 

Now suppose that conditions (2) and (3) are also satisfied. We know 
from (7.4.2) that, in the spectral sequence attached to the filtered object 
(Grp E, AX/Y) and the morphism FX/Y, we have E\'J = E^ when i + j > n, 
and hence we can apply (6.3.2) to conclude that the maps 

fflfx/Y^EO-^fflfx/YTEO 
are injective when q>n. We need to descend this information to V, i.e., to 
prove that the maps 

RqFX*/Y'A%EQ-^R9 FX,/Y**E'0 

are also injective. Outside the support of Ry/s, the map Fy/s is faithfully 
flat, and so the only difficulty is local around the support of Ry/s- Since the 
inverse image by f'~l of this support is contained in the support of Rx'/s, the 
T-crystal (£', Ax/s) is uniform there, and in particular its associated graded 
is locally free. By descending induction we may and shall suppose that iq is 
injective when q > n. 

Thanks to our assumption that (1) holds for q > n, we know that the sheaf 
Rnfx'/Y'*EB LS acyclic for Fy/s- Let us assume, by induction on i, that the 
same is true of i?n/x'/y'.^ l^o; we may also assume that Rn+i FX,/y,mA%+1E'Q 

is acyclic. The injectivity of £ n + 1 implies that we have an exact sequence 

O^K^ Rnfx'/Y^AI+1EF

0 -> RnfXf/YUAIE,

0 - Rnf'x,/Y,. Gi\ E'0 - 0. 

We can conclude by condition (3) that the image / of Rnf'x,/YUAT+1E,

0 in 
RnfX,IYf+AIE'0 is also acyclic for Fy/s- It follows that the top row in the 
commutative diagram below is exact. 

0 —• Fy/SK —• Fy/sRnfx^Y^AL^LEQ —» Fy/SRnfx,/YUALE'0 

I I I 
0 - > iJ»/j t / y.i4 i+ 1Eb -> RnfX/YtA{Eo 

Our acyclicity assumptions for n + 1 imply that the vertical arrows are iso
morphisms, and it follows that FY/SK is zero. Since FY/s is faithful, K = 0 
and the map Rnfx,/Y,tAi+1E' -» Rnf'x,/YltAiE' is injective. It follows that 
Rnf'x'/Y'*Ai+1E' is also acyclic for Fy/s, and that the spectral sequence of 
(EQ, A) and the morphism f'x,/Y, degenerates at Ei in degrees > n. 
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Let us choose a local lifting Fy of Fy/s- An argument similar to the 
one we just made, but simpler, shows that the sheaves i^ /x ' /y '*^ ' are p-
torsion free for q > n. Furthermore, we see by descending induction on q 
and (1.3.7) that the sheaves Rqfx'/Y'*E> a r e locally free and commute with 
base change for q > n, and in particular that they form crystals on Y'/S. 
Thus the hypotheses of (6.3.2) are satisfied, and we conclude that the maps 
fflfx'/Y'*AiE' —* Rqf'x'/Y'*E' a r e injective and define a filtration which is 
G-transversal to (p, 7). In fact, an application of (4.4.3) shows that they 
remain injective when pulled back by Fy, and that the filtration they induce 
is G-transversal to (p, 7). It is now easy to conclude that the map 

F^f^y^E' -> ROfx/yAE 

is an isomorphism. But (7.4.3) tells us that RqfxjY(E,A) is just the filtra
tion M1 attached to This shows that the F-span $ q is admissible and 
completes the proof of the theorem. I 

7.5.2 Corollary: Suppose f: X —» Y is a perfectly smooth and proper mor
phism of smooth and integral log schemes schemes over So, with Y reduced. 
Suppose further that (£7, <I>) is a uniform F-T-crystal on X/S (5.3.1) such 
that for every n the sheaves Rnfcris*E are locally free on Oy/s and for ev
ery closed point y ofY, H^ris(X(y)/W(y), E(y)) is torsion free, and that 
the Hodge spectral sequence of (E(y), $(y)) degenerates at E\. Then the 
hypotheses and conclusion of (7.5.1) are satisfied for all n. 

Proof: Corollary (7.4.4) tells us that the conjugate spectral sequence of the 
restriction of (E, <I>) to every fiber of / degenerates at E2. Arguing as in the 
proof of (.6.3.4), we see that, locally on Y, the terms of the conjugate spectral 
sequence of (E, <[>) are locally free and commute with base change, and that 
the spectral sequence degenerates at E2. I 

The mixed characteristic analog of Corollary (7.5.1) concerns higher direct 
images of F-T-crystals. Recall (5.3.1) that if X/S^ is a smooth and integral 
log scheme, then an F-T-crystal on X/Sfl consists of an F-crystal 
on (Xo/S) together with a T-crystal (E, B) on X/S and an isomorphism 
**x/s((E,B)\x/s)^ax,s(*)-

7.5.3 Corollary: Let f: X —> Y be a perfectly smooth and proper mor
phism of smooth integral S^-schemes with log structure, and let (£?, B) be 
a locally free F-T-crystal on X/S which is uniform in a neighborhood of the 
support of Rx- Suppose that for some integer n, the F-span (E, <5) satisfies 
the following conditions: 
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1. The sheaves RqfCris*E are locally free for q >n. 

2. The conjugate spectral sequence for the F-span $X/Y on X/Y degen
erates at E2 in degree n, i.e. = £ ^ whenever i + j = n. 

3. The sheaf Rqfx'/Y,*GvAE0 is locally free in a neighborhood of the 
support of RY/S for q>n. 

Then (E,B) satisfies the hypotheses of (6.3.2), so that (Rnfcris*E,B) is a 
T-crystal on Y/S, and 

f cris* F > R f cris* F 

is an F-crystal on Y/S. Furthermore, (RnfcriS*E,$N,B) defines an F-T-
crystal on Y/S, and in particular we have aY0/s{$n) — Rnfcris*otxQ/s{^)' 

Proof: Let (E, A) be the restriction of (E, B) to X0/S, so that by definition, 
its pullback (E',A) to X'/S is ax/s{$)- We argue the same way as in the 
proof of (7.5.1), using Fx and FY instead of FX/s and FY/s, to prove that 
Rnfcris*{Gr°P E, A) degenerates at E\ in degree n. Hence we can apply (6.3.2) 
to conclude that the maps R^fc^B^ —> RnfCHs*E are injective and define 
a T-crystal on Y/S. It follows from the compatibility (6.3.2) of the formation 
of restriction with higher direct images that the restriction of (Rnfcris*E, B) 
to Y0/S is the T-crystal (RN fcris*E, A), and condition (3) implies that 

K*Y,s(Rnfcris*E, A) 9* Rnfcns*(E\ A). 

Now (7.5.1) tells us that Rnf'cris>[E',A) ^ aY/s($n), and we conclude that 
the triple (RnfcristE, $ n , B) forms an F-T-crystal on Y/S. I 

We shall describe some applications of our results to Hodge and New
ton polygons (Katz's conjecture with coefficients in an F-crystal) in Sec
tion (8.3). 
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8.1 Liftings and splittings 

The idea that a lifting of a variety over k to W should cause its Hodge spectral 
sequence to degenerate may be originally due to Raynaud (oral communica
tion). The first results along these lines were obtained by Kato [19] and 
further developed by Fontaine-Messing [12], Deligne, and Illusie [7] and [17]. 
Faltings has also proved such results, with coefficients in a Fontaine module 
[9]. Here we attempt to generalize and unify these results using the language 
of F-T-crystals. 

We begin with a rudimentary discussion of deformations of T-crystals. 
Let us fix the following notation. Let S be a flat formal scheme over Spf W, 
endowed with a fine logarithmic structure (e.g. the trivial one). (Later we 
shall have to assume that the absolute Frobenius morphism of .So lifts, at 
least locally, to S, but we do not need this now.) Write Sfl for the reduction 
of S modulo p/i for any /i G Z +, and let So = S\ and 5^ = S. Let (X'/S^) 
be a logarithmically smooth and integral morphism of fine log schemes, and 
suppose that v G Z + U {oo} is greater than or equal to ¡1 and that Y'/S„ is 
a lifting of X'/Sfl) (formal if v = oo)). If (£", C) is a T-crystal on Y'/S and 
(£", B) is its restriction to X'/S, as defined in (3.3.1), we say that "(£*', C) 
is a lifting of (£', B) to Y'/S? Let t: X' -> Y' be the inclusion, and let / be 
the ideal of X' in Y' (i.e. (pfL)), with its natural divided power structure 7. 

Recall that a pair of filtrations (P, Q) on an object E is said to be "n-
opposed" if and only if for each j the natural map PjE © Qn~i+lE —> E is 
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an isomorphism. If this is the case, there are natural isomorphisms: 

0 PjE n Qn-jE ^ E ^ 0 G^p E ^ 0 Gr£-' E. 
j j 3 

If we start with a filtered object (E,P), giving a filtration Q which is n-
opposed to P is often called "splitting the filtration P." If (E, P, Q) is 
graded, we say that the pair of filtrations (P, Q) on E is "opposed" if and 
only if for each n the bifiltered object (En, P, Q) is n-opposed. Finally, one 
says that a triple (W, P, Q) of filtrations on E is "opposed" if and only if the 
pair of filtrations induced on Gr^ E by (P, Q) is opposed. (Of course, all 
these definitions are taken from [6].) 

Recall from (6.2.1) that if (£", B) is a T-crystal on Y'/S, we call GrB E' 
the Kodaira-Spencer sheaf of (E',B). We endow it with the filtrations 
I1 =: (/,7) and /, induced by the (/, 7)-adic and 7-adic filtrations of E 
respectively. Furthermore, we write E'm for the reduction of E' modulo pm, 
for any m E Z + . 

Proposition 8.1.1 (Kodaira-Spencer Decomposition) Let (E',B) be 
a T-crystal on X'/S and (E',C) a lifting of {E',B) to Y'/Su. Suppose 
that v — p + 6 and let JJ! = : min(/x, 6). Then, on the restricted crystalline 
site of Y'/S, 

1. If v = 00, the triple of filtrations icris*(B, C, 77) is opposed. 

2. For any v, the lifting (E', C) of (E', B) determines a functorial splitting 
of the I^-adic filtration on (Gr# E') <S> W^. In particular, it defines 
canonical isomorphisms 

0 Gr} i 7 Os ® Gr l

B -> (Gr£ E') ® W>. 

3. Ifn< p+a, then the lifting (E', C) determines a splitting of the filtered 
sheaf ((BnE') ® W^, I), and in particular an isomorphism 

[BnE'^] 0 [0Gr* B EfJ\ ^ (BnEf) ® W^. 
i<n 

Proof: Let us first observe that there is a natural isomorphism of sheaves on 
Cris(rVS): 

U F ' E ' S CnE+ICn-1E'+-• • l\n-^CiE'+I[n-i+1]Ci-1E'+-• •. (8.1.1.1) 
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Indeed, if V C T is an object of Gns(Y'/S), the divided powers of the ideal 
JT are by definition compatible with (p,7), and hence the ideal JT +P^OT 
of X' in T is a divided power ideal. Thus we can regard T as an object 
of Cris(X'/S), and in fact the value of iCTis*BnE' on T is just the value of 
BnE' on this object [4, p. 5.17]. Equation (8.1.1.1) now follows from the 
definition (3.3.1) of pullback of T-crystals. 

Now suppose that Z is any object of Rcris(Yf/S). It is clear from equa
tion (8.1.1.1) that the natural map: 

[l^-^E'z n BnE'z] 0 [ciE'z H BnE'z] -> BnE'z 

is surjective. If v = oo, (E'Z,C) is normally transversal to each (p*), by 
(3.3.3). Hence 

/[n-i+i]^ n CiE,z g jln-i+^^E'z C Bn+lE'z, 

proving the first statement. 
Of course when ¡1 = 00, (8.1.1.2) follows easily from (8.1.1.1). Namely, if 

we combine (8.1.1.2) and (6.2.3), we find 

Grn

BE' ^ 0 CiGvlE,nl^GrlE' 
i+j=n 

^ 0 G r j i 7 G r £ £ ' 
7 

= © Grji7C?s®Gr*B££ 
i+j =71 

In the more general situation of (8.1.1.2) we have to use a slightly different 
argument: the filtration C itself is too coarse. For each n, let we define a 
new filtration Cn on E' by setting j =: n — i and 

Cl

nE' =: CnE' + ICn-lE' + I^Cn'2E' + • • • J ^ C ^ C Bn£' 

Equation (8.1.1.1) shows that we still have 

Bn£' C QE" H BnE' + fi+l]E' H BnE'. 

We can apply compute I^^E'r\C\E' using the calculus of gauges. Namely, 
let (J, 7) = : ((p"), 7), and let g and /i be the control functions (4.2.2) defined 
respectively by (/,7) and (./,7); note that h(i) = #(z) + 16. The filtration 
C on E'z is G-transversal to («/,7) and compatible with (p) by (3.3.3). By 
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(4.3.4) it defines a G^-structure, where h is the control function associated 
with («/,7). Define 

€{k)=:{9(n-k) i£k>i 
w 100 if k < 1, 

and let eh be the /i-tame closure (4.2.4) of e. Then Cl

nE' = CeE' = C€hE'. 
Let c denote the constant gauge whose value is always g(j + 1), so that 
CCE' = J[n-i+i]£/. Then 

pg(j+1) Veh(k) Ck E' c I [j+1] Ci E C Bn+1 E 

which I claim is contained in p6BnE' + Bn+lE'. If k>i, 

ps(j+i)v€h(fc)^^./ c fi+^C^E' C J3 n + 1 £" . 

If fc < z, we have 

CFC(IFC) = : inf {e(tf) + h{k' - k) : k' > k} 
= inf {g(n - k') + h(k' -k):k'> i) 
= inf {g(n - k') + g{k' -k) + (kf - k)6 : k' > T} 

> g(n — k) + (i — k)6 
> g(n - k) + 8 

It therefore follows that 

pg(j+l)Veh(k)çk fi/ (- p6+g(n-k)£ikfir Q ̂ 6j[n-k]çkg ç_ p6 E'. 

We conclude that the filtrations Cl

n and (/, 7 ) are n-opposed on (Gr# E)(S>Ws, 
and (8.1.1) follows from (6.2.3) as before. 

If n < p+a, we use the same method to show that CL

N (defined analogously, 
but with the / in place of (/, 7 ) ) splits the filtration induced on BnE' by the 
7-adic filtration on E'. Everything is the same except when j = n — a = p—1. 
In this case we find 

P^E' fl CÏE' Ç I PÔLE? + pèBnE' Ç IBnE' + pbBnEl. 

Thus the two filtrations are n-opposed on (BNE'/IBNEF) ® W/t/, and again 
we are reduced to (6.2.3). • 

8.1.2 Corollary: Suppose that b+dimX'/S^ <n< p+a, and suppose that 
v > 2/x. Then a lifting (E',C) of (E, B) to Y' determines an isomorphism: 

RuXLLS*{BNE' ® Hg ^ Rux'/s* GYB E\L * 0 WE^/s[-i] 
i 
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Proof: Since 6 > ¡1, we have by (8.1.1.3) an isomorphism 

n-l 
BnE^ 0 0 Gr*B J5£ ^ BnE' ® 

i=a 

By (6.2.1), Rux'/s* Gr^ is quasi-isomorphic to the Kodaira-Spencer com
plex whose term in degree q is G^q Ex hence i s z e ro when j > 

b + dim X ' / S . Since n > b + dim X/S, this implies that Rux'/s* Gr^ is 
acyclic if j > n and that the natural map 

Rux'/s^E*^ -> J l u x 7 * Gr£ 

is an isomorphism. I 

8 .2 Decomposi t ion , degenerat ion, and vanishing the 
o r e m s 

We begin by discussing the conjugate filtration. This takes place in charac
teristic p, so we shall suppose that p = 1. Let Fx/s'X —• X' be the exact 
relative Frobenius morphism (1.2.3), with nx/s'-X' —• X the natural projec
tion. Let Y'/Su be a smooth lifting of X1/So. Notice that our result does 
not require a lifting of (E, B) to a lifting of Y of X/S, but rather a lifting of 
the pull-back (E', A) of (E, B) to Y'/S. 

Theorem 8.2.1 (conjugate decomposition) Suppose that $\Fx/sE' 
E is an admissible F-span on X/S of width strictly less than p — dim(X/So). 
Then ifv > 2, a lifting (E', C) of the T-crystal (E', A) =: ctX/s{$) to Y'/S 
defines a canonical splitting of the filtration (RUX/S*EQ, Dec N). In particu
lar, 

1. The conjugate spectral sequence (7.4.2) of (E,$) degenerates at E\, 
and the associated filtration on the abutment is canonically split. 

2. There is a canonical isomorphism: 

Rux'/s, GrA E'0 ^ FX/s*Rux/s*E0 

3. Suppose also that X/S is proper and that the cohomology sheaves 
Rqfx/s*E are p-torsion free when q = n and n + 1 . Then the cohomol
ogy spectral sequence of the filtered object (El, C) degenerates at E\ 
in degree n. 
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Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that the level of <I> is 
within [0,6], with b < p — dim(AySo). When n =: b + dim(X/50), we know 
by Lemma (7.3.8) that ifax/s* Dec N~nE = Rux/s*E, so the isomorphism 
(7.3.5.2) gives us a filtered quasi-isomorphism 

(Rux>ISMnE! <8> F P , P)) -> Fx/s.iRux/s+Eo, DecW[-n]). 

As we have seen in (8.1.1.3), the lifting of the T-crystal {E\A) =: Qx/5($) 
determines a splitting of the filtered object (Rux/s*AnE' ® F P ,F) , which 
translates into a splitting of the filtered object (Rux/s*E0, Dec N[—n]). This 
proves (8.2.1.1), and provides us with a canonical isomorphism 

Rux/s*(GrDecN E0) -> Fx/s*{RuX/s*E0). 

Composing with the isomorphism (GVARUX'/S+EQ) = GrDec;v Rux/s*E0) 
of (7.3.5.1), we obtain (8.2.2.2). Alternatively, we could could have used 
(7.3.5.2) and (8.1.2). The remaining statements (8.1.1.3) follow from (7.4.3) 
and (6.3.1). I 

Our next result is a generalization of the theorem of Deligne and Illusie 
[7] to the case of cohomology with coefficients in an F-T-crystal (E, <J>, B) on 
X/S (5.3.1). We use the same notation and hypotheses as in the previous 
section, except where otherwise noted. We work locally on S, and assume 
that .5 is affine and that we are given a lifting Fs to Sfl of the absolute 
Frobenius morphism of So- Then we can form as usual a Cartesian diagram 

X' X 

1 , 1 
s ^ s 

When X[is perfectly smooth, the corresponding relative Frobenius mor
phism on the reductions modulo p X0 —> X'Q is exact, so our notation will be 
consistent with that of the previous results. 

First some terminology. If R. is a ring and K is a complex of 72-modules, 
we say that K is "strictly decomposed in degree n" if d^ = d7^1 = 0, and 
we say that K is "perfectly decomposed in degree n" if and only if it quasi-
isomorphic to a flat complex K' such that K' is strictly decomposed in degree 
n. Similarly, if (K,B) is a filtered complex of i2-modules, we say (K, B) is 
"perfectly decomposed in degree n" if it is quasi-isomorphic to a filtered 
complex (#' , B) such that Gr# K1 and.tf' are flat with d\, = d7^1 = 0. Of 
course, this implies that each of the complexes BLK' and Gr# K' is strictly 
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decomposed in degree n also. Finally, we say that a filtered complex of 
quasi-coherent sheaves (K,B) on a scheme S is "perfectly decomposed in 
degree n" if there exists an affine open cover of S on which (K, B) becomes 
perfectly decomposed in degree n. Finally, we say that (K, B) is "perfectly 
decomposed" if it is so in all degrees. 

Theorem 8.2.2 (Hodge decomposition) Suppose that (E, <E>, B) is a 1-
F-T-crystal (5.3.2) on a perfectly smooth X/S0, of width less than p -
dim(X/S0). Then a lifting (E',C) of(Ef,AX/s) to a lifting ofX/SQ to S2  

deñnes functorial isomorphisms: 

L^X/SQRUX/S* GYB E0 = FX/s*R'u>x/s*Eo 

LF*SoRfx/s* GrB E0 9É RfX/s*E0. 
Furthermore, if X/S is proper, Rfx/s*(Eo, B) is perfectly decomposed. Con
sequently the spectral sequence of the ñltered object (E0, B) and the functor 
fx/s* degenerates at E\, and the sheaves of Os0-modules Rqfx/s* GrB EQ and 
Rqfx/s*Eo are locally free and commute with base change. I 

Proof: First observe that (E,B) is automatically uniform by (5.3.12). The 
first isomorphism is an immediate consequence of (8.2.1.2) and the isomor
phism 

L7r*x/s0

Rux/s* GrB EQ ^ R.ux>/s* GrAx/s E'Q. 
Applying Rfl, we obtain an isomorphism 

Rf'M*x/SoRux/s* GvB E0 -> RflFx/s.Rux/s.Eo * Rf*RuX/s*E0. 

Since X/S is perfectly smooth, it is flat [20, 4.5] and X1 is the pull-back of 
X by means of the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of So. Thus, the base 
change map 

LF^Rf.Rux/s* GrB E0 -> Rf'M*x/SoRux/s* GrB E0 

is also an isomorphism. Since Rfx/s* — Rf*Rv<x/s*, we obtain the desired 
isomorphism 

LF¡s0Rfx/s* GrB Eo = Rfx/s*E0. 
To prove that, in the proper case, Rfx/s*{Eo, B) is perfectly decomposed, we 
refine the argument of Deligne and Illusie, c.f. [17, 2.5]. Since (E,B) is uni
form, so is (E, Ax/s), and it follows that Rux/s*{Ex/s0, 4Y/S) is perfect as a 
filtered complex. That is, locally on S it can be represented by a bounded fil
tered complex of finitely generated flat So-modules, whose associated graded 
is also flat. Thus our statement follows from the following result. 
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8.2.3 Lemma: Let Rbe a noetherian local ring of characteristic p and with 
residue field k. Suppose that (K, B) is a filtered complex of R-modules such 
such that GIB K has finite tor-dimension and HX(GXB K) is finitely generated 
for all i > n, and suppose that there exists an isomorphism in the derived 

L 
category R <g>FR GTB K —> K. Then (K,B) is perfectly decomposed in 
degrees > n. 
Proof: If R is a field, it is clear that any complex is perfectly decomposed. 
We shall see below that a filtered complex (K, B) over a field is perfectly 
decomposed in degree n if and only if E\ij(K, B) = E^ whenever i + j = n. 
If R is local with residue field fc, we say that a complex is "minimal in degree 
n" if and only if K <S> k is strictly decomposed in degree n. We write hn(K) 
for the length of HN(K). 

8.2.4 Claim: Suppose R is an Artinian local k-algebra. Let (K, B) be 
a complex with a finite filtration which is bounded above and such that 

Hn(GrB K®k) has finite length. Then 

hn(K)<hn(GxBK®k)\gR, 

and the following are equivalent: 

1. (K, B) is perfectly decomposed in degree n. 

2. Hn(K) and Hn(GxB K) are free, their formation commutes with all 
base change, and furthermore E%i3(K, B) = E^ whenever i + j = n. 

3. hn(K) = hn(GrB K ® k) \gR. 

Proof: The only facts that require proof are the implication 3 implies 1 and 
the inequality. Replace (K, B) by a quasi-isomorphic filtered complex whose 
Gr is free; then K is also free, and we can use K to calculate filtered derived 
tensor products. Note that we have hn(K <g> k) < hn(GiB with equality 
if and only if the maps dn <8> idk and dn~l <g> idk are strictly compatible with 
the filtrations [6, 1.3.2]. If equality holds we say we are in the "strict case." 
Let y be a basis for the image of dn <8> idk, compatible with the filtration 
induced by B. Choose x in Kn ® k such that dnx = y. If dn (g> idk is strictly 
compatible with the filtration B, we may choose x such that Xj G BlKn <8>k 
whenever y^ G BlKn+1 <g> k. Now choose a lifting x of x (with the same 
property in the strict case). Consider the complex which is free in degree 
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n with basis x and free in degree n + 1 with basis dx. This is naturally a 
subcomplex of the complex K, is acyclic (resp., its Gr is acyclic ), and the 
quotient K' is also free. Furthermore, the map K —> K' is a (resp. filtered) 
quasi-isomorphism, and d^, ® idk = 0. Arguing the same way for d n _ 1 , we 
see that we may arrange for Kf <g> k to be strictly decomposed in degree n. 
Let r = : lg R. We have: 

rhn{GrB K®k)> rhn(K ®k) = rhn{K' ® *) = r lg(Km ® fc) = lg/T 1 

= hn{K') + lglm^T 1 + lglmd£, = hn(K) + lglmd^T1 + lglmdj, 

This implies that hn(K<g>k) lgR> hn(K). Furthermore, if we have equality, 
hn(GrBK <8> k) = / i n (if <8> fc), and we are in the strict case. Thus, our 
map (Ky B) —• (if', B) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism. Furthermore, d\, — 
d1^1 = 0, so that K' is strictly decomposed in degree n. 

It is now easy to prove the lemma. By a standard argument we may 
assume that GxB K* is finitely generated and free if i > n. Let us write Ff> for 

R<g)FR' Note first that both the hypothesis and the conclusion of the lemma 
are stable by derived base change R —> R . In particular, K =: K <8>R k 
satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma, and so hl(F£ Gr K') = hl(K') for i > n. 
But evidently h%(F£ Gr K') = hl(GxK'), and so the previous claim implies 

L 
that (K, B) <8> k is perfectly decomposed in degrees > n. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that the boundary maps of K <8> k vanisl 

L 
in degrees > n — 1. We now prove that the same is true of K <g) R! for ever} 
Artinian quotient R' of R, arguing by induction on the length r of R'. I: 
r > 1, the homomorphism FR> can be factored FR> = fog, where g: R' -> R! 
is a map to a proper quotient of R'. Hence the induction hypothesis applies to K <8> R". It follows in particular that g* GxB K is perfectly decomposed 

L 
and hence so is FR, GXb K. Let K' =\ K ® R'\ from the isomorphism 
FJe-GiB K'^K' we have 

AT(A J = n [r^t ur# A J = rAl"^,UrBA &> A:J = Til [r^[\JTB A 

= r/i n(GrB K <S> k) > hn(GrB K') > hn(K'). 
It follows that we have equalities everywhere, and in particular hn(K') = 
rhn(GrB K'), so (K', B) is strictly decomposed in degree n. I 
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We next discuss an analog and generalization of Faltings' theorems [9, 
§IVb], which provide the cohomology of an F-T-crystal in mixed charac
teristic with the structure of a Fontaine-module. We begin with a derived 
category result which uses the filtered derived gauge construction described 
in Section (4.5). 

8.2.5 Theorem: Suppose that X/S^ is perfectly smooth and that (J5, <l>, B) 
is a p-F-T-crystal on X/S of width less than p—dim(X/Sfl). Then associated 
to a lifting FsM of the Frobenius endomorphism of S0 to S^ and to liftings 
Y/Sp+i ofX/Sy, and (E, C) of (E, B) to Y/S, there is a natural isomorphism 

L^x/sT^Rux/s+E^B) —> Fx/s^Rux/s+E^ 

Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that <& is effective, with 
level contained in [0, 6]. Let m be b plus the relative dimension d of X/S^ and 
let e m denote the maximal p-tame gauge which vanishes at m. Write K for 
Rv>x/s*E and K' for Rux>/s*Ef. Then, using the fact that m < p as in the 
proof of (5.3.11.4), we find that DeeN€™K ^ pm Dec N~mK. Furthermore, 
the map Dec N~mK —* K is a quasi-isomorphism because m > b + d, by 
Lemma (7.3.8). 

On the other hand, by (4.5.3) the liftings of (£", B) and X define a quasi-
isomorphism 

T € m ( K ^ B) - > C e i n K 0 = B€mK (g) W,L 

and hence 

Lnx/sT*™(Klt, B) - Ln*x/SB(">K ® W» ^ A%/SK' ® W„. 

Furthermore, we may replace e m by L, as in the proof of (5.3.11.4). Combining 
this with the quasi-isomorphism 

Axo,sK' ® W» * FXu/s< Dec N^K 

of the main theorem (7.3.1), we obtain a quasi-isomorphism 

Lnx/sr(K„B)^Kft. 

By passing to cohomology we obtain the following result, which is essen
tially due to Faltings, in the context of Fontaine modules. (It follows from 
his [9, §IVb], combined with [9, 2.1].) We do get a slight improvement, since 
he seems to require a p — 2 in place of our p — 1. 
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8.2.6 Theorem: Suppose that, in the situation of (8.2,5), we also have that 
X/Sp is proper. Then given liftings as above to data over SM+i, 

1. The filtered complex (Rfx/s„* E^B) can be provided with the structure 
ip of a Fontaine-complex (5.3.6), depending naturally on the liftings. 

2. The inverse system Rqfcris*B can be endowed with a structure (j) of an 
object of MFV(S/W) (depending on the liftings to S^+i). 

3. Each Rqfx/sti*BiEfl is, locally on S^, isomorphic to a direct sum of 
sheaves of the form Os <8> for various p' < /i, and its formation 
commutes with base change to any S'/S which is Rat over W^. 

4. The maps Rvfx/s^E^-* RqfX/s^Bi-1Efl are injective and locally 
split. 

Proof: It is immediate to see that formation of TL commutes with base change 
and derived functors. Thus applying i?/ '* to the isomorphism provided by 
(8.2.5), we obtain 

Rf:Ln*x/sT(R,ux/s,*Efl,B) —> RflFxo/s^Rux/s^ 

i - i -
LF*sT^Rf>R.ux/sti*Efi, B) —* Rf>R.ux/s»*Efl 

[ • I -
LFSr(Rfx/s^E„ B) ^ Rfx/s^ 

This is the Fontaine-complex structure we are seeking; the rest of the theorem 
follows from Corollary (5.3.7). I 

8.2.7 Corollary: Suppose we are in the situation of Theorem (8.2.6) with 
fi = oo. Then the sheaves Eq (obtained by killing the p°°-torsion of Rqfcris*E) 
are locally free, and if B is the filtration on Eq induced from the filtration B 
on E, the triple (Eq, <I>, B) forms a uniform F-T-crystal on S/S. 

Proof: This follows immediately from Corollary (5.3.14) and Theorem (8.2.6). 
I 

It is well-known that degeneration results as above imply Kodaira-type 
vanishing theorems, c.f. [7] and [17], for example. We obtain the following 
vanishing theorem with coefficients in the Kodaira-Spencer sheaves of an F-
T-crystal. Trying to be careful with the logarithmic structures, we obtain 
two results which are not quite dual to each other. 
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Theorem 8.2.8 (Kodaira vanishing) Suppose X/S0 is perfectly smooth 
and proper and (E, B) is an effective 1-F-T-crystal on X/S. Suppose 
that the pull-back (E\ A) of (E, B) to X'/S admits a lifting (£', C) to a 
smooth lifting Y''/S2 of X' over S2. Suppose that the width of (£", $) plus 
the dimension d of X/SQ is less than p and that S is affine and L is ample 
on X. Then 

1. Ifi+j > d, then HJ(X,L<8>Q%/s) = 0 

2. Suppose also that S is regular and that X is Cohen-Macaulay and 
purely of dimension d. Then if i + j < d, HJ(X, L~l <8> ^¿/s) — 0-

Proof: Recall that H'(X, L®WE/S) S HI+J{X, LfcGife EX/S). Since X/S0 is 
perfectly smooth it is flat, and since (2?, B) is automatically uniform (5.3.12), 
it follows that L<8> £V¿/S is a complex of flat 0so-modules. Thus by standard 
base-changing araguments, it suffices to prove the vanishing of the cohomology 
groups of these sheaves along the fibers of X/SQ. Notice that when So is 
regular, these fibers are, locally on So, defined by a regular sequence, and 
hence are Cohen-Macaulay if X is. Thus we may assume without loss of 
generality that So is the spectrum of a field. 

Now GRB E'x/s is a complex of locally free Ox-modules which is con
centrated in degrees [0,d]. Hence Serre's vanishing theorem tells us that 
HQ(X, Ln (8) GvB E'X/S) = 0 for n » 0 and for q > 0. When X is Cohen-
Macaulay of pure dimension d, we can apply Serre duality and the same 
vanishing to conclude that HQ(X, Ln <g> Gr¿ EX/S) = 0 for q < d and n « 0. 
Thus the above theorem will follow from the following result: 

8.2.9 Claim: Suppose that HQ(X, LP (8) GrjB EX/S) = 0 for all q > 0. or 
that S is regular and that we have this vanishing for one value of q. Then 
HQ(X, L<S)GYB E'x/s) — 0 Jfl the same range. 

Proof: The sheaf If — F£L inherits a canonical integrable connection, and 
endowed with the zero filtration it becomes a T-crystal on X/SQ. Then 
IP ® E is again a T-crystal, and its filtration is just the filtration induced 
by the filtration B of E. The E\ term of the spectral sequence associated 
to this filtration is EQ{X,IP®GrB E'x/S), and hence our assumption implies 
that HQ(X/S, FXL <g> E0) = 0 for all q > 0. Now consider the isomorphism 
Rux'/s* GXA E'X> = FX/s*RuX/s*Eo provided by (8.2.1.2), thanks to our lift
ing. This can be written as an isomorphism Gr¿ E'x,/S —> FX/s*E'XjS in the 
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derived category of Ox'-modules and Ox'-linear maps. Let V =: 7r^ 5L, and 
tensor the above isomorphism with V to obtain an isomorphism: 

U ® GrA Ex,/S 9* U ® Fx/s*Ex/s s FX/S>F*XL ® 

Taking cohomology of both sides, we see that there is an isomorphism 

Hq(X\ V ® GrA s J J L ® £ X/s) = 0. 

Since 5 is a field, Fs is faithfully flat, so the base changing map 

F$H*(X, L ® GrA Ex/S) - U ® GrA 

are isomorphisms, and we conclude that Hq(X, L ® Gr̂  E'X/S) vanishes as 
well. I 

It is well-known that degeneration and vanishing results in characteristic 
p can be used to deduce similar results in characteristic zero. By way of 
example, we include only the following result, for smooth proper logarithmic 
schemes over SpecW. We note that if W is endowed with a hollow log 
structure, the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of Spec k with its induced 
log structure lifts to Spec W, so we can apply our theory. Our methods do not 
apply, however, to the "canonical" log structure (corresponding to 1 »-» p), 
and in particular do not give us information about semi-stable reduction over 
W. 

8.2.10 Corollary: Let X/S be a perfectly smooth and proper logarithmic 
scheme over S =: Spec W (where W is endowed with a hollow log structure). 
Let (E, fi, $) be an F-T-crystal on X/S of width less than p - d\m(X/S). 

1. The Hodge spectral sequence 

E\j = H{(X, Q%/s) ^ Hi+j(X/S, G4 E) => Hn(X/W, E) 

degenerates at E\. 

2. If L is ample and i + j> dim(X/5), then Hj(X, L ® WE/S) = 0. 

3. If L is ample, if X is Cohen-Macaulay of pure dimension d, and if 
i+j <d, then Hj(X,L~l ®Sl%/S) = 0. 
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Proof: Our lifting Fs of frobenius allows us to pull-back X/S and (E, B) 
to obtain liftings of XQ and (£", A). Thus the first statement follows from 
(8.2.6), and the next two statements follow from (8.2.8), the universal coef
ficient theorem, and Nakayama's lemma. I 

It may be instructive to compare our results to those of Deligne and Illusie 
by considering the case of the constant F-T crystal Ox/s- In this case N is 
just the p-adic filtration, and Rux/s0*Ox/s — ^x/s0- Thus 

f 0 if i > 0 
N*RUX/S0*OX/S0 = 1[QX/SQ if i < 0 

Then Dec AT is just the canonical filtration, and so 
GrDecN.... ^®Hq(tt) 

According to (8.2.1), a lifting modulo p2 of Xf/S provides us with an 
isomorphism in the derived category 

®Kq{ttX/s) * Qx/S. 
This tells us that the complex Cl'X/S is perfectly decomposed—exactly as 

the statement [7, 2.3], except that in [7] a clever use of duality allows an 
extension of the result to dimension p. Note that the isomorphism above 
takes place in the unfiltered derived category, and hence tells us nothing 
about the Hodge filtration. However, when X/S is proper, (8.2.2) tells us 
that the filtered complex (Q, B) is perfectly decomposed, which implies (2.4) 
and (4.1.2) of [7]. 

8.3 Hodge and Newton polygons 
Let So denote Speck endowed with a fine saturated logarithmic structure; 
recall that there exists a finitely generated integral monoid P with P* = 0 
such that the map P —> k sending every nonzero element of P into zero is 
a chart for So'. Let S denote an element of Cris(50/VK) whose underlying-
scheme is Spec W. For example, we could consider the "hollow" logarithmic 
structure associated to the prelog structure P —> W sending every nonunit 
to 0. We let Fx/s' X —> X' denote the exact relative Frobenius morphism of 
XISQ. 

Suppose that X/S0 is proper and logarithmically smooth and integral, 
and suppose that (£7, A) is a T-crystal on X'/S. As in Remark (4.4.8), for 
each n G N, we set 

ti^Ei A) =: dim, Hn(X'/S0, Gv\ E'0) = dim* Hn-*(X', Q^ / S o ) , 
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and we denote the Hodge polygon [4, p. 8.43] attached to the sequence 
of numbers h{ = : A) by Rdgn{E',A). For example, the Hodge 
polygons of (Ox'/w, Jx/w,l) are the usual Hodge polygons of X'/SQ. If 
$: F%/SE' -> £7 is an admissible F-span on X/S , we write Hdgn(X/5, $) for 
Hdgn(ax/s($)). For example, an F-span on k/W is just a p-isogeny (5.1.1) 
$:Ef —> E between two finitely generated free VF-modules, and its Hodge 
polygon Hdgn is trivial if n ^ 0, so we may drop the superscript from the 
notation. It is clear that our polygon in this case is the same as Mazur's 
"abstract Hodge polygon of an F-span" [23]. Recall that such an F-span on 
k/W is determined up to isomorphism by its Hodge polygon. 

Let FxE' —• E be an admissible F-span on X/S, and fix an integer 
n. Recall from (7.4.1) that we obtain an F-span $ n : E'n —• En on S0/S by 
taking the map Hn(X'/S,E') -> Hn{X/S,E) induced by FX/s and $ and 
dividing by the torsion of Hn(X_[W, E') and Hn{X/W,E). Our aim is to 
compare the Hodge polygons of $ n and of 

8.3.1 Theorem: Suppose X/S0 is proper and logarithmically smooth and 
integral, and let <I>: FxjSF' —» E he an admissible F-span on X/S. For 
each n G N, let <£n denote the F-span on Spec5 0/5 obtained as above by 
taking crystalline cohomology and killing torsion. Then the Hodge poly
gon Hdg(Spec5o/S, <I>n) lies on or above the Hodge polygon YLdgn(X/S,$). 
Furthermore, the following conditions are equivalent: 

1. The two polygons Hdg(Spec S0/S, $ n ) and Hdgn(X/5, $) have the same 
projection to the x-axis. 

2. The rank ofHn(X/S, E') is the sum of the Hodge numbers A). 

3. For q = n and q = n+ 1, the groups Hq(X'/S, Ef) are torsion free, and 
the maps 

H'iX'/SotA'Ei) -+ Hq(X'/SQ,E'Q) 
are injective for all i. 

Proof: To prove that Hdg(.So/S, <I>n) lies on or above the Hodge polygon 
Hdgn(X/5, $) we follow the method of [4, 8.36]. In particular, the following 
estimate will suffice [4, 8.37]. Le^us write Hn for Hn(X/S,E) arid H'n for 
Hn(X'/S, E')\ we shall identify H'n with its image in TP under <£n. 

8.3.2 Claim: For all i > 1, 

lg(Hfn/j/Hn n Hfn) < hn{X'/SQ, Gr^ 1 E'0) + 2hn{X'/SQ, Gr^ 2 E'0) + • • • 
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Proof: In the commutative diagram below and what follows it we have written 
D in place of Dec AT, K in place of Rux/s*E, and Hn for Hn(X, ). 

Hn{tfKC\D°K) —> Hn(D°K) Hn(D°K/piK n D°K) 

HntfK) Hn{K) —> H^K/tfK) 

Because the rows are exact, we find a surjective map from the image of /3 to 
the image of Hn(D°K) in Hn(K)/piHn(K). Corollary (7.3.6) allows us to 
identify Hn(X'/S, E') with Hn{X/S, D°K), and hence we have a surjective 
map from the image of /? to the image of Hn in TF/p'TT". It follows that 

l g 7 7 ' 7 ( 7 7 , n flp'TT) < l g H ^ K / ^ K n D°K). 

For each j € N we have an exact sequence: 

Hn(Grp-1 D°K) -» Hn(D°K/pjK n D°) -» Hn{D°K/pj-1K n £>°/0, 

and it follows that 

hn(lPK/j?K D D°) < ̂ "(Gr'p-1 + hn{Gfp2 D°K) + ••• hn(Gr°P D°K). 

Using the G-transversality of D to (p), we see that multiplication by p* 
induces an isomorphism D~J Gr°P K —> Gr|> D°K, so that 

/in(Grp D°K) = hn(D-j Gr°P K). 

From the exact sequences 

Hn(Dl-jKGr°P K) -> Hn{D~j Gr°P K) -> Hn{Gi~D

j Gv% K) 

we see that 

hn(D~jGr°PK) < hn(Gv-JGY°pK) + hn{Gr£jGrP!<) + ••• hn{Gr°DGrPK). 

But Corollary (7.3.5) implies that h^Gx^ Gv°P K) = /i"(Gr^ Gr°P E'). Now 
our (8.3.2) follows immediately. 

Now the length of the projection of Hdg(Spec S0/S, <!>„) to the z-axis is 
the rank of Hn(X/S, E') which is the same as the rank of Hn(X/S, E), so 
it is clear that conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent. According to (4.4.8), 
conditions (2) and (3) are also equivalent. • 
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We now suppose that S is endowed with the hollow logarithmic structure. 
It is clear that then we can choose a lifting Fs of the absolute Frobenius 
endomorphism of So to S; in fact, the set of such liftings is a torsor under 
the group Uom(P,W*). 

If X/So is perfectly smooth and proper and FXE —• E is an admissi
ble F-crystal on X/S, then because Fs is flat, the base changing morphism 
FsHn(X/S,E) —> Hn(X'/S,7r*x/sE) is an isomorphism, and we obtain an 
isogeny 

F*sTr(X/S, E) - TT(X/S, E). 
Ignoring the logarithmic structure on S 0, we can regard this isogeny as defin
ing an F-crystal on Spec k/W. Let Nwt($n) denote its Newton polygon [22]. 

Corollary 8.3.3 (Katz's Conjecture) Let X/So be perfectly smooth and 
proper, and let E —• E be an admissible F-crystal on X/S. Then each 

$„: FgIT{X/S, E) -> TTiX/S, E) 

defines an F-crystal on Spec k/W, and we have inequalities of Hodge poly
gons: 

Nwt(*») > Hdg($n) > Hdg n(X/S,$). 
The polygons Nwt($n) and Hdg(<I>n) have the same endpoint, and the fol
lowing conditions are equivalent: 

1. The two polygons Nwt(<I>n) and Hdgn(X/S, <£) have the same projec
tion to the x-axis. 

2. The rank ofHn(X/S, E) is the sum of the Hodge numbers ti^-^E'o, A). 

3. For q = n and g = n + l , the groups Hq(X/S, E) are torsion free, and 
the maps 

H^X'/So^XE'o) - H*(X'/So,K) 
are injective for all i. 

4. The two polygons Hdg($n) and Hdgn(X/S, $) coincide. 

Proof: It is of course a general fact that the Newton polygon of an F-crystal 
on k/W lies above its Hodge polygon and has the same endpoint [23], so our 
inequalities follow from (8.3.1). The equivalence of (l)-(3) follows from the 
analogous equivalence in (8.3.1) as well as the isomorphism 

F£Hn{X/S, E) -+ Hn(X'/S, E'). 
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If these conditions are satisfied, then by (7.4.4) we see that Hq(X/S, E) is 
torsion free for q = n and n + 1 and that the conjugate spectral sequence 
degenerates at E2 in degree n. Then Theorem (7.4.3) tells us that the abstract 
Hodge filtration A of the F-span $ n can be identified with the cohomological 
filtration on Hn(X'/S, E') induced by the filtration A of E'Q and so the two 
polygons Hdg(SpecS0,3>n) a n d Udgn(X/S, $) coincide. I 

Suppose now that Y/S is proper and logarithmically smooth and integral 
and that (E, B) is a T-crystal on Y/S. Then we can also speak of the Hodge 
polygons of (EK, B) on the generic fiber YsJSr, of Y/S. Thus, Edgn(EK, B) 
is the Hodge polygon attached to the numbers hi,j(E, B) : i'+ j = n, com
puted in characteristic 0: hhj(E, B) is the rank of the nth hypercohomology 
group of the Kodaira-Spencer complex 

Gri EY -> Grjf1 EY <8> tty/S -> • • • G^"9 EY (8) Qq

Y/w -> ... 

8.3.4 Theorem: Suppose Y/S is proper and perfectly smooth and (E, B) 
is an F-T-crystal on Y/S of width less than p — dimY/S. Then for all n, 

Hdgn(E7<,B) = Hdg($n). 

Proof: When Y = 5, it is obvious from the definitions that Gr̂  E is a free 
W-module of finite rank and that 

Gr̂  E <S>w k = Gr̂  EQ. 

Thus the theorem is trivial in this case. In general, we know from (8.2.7) 
that (£ n , $ n , B) is an F-T-crystal on Spec S/S. As 

GrJ, El - Hlis{YK/K, Grj, En ® /C), 

the theorem follows. • 
The following corollary, at least in the case of constant coefficients, is due 

to Deligne [5]. 

8.3.5 Corollary: With the hypotheses of the previous theorem, the Newton 
polygon of ^>n lies on or above Hdgn(Z?/<, B). 

I 

8.3.6 Remark: The previous result is a special case of a much more general 
consequence of the work of Faltings in [9] (although with a somewhat more 
restricted notion of logarithmic structure.) We can only give a rough idea. 
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Let S be the spectrum of the ring of integers V in any finite extension K of 
the fraction field K0 of W, and let Y/S be smooth and proper. Then Faltings 
proves that the representation of Gdl(K/K) in H2t(Y^ QP) is associated (a 
la Fontaine) to the data obtained by combining the action of Frobenius on the 
crystalline cohomology of the special fiber of Y/S with the Hodge filtration on 
the cohomology of the generic fiber. In particular, it follows that these data 
are "weakly admissible," and hence that the Newton polygon of the F-crystal 
lies above the Hodge polygon of the generic fiber. Faltings even has a similar 
result with coefficients, provided one starts with ap-adic representation of the 
fundamental group of the generic fiber. Notice that there are no restrictions 
on the ramification of the dimension of Y, or the level of the Hodge 
filtrations involved. 

8.3.7 Remark: Suppose that S is a scheme of finite type and geometrically 
connected over Spec Z and that 11 /S is smooth and separated. After replacing 
S by some dense open subset, we may find a smooth X/S and an open 
immersion U —> X over S such that the complement of U in X is a relative 
divisor with normal crossings over S. Let X be the logarithmic scheme 
obtained by pushing forward the trivial logarithmic structure on U to X. 
Then X/S is logarithmically smooth and proper. If a is a C-valued point of 
5, then the Hodge filtration of H%R{X{a)/C) = H%R(U(a)/C) is precisely 
the filtration used by Deligne in [6] in the construction of the mixed Hodge 
structure on H^>R(U(a)/C). Localizing S some more, we may assume that 
for every closed point s of 5, the characteristic p(s) of the residue field 
k(s) satisfies the hypotheses of (8.2.5). Thus, the Hodge polygon of the F-
crystal H^ris(X(s)/W(s)) agrees with the Hodge polygon of the mixed Hodge 
structure of the geometric generic fiber. 

8.4 F-crystals on curves 
In this subsection we study the cohomology of F-T-crystals in the simplest 
possible nontrivial case, namely F-T-crystals of rank two and width one on 
curves, as well as the cohomology of the symmetric powers of such F-crystals. 
As an application, we give a simple proof of some results of Ulmer in the 
theory of modular forms [28]. 

As usual, we let S denote a p-adic formal scheme which is flat over W 
and endowed with a fine logarithmic structure and, eventually, a lifting of its 
absolute Frobenius endomorphism. Suppose that X/S0 is a perfectly smooth 
connected logarithmic morphism of relative dimension one, so that ^x/sQ

 = 0 
unless i = 0 or 1. 
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For an important case to keep in mind, consider S = Spf W, X the 
complete modular curve classifying semi-stable elliptic curves with a suitable 
(prime-to-p) level structure, and let X be the logarithmic scheme obtained 
from X by logarithmically cutting out the "cusps." More precisely, if U C X 
is the open subscheme of X classifying smooth elliptic curves, X has the 
logarithmic structure obtained by taking the direct image on X of the trivial 
logarithmic [20, (1.4)] structure on U. Then the universal elliptic curve over 
U prolongs to a perfectly smooth morphism f\Z-+Xof logarithmic schemes 
over 5. Then by (7.5.2) and (7.5.3), we see that R1 fCTis*{°z/s,Jz/s,$) 
defines a uniform F-T-crystal (E,$,B) on X/S. Poincaré duality for / 
defines a principal polarization (3.3.2) on (#, B). 

If (£*, B) is a T-crystal on X/S of level within [0,6], let E'X/SQ be the De 
Rham complex of its restriction to X/So, and let 

Grj, Ex -> Ex ® nl

x/s 

be the Kodaira-Spencer mapping, i.e. the map induced by the connection 
V. Then the Kodaira-Spencer complexes of (E, B) are as follows: 

' Gx% Ex if i = 0 
G^B E'x/so = I G^BEX-^G&EXQ&X/S if 0 < i < 6 + 1 

[ Gr̂  Ex <8> ftx/sh1] if t = 6 + 1. 

Assume now that (E,B) is uniform of level one and rank two, so that 
UJ =: BlEx is an invertible sheaf on Ex- Assume also that (E, B) is endowed 
with a principal polarization of weight one (3.3.2). The polarization induces 
an isomorphism BlEx — Hom(Gr̂  Ex, Ox), and we shall identify these two 
sheaves. Let us also assume that the Kodaira-Spencer mapping 

£: u—>u~l ® &>x/s 

is not identically zero. Then there is a unique effective divisor R such that £ 
defines an isomorphism 

u = UJ"1 (8) fijr/5(--R), (8.4.0.1) 

which we can also regard as an isomorphism u2(R) = ^x/s- We shall call 
-R the "ramification divisor" of (E,B). In the case of the modular curve 
discussed above, R = 0, and if (£?, B) is obtained by pullback via a morphism 
7T to the modular curve, then R is just the ramification divisor of n. For 
example, in [28] Ulmer considers the Igusa curve of level pn, and if n > 0 R 
is a nonzero divisor which is supported at the supersingular points. 
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Consider the mth symmetric product Sm(E, B) of (E, B), with filtration 
B induced in the usual way by the filtration B on E. It is clear that (SmE, B) 
forms a T-crystal on (X/S). The polarization on E defines a polarization on 
(SmE, B), but this polarization will not be principal if m > p. 

8.4.1 Proposition: Suppose as above that X/SQ is perfectly smooth of rel
ative dimension one, proper, and connected, and let (E, B) be a rank two 
uniform T-crystal on X/S endowed with a principal polarization of weight 
one. Suppose that the degree ofu =: BlEx is positive and that the Kodaira-
Spencer mapping 

f: u; aT 1 <8> Six/So 
is nonzero, with ramification divisor R. 

1. Ifm> 0, the Hodge numbers of (SmE, B) in degree one (4.4.8) are as 
follows: 

r / i 1 (a;- m ) ifi = 0 
wi-i/NMN m_\degR if 0 < i < m + 1, p J[i 
ft P i*o, B) - < h0^2i-m^ + fcl^K-M) jf o < I < m + 1, p\i 

kh°{vm+2(R)) ifi = m+l. 
2.1f0<m<p, HI(X/S,SmE) = 0 if i ^ 1, and the hypotheses of 

(6.3.4) hold. Thus, the maps HL(X/S, BiSmE) H\X/S, SmE) are 
injective and define a T-crystal on (S0/S). 

Proof: Locally on X we may choose a basis {x, y} for Ex such that {x} is 
a basis for BlEx. Then BiSmEx has a basis {x'y™-*' : i' > i}, and the 
Gauss-Manin connection acts by the rule 

V ^ ,

2 / m " i , = i'tf'^y^'Vx + (m - x V ' i T " * ' " 1 Vy 
It is clear that for i G [0,m], 

Gr*B SmEx = (Grl

B Ex)* ® (Gr°B Eg"'*) - ^ ® <^~m - "2i~m 

Furthermore, the Kodaira-Spencer map 

G4 SmEx - Gr^ 1 SmEx <8> 

can be identified with z times the standard map u2i~m —> u2i"m(R). We find 
quasi-isomorphisms 

r uTm if t = 0 
P j OM P . * J u2i-m(R)\R[-l] if p /» and 0 < i < m + 1 

* - j jH-m 0 ^ - M ^ J F . ! ] if and 0 < * < ra + 1 

k u; m + 2 ( i2)hl] if t = m + l. 
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The proof of the proposition is now straightforward. I 
Suppose now that (E,B,$) is an F-T-crystal on X/S (5.3.1), uniform 

and endowed with a principal polarization (5.2.2) 

(fî,*)-.Hom((£!,*),Ox/5(-l)) 

Because ax/s($) is isomorphic to the pullback of (E, B) to X'/S, we find that 
$x' Fx Ex —> Ex annihilates FxEx, and there is a commutative diagram: 

FxEx Ex 

Fx Gr°B Ex F*xGx%Ex 

Here h: Fx Gr# Ex —• Gr# Ex is the "Hasse-Witt" morphism, and can 
be interpreted as a map u~p —• a; - 1, or a section of uop~l. If it is identically 
zero, then the image of $ 0 is BlEx, and we have an isomorphism UJ~P —• 
a;, i.e. a trivialization of up+l. Furthermore, in this case we see that the 
filtration B°Ex and N°Ex coincide, and since the latter is horizontal, it 
follows that the Kodaira-Spencer mapping is zero. In any case, we see that 
u has nonnegative degree. 

Let us assume from now on that the Kodaira-Spencer and Hasse-Witt 
mappings are nonzero. Then there is an effective divisor E such that the 
image of h is JE (go; - 1, and we have Ox(E) — wp~l- In particular, deg(E) = 
(p — 1) degu/. Applying the previous result and (8.3.3), we find: 

8.4.2 Corollary: Suppose that X/SQ is perfectly smooth of relative dimen
sion one, and (E, B) is a rank two F-T-crystal on X/S which is uniform of 
level one and endowed with a principal polarization of weight one. Suppose 
that the degree of UJ = : BlEx is positive and that the Kodaira-Spencer 
mapping is nonzero, with ramification divisor R. Then if 0 < m < p, 
(Hl(X/S,E),&) defines an F-crystal on So/5, and its Hodge numbers are 
given by the formulas (8.4.1.1). 

I 
Let us remark that by (8.3.3), the Newton polygon of (HL(X/S,E),$) 

lies above the Hodge polygon we have described; this gives the result of 
Ulmer [28]. We should also point out that for simple enough logarithmic 
structures, at least (for example, for the trivial log structure on S = Spec W 
and the "omit the cusps" log structure on X)) one can use Faltings' results to 
extend these calculations to the case of m > p. Namely, one can always find 
a smooth lifting Y of X to S and then a lifting (E, CI>, G) of the F-T-crystal 
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to Y; if p is odd then Faltings' theory guarantees the existence of a p-adic 
representation associated to (# , C). Taking the symmetric powers of this 
representation and applying (8.3.6), we still find that the Newton polygon 
lies above the Hodge polygon given by the obvious extension of (8.4.1). 

We close by discussing the cohomology of "horizontal" F-spans on elliptic 
curves. 

8.4.3 Example: We shall see that there exists an F-span <3>: Fx/sE' —» E 
on an elliptic curve whose Hodge spectral sequence does not degenerate but 
whose conjugate spectral sequence does. As explained in (7.4.4), this F-
span cannot be an F-crystal, and the torsion subgroups of H1(Xf/WyE/) 
and HX(X/W, E) have different lengths. 

Let X/k be an elliptic curve, and let H be an extension of Ox'/w by 
Ox'/w in the category of crystals of Oxyiy-niodules. Let £ denote its iso
morphism class, which we can view as an element of Hl(X'/W, Oxf/w)> Then 
H corresponds to an exact sequence 

0—>Ox>/w—>E'—>Ox>/w—>0 

We can view the subcrystal Ox'/w of E' as defining a filtration on E'. Since 
the filtration is horizontal it a fortiori satisfies Griffiths transversality, and 
hence if we let A be the PD-saturation of this filtration we obtain a T-crystal 
on X'/W. Then Gr^ E'x, = Ox* © Oxf, and the Kodaira-Spencer mapping 
is zero. Thus we obtain 

^E'/k — ®X' 
Q1 E0 / k = O X [1] + 1 X / k 

^EUk — ^A-'/iJl] 

This shows that the sum of the Hodge numbers in degree 1 associated to 
the two spectral sequences is 4. In particular, the Hodge spectral sequence 
degenerates if and only if hl(Xf/k, E'0) = 4, and this holds if and only if the 
reduction modulo p of our extension is split. In other words, the Hodge spec
tral sequence degenerates at Ei if and only if £ is divisible by p in Hl(X'/W). 

If we now follow the procedure of (5.1.2) we find an F-span 4>: F*E' —> E, 
which fits into the following diagram: 

0 — 0X/w — F*x/wEf —> 0X/w — 0 

l p 1 * [ i d 

0 —> Ox/w —• E —> Oxiw —> 0 
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This diagram shows that the isomorphism class of the extension correspond
ing to the sequence along the bottom is pFX/WC Thus, the filtration N on 
Grp(E) is just the subobject Ox/k defined by the extension in the diagram; 
note that this (mod p) extension is split, so that hl(X/k,Eo) = 4 and the 
conjugate spectral sequence always degenerates at E2. 

Now suppose that £ is not divisible by p. Then we see that the Hodge 
spectral sequence does not degenerate, and the conjugate spectral sequence 
does. Furthermore, Hl{X'/W, E') is p-torsion free, while H\X/Wy E) is not. 
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